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Executive Summary
The deliverable D5.2 – Earth Observation (EO) Component and Interfaces defines the
architecture of the DataBio EO Component, including its internal components, and internal
and external interfaces. The external interfaces identified include interfaces with external
data providers, with the DataBio Platform (WP4) and with Pilot-specific components. This
deliverable is complementary to and a further refinement of D5.1 – Earth Observation (EO)
Component (from M12) [REF-806].
The European Collaboration on Space Standardisation (ECSS) methodology [REF-001], wellknown by the EO community, is followed for presenting the content of this deliverable as a
Software Design Document.
The document starts with the Software Design Overview in Chapter 2. This chapter presents
the static architecture and is organised per Pilot. It identifies which subcomponents and
interfaces are used by individual Pilots and which interfaces the components use to interact.
The design is described using the ArchiMate methodology from the Open Group [REF-008].
Where needed, it refers to components and interfaces defined in the next chapter or in the
D4.1 – Platform and Interfaces deliverable [REF-805].
The individual architectural components and interfaces realising the architecture are
described in a consistent way including their interfaces in Chapter 3. Each component
identifies the requirements it is able to implement, and its provided and required interfaces.
Finally, the deliverable presents a conclusion.
The deliverable comprises contributions from the following tasks:
●
●
●
●

T5.1: EO Subsystem and Components
T5.2: EO Data Discovery and Data Management & Acquisition Services
T5.3: EO Data Processing, Extraction, Conversion and Fusion Services
T5.5: Meteo Data Management

Relation with Other DataBio Platform Deliverables
The DataBio project includes three piloting work packages (WP1-3) and two related platform
work packages (WP4 handling IoT data and WP5 processing Earth Observation and geospatial
data) that support the pilots (Figure 1). The DataBio platform provides Big Data capabilities to
the pilots by forming software pipelines of components through which data flows from the
sources in agriculture, forestry and fishery through data management, analytics, and
visualization stages to the end in the pilots.
The platform developed in DataBio is described in the Deliverables D4.1, D4.2, D4.3 (WP4)
and D5.1, D5.2, D5.3 (WP5) (Figure 1). Deliverables D4.1-3 define the Milestone M7 Service
ready for Trial 1, whereas Deliverables D5.1-3 define the Milestone M9 EO Services ready for
integration. The platform services and pipelines have been in trials since April 2018 (M16).
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Figure 1. Work packages and their roles in DataBio
Deliverable D4.2 Services for tests provides an overview of the component pipelines as
identified at month 16 (M16) of the project. It also provides guidelines for successful
implementation and deployment of the pipelines.
Deliverable D4.3 Data sets, formats and models is due at the end of August 2018. While the
two earlier reports deal with software modules, this report will focus on the data sets and
streams employed in DataBio. Data formats, standards and models enabling easy findability,
access, interoperability, and reusability of data (FAIR principle) will be dealt with. Thus, we
will address in this deliverable topics beyond the coverage of single pilots.
Deliverable D5.1 EO component specification includes an analysis of the EO dataset and
component related requirements provided by the pilots. It was published in end of 2017 and
contains an overview of best practices of EO access and initial component and dataset
requirements based on the DataBio pilot needs.
Deliverable D5.2 EO component and interfaces describes, building on D5.1, the Earth
Observations component pipelines similarly as D4.2 does for IoT components. It also includes
examples of data experimentations with the pipelines.
Deliverable D5.3 EO services and tools builds on 5.1 and 5.2 and describes how the technical
components from DataBio can be scaled-up to services and tools that are installed as Software
as a Service (SaaS) or on-premise. It further provides the information how and under which
conditions these services and tools can be externally accessed.
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Definitions, Acronyms and Abbreviations
Acronym/
Abbreviation
CCSDS
CEOS
CETL
CMEMS
CMR
DIAS
DSL
ECMWF
ECSS
EO
ERS
ESA
FAD
GEO
GSCDA
IAS
IETF
INSPIRE
IoT
ISO
JSON
KMI
KNMI
LPIS
NASA
NIST
NN
OAIS
OASIS
OGC
OLCI
RMSE
RPAS
SAFE
SLSTR
SVM

Title
Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
Committee on Earth Observing Satellites
Connect Extract Transform and Load
Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service
Common Metadata Repository
Data and Information Access Services
Domain Specific Language
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
European Collaboration on Space Standardisation
Earth Observation
European Remote Sensing Satellite
European Space Agency
Fish Aggregating Devices
Group on Earth Observation
GMES Space Component Data Access
Invasive Alien Species
Internet Engineering Task Force
Infrastructure for Spatial Information in Europe
Internet of Things
International Organisation for Standardisation
JavaScript Object Notation
Koninklijk Meteorologisch Instituut
Koninklijk Nderlands Meteorologisch Instituut
Land Parcel Identification System
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Nearest Neighbors
Open Archival Information System
Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards
Open Geospatial Consortium
Ocean and Land Colour Imager
Root Mean Square Error
Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems
Standard Archive Format for Europe
Sea and Land Surface Temperature Radiometer
Support Vector Machines
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TEP
TMS
UMM
W3C
WCPS
WCS
WGISS
WMS
WMTS
WP
WPS
XFDU
XML

Thematic Exploitation Platform
Tile Map Service
Unified Metadata Model
World Wide Web Consortium
Web Coverage Processing Service
Web Coverage Service
Working Group on Information Systems and Services
Web Map Service
Web Map Tile Service
Work Package
Web Processing Service
XML Formatted Data Units
eXtensible Markup Language

Term
Commercial
Mission

Definition
The products from high resolution and very high resolution commercial
missions are purchased on the market. The term “commercial” is used
to denote both optical and radar missions.
Identifiable collection of data [REF-301].
In the EO Community, a dataset is typically called “product”.
Collection of datasets sharing the same product specification [REF-301].
In the EO Community, a dataset series is also called “collection” or
“dataset” (in GSCDA).
An Exploitation Platform is a virtual workspace, providing the user
community with access to (i) large volume of data (EO/non-space data),
(ii) algorithm development and integration environment, (iii) processing
software and services (e.g. toolboxes, retrieval baselines, visualization
routines), (iv) computing resources (e.g. hybrid cloud/grid), (v)
collaboration tools (e.g. forums, wiki, knowledge base, open
publications, social networking, …), (vi) general operation capabilities
(e.g. user management and access control, accounting, etc.).
The SAFE (Standard Archive Format for Europe) [REF-305] has been
designed to act as a common format for archiving and conveying data
within ESA Earth Observation archiving facilities.
Special attention has been taken to ensure that SAFE conforms to the
ISO 14721:2003 OAIS (Open Archival Information System) reference
model and related standards such as the emerging CCSDS/ISO XFDU
(XML Formatted Data Units) packaging format.
The Copernicus Sentinel-1 earth observation mission developed by ESA
provides continuity of data from ERS and Envisat missions, with further
enhancements in terms of revisit, coverage, timeliness and reliability of

Dataset
Dataset Series

Exploitation
Platform

SAFE Format

Sentinel-1
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service. The SENTINEL-1 mission comprises a constellation of two polarorbiting satellites, operating day and night performing C-band synthetic
aperture radar imaging, enabling them to acquire imagery regardless of
the weather. The two-satellite constellation offers a 6 days revisit time.
A summary of mission objectives is:
● Monitoring sea ice zones and the Arctic environment, and
surveillance of marine environment;
● Monitoring land surface motion risks;
● Mapping of land surfaces: forest, water and soil;
● Mapping in support of humanitarian aid in crisis situations;
● Spatial Resolution: 5m, 20m, 40m.
Source: Wikipedia and Sentinel Online Web site
(https://sentinels.copernicus.eu).
The Copernicus Sentinel-2 earth observation mission developed by ESA
provides continuity to services relying on multi-spectral high-resolution
optical observations over global terrestrial surfaces. Sentinel-2 sustains
the operational supply of data for services such as forest monitoring,
land cover changes detection or natural disasters management.
The Sentinel-2 mission offers an unprecedented combination of the
following capabilities:
● Multi-spectral information with 13 bands in the visible, near
infra-red and short wave infra-red part of the spectrum;
● Systematic global coverage of land surfaces: from 56°South to
84°North, coastal waters and all Mediterranean Sea;
● High revisit: every 5 days at equator under the same viewing
conditions;
● High spatial resolution: 10m, 20m and 60m;
● Wide field of view: 290 km.
Source: Wikipedia and Sentinel Online Web site
(https://sentinels.copernicus.eu).
The Copernicus Sentinel-3 earth observation mission developed by ESA
main objective is to measure sea-surface topography, sea- and landsurface temperature and ocean- and land-surface colour.
A pair of Sentinel-3 satellites will enable a short revisit time of less than
two days for OLCI instrument and less than one day for SLSTR at the
equator.
Mission objectives are:
● Measure sea-surface topography, sea-surface height and
significant wave height;
● Measure ocean and land-surface temperature;
● Measure ocean and land-surface colour
● Monitor sea and land ice topography;
● Sea-water quality and pollution monitoring;
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Third Party
Mission

Inland water monitoring, including rivers and lakes;
Aid marine weather forecasting with acquired data;
Climate monitoring and modelling;
Land-use change monitoring;
Forest cover mapping;
Fire detection;
Weather forecasting;
Measuring Earth's thermal radiation for atmospheric
applications.
The Sentinel-3A mission has now reached the full operational capacity
and preparations for Sentinel-3B launch is-going (mission status on 6
December 2017).
Sources:
Wikipedia
and
Sentinel
Online
Web
site
(https://sentinels.copernicus.eu).
ESA uses its multi-mission ground systems to acquire, process, archive
and distribute data from other satellites - so called Third Party Missions.
Source: http://earth.esa.int/missions/thirdpartymission/.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Project Summary
The data intensive target sector selected for the
DataBio project is the Data-Driven Bioeconomy.
DataBio focuses on utilizing Big Data to
contribute to the production of the best possible
raw materials from agriculture, forestry and
fishery/aquaculture for the bioeconomy
industry, in order to output food, energy and
biomaterials, also taking into account various
responsibility and sustainability issues.
DataBio will deploy state-of-the-art big data technologies and existing partners’ infrastructure
and solutions, linked together through the DataBio Platform. These will aggregate Big Data
from the three identified sectors (agriculture, forestry and fishery), intelligently process them
and allow the three sectors to selectively utilize numerous platform components, according
to their requirements. The execution will be through continuous cooperation of end user and
technology provider companies, bioeconomy and technology research institutes, and
stakeholders from the big data value PPP programme.
DataBio is driven by the development, use and evaluation of a large number of pilots in the
three identified sectors, where also associated partners and additional stakeholders are
involved. The selected pilot concepts will be transformed to pilot implementations utilizing
co-innovative methods and tools. The pilots select and utilize the best suitable market ready
or almost market ready ICT, Big Data and Earth Observation methods, technologies, tools and
services to be integrated to the common DataBio Platform.
Based on the pilot results and the new DataBio Platform, new solutions and new business
opportunities are expected to emerge. DataBio will organize a series of trainings and
hackathons to support its take-up and to enable developers outside the consortium to design
and develop new tools, services and applications based on and for the DataBio Platform.
The DataBio Consortium is listed in the table below.
Table 1 : DataBio Partners
Number

Name

Short name

Country

1 (CO)

INTRASOFT INTERNATIONAL SA

INTRASOFT

Belgium

2

LESPROJEKT SLUZBY SRO

LESPRO

Czech Republic

3

ZAPADOCESKA UNIVERZITA V PLZNI

UWB

Czech Republic
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4

FRAUNHOFER GESELLSCHAFT ZUR FOERDERUNG
DER ANGEWANDTEN FORSCHUNG E.V.

Fraunhofer

Germany

5

ATOS SPAIN SA

ATOS

Spain

6

STIFTELSEN SINTEF

SINTEF ICT

Norway

7

SPACEBEL SA

SPACEBEL

Belgium

8

VLAAMSE INSTELLING VOOR TECHNOLOGISCH
ONDERZOEK N.V.

VITO

Belgium

9

INSTYTUT CHEMII BIOORGANICZNEJ POLSKIEJ
AKADEMII NAUK

PSNC

Poland

10

CIAOTECH Srl

CiaoT

Italy

11

EMPRESA DE TRANSFORMACION AGRARIA SA

TRAGSA

Spain

12

INSTITUT FUR ANGEWANDTE INFORMATIK
(INFAI) EV

INFAI

Germany

13

NEUROPUBLIC AE PLIROFORIKIS &
EPIKOINONION

NP

Greece

14

Ústav pro hospodářskou úpravu lesů Brandýs
nad Labem

UHUL FMI

Czech Republic

15

INNOVATION ENGINEERING SRL

InnoE

Italy

16

Teknologian tutkimuskeskus VTT Oy

VTT

Finland

17

SINTEF FISKERI OG HAVBRUK AS

SINTEF Fishery

Norway

18

SUOMEN METSAKESKUS-FINLANDS
SKOGSCENTRAL

METSAK

Finland

19

IBM ISRAEL - SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY LTD

IBM

Israel

20

MHG SYSTEMS OY - MHGS

MHGS

Finland

21

NB ADVIES BV

NB Advies

Netherlands
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22

CONSIGLIO PER LA RICERCA IN AGRICOLTURA E
L'ANALISI DELL'ECONOMIA AGRARIA

CREA

Italy

23

FUNDACION AZTI - AZTI FUNDAZIOA

AZTI

Spain

24

KINGS BAY AS

KingsBay

Norway

25

EROS AS

Eros

Norway

26

ERVIK & SAEVIK AS

ESAS

Norway

27

LIEGRUPPEN FISKERI AS

LiegFi

Norway

28

E-GEOS SPA

e-geos

Italy

29

DANMARKS TEKNISKE UNIVERSITET

DTU

Denmark

30

FEDERUNACOMA SRL UNIPERSONALE

Federu

Italy

31

CSEM CENTRE SUISSE D'ELECTRONIQUE ET DE
MICROTECHNIQUE SA - RECHERCHE ET
DEVELOPPEMENT

CSEM

Switzerland

32

UNIVERSITAET ST. GALLEN

UStG

Switzerland

33

NORGES SILDESALGSLAG SA

Sildes

Norway

34

EXUS SOFTWARE LTD

EXUS

United Kingdom

35

CYBERNETICA AS

CYBER

Estonia

36

GAIA EPICHEIREIN ANONYMI ETAIREIA
PSIFIAKON YPIRESION

GAIA

Greece

37

SOFTEAM

Softeam

France

38

FUNDACION CITOLIVA, CENTRO DE INNOVACION
Y TECNOLOGIA DEL OLIVAR Y DEL ACEITE

CITOLIVA

Spain

39

TERRASIGNA SRL

TerraS

Romania

40

ETHNIKO KENTRO EREVNAS KAI TECHNOLOGIKIS
ANAPTYXIS

CERTH

Greece
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41

METEOROLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
EARTH OBSERVATION SRL

MEEO

Italy

42

ECHEBASTAR FLEET SOCIEDAD LIMITADA

ECHEBF

Spain

43

NOVAMONT SPA

Novam

Italy

44

SENOP OY

Senop

Finland

45

UNIVERSIDAD DEL PAIS VASCO/ EUSKAL
HERRIKO UNIBERTSITATEA

EHU/UPV

Spain

46

OPEN GEOSPATIAL CONSORTIUM (EUROPE)
LIMITED LBG

OGCE

United Kingdom

47

ZETOR TRACTORS AS

ZETOR

Czech Republic

48

COOPERATIVA AGRICOLA CESENATE SOCIETA
COOPERATIVA AGRICOLA

CAC

Italy

1.2 Document Scope
Deliverable D5.2 – EO Component and Interfaces (due M17) specifies the software
components and interfaces related to Earth Observation which support the realisation of the
various activities of the Big Data Applications realised by the DataBio Pilots. The presented
combination of components and interfaces support the implementation of the first iteration
of the Pilots (WP1, WP2, WP3) and Platform (WP4, WP5).
The document starts with architecture of the DataBio EO Component which is described using
the ArchiMate methodology from the Open Group [REF-008]. As the different pilots, each use
a different subset of the components, deployed in different locations, the description of the
distributed static architecture is split in sections covering one or more Pilots which rely on the
same set of components.
Subsequently, the architectural components realising the architecture are described in a
consistent way including their interfaces. Each component identifies the requirements it is
able to implement. The European Collaboration on Space Standardisation (ECSS)
methodology [REF-001], well-known by the EO community, is followed for presenting the
architectural information. Components covered in D4.1 are not repeated here. We refer the
reader to the D4.1 deliverable [REF-805] for their descriptions and definitions of platform
concepts and definitions.
The deliverable comprises contributions from the following tasks:
● T5.1: EO Subsystem and Components
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● T5.2: EO Data Discovery and Data Management & Acquisition Services
● T5.3: EO Data Processing, Extraction, Conversion and Fusion Services
● T5.5: Meteo Data Management

1.3 Document Structure
The document is organised according to annex F of ECSS-E-ST-40C [REF-001]. It is comprised
of the following chapters:
Chapter 1 presents an introduction to the project and the document.
Chapter 2 contains the software design overview.
Chapter 3 specifies the individual components and the interfaces.
Chapter 4 is the conclusion of this deliverable.
Chapter 5 lists the reference documents.
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2 Software Design Overview
The current chapter gives an overview of the architecture of the DataBio EO Component.

2.1 Software Static Architecture
Big Data Applications typically execute a set of operations along the life-cycle of the data. The
life-cycle activities include:
●
●
●
●
●

Data Collection
Data Preparation
Data Analytics
Data Visualisation
Data Access

The current document focuses on Earth Observation data-related components and interfaces
required to realise the DataBio Pilots architecture. Data (including EO data) propagate
through the system and are being processed and transformed in different ways in order to
extract the value from the information. Components and interfaces described in the current
document may be related to any of the above life-cycle activities.
Presenting the full architecture of all individual Pilots is beyond the scope of the current
document. The current document is limited to the WP5 components and interfaces used by
the individual Pilots.
The diagrams in this section refer to WP5 components and interfaces that are further defined
in section 5.1. For the full description of WP4 components and interfaces, we refer to
deliverable D4.1.

2.1.1 Agriculture Pilots A1.1, B1.2, C1.1
2.1.1.1 Objective
This pipeline description focuses on the business/pilot context, interfaces and data
experimentation from Georocket’s point of view, as Georocket is part of the DataBio
technology platform. On the other hand, all development activities related to the expansion
and technological evolution of NP’s GAIA Cloud will be described in respective WP1
deliverables. GAIA Cloud is a major horizontal building block of NP’s Gaiasense1 solution and
constitutes of multiple cloud computing services that collect, store and combine
heterogeneous data to convert them into facts using advanced data analytics techniques.
As big data availability growths exponentially over the years and traditional data handling
approaches are becoming more and more ineffective in coping with the increasing volume,
velocity and variety of data, it is evident that new innovative solutions will be at the forefront
of the technological landscape. The present pipeline exploits recent trends in big data
management for optimally addressing several use case needs. It is tailored to handle large
1

See http://www.gaiasense.gr
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datasets consisting of vector and multi-temporal data assigned to each agricultural parcel
(object-based methodology). Moreover, it allows the development of applications on top of
it, supporting real business case needs for agricultural monitoring, spatial analytics and
modelling. It fully exploits the capabilities offered by GeoRocket’s Elasticsearch in performing
fast querying and spatial aggregations and integrates them with other (GAIA cloud) big data
solutions (and as such to explore the opportunity to improve them), that consist the backbone
of specific agri-food business scenarios (smart farming, insurance pilots in Greece). The
pipeline makes use of two web-based clients, that can be considered, at a certain extent,
interchangeable, thus, ensuring DataBio’s interoperable nature.
This pipeline applies to the following pilots:
•
•
•

1.2.1 A1.1 Precision Agriculture in olives, fruits, grapes2
1.3.1 B1.2 Cotton3
1.4.1 C1.1 Insurance (Greece)4

The following C1.1 agriculture pilot views are indicative of the pipeline’s importance in the
specific pilot cases. As already mentioned, this pipeline applies horizontally and similarly to
more than one pilot cases.
Deployment:
NP has built and operates its own data centre offering cloud services at platform level (PaaS)
and software level (SaaS). GAIA Cloud supports NP’s pilot activities at various levels and serves
as the backbone of the pilots’ pipelines, in terms of infrastructure and applications/services.
GeoRocket is based on a highly scalable and asynchronous software architecture. Therefore,
it suits perfectly for the deployment in the cloud. All components are prepared to run on
heterogeneous infrastructures. Therefore, it is possible to deploy it as docker container, on
virtual machines or even on bare-metal. To simplify the deployment and orchestration it
provides predefined docker compose configurations as well. The instance used for this
pipeline is hosted by Fraunhofer, secured with SSL encryption and OAuth2 authentication.

2

See https://www.databiohub.eu/registry/#serviceview/WP%201%20Pilot%201%20[A1.1]%20Precision%20agriculture%20in%20olives,%20fruits,%20grapes
3
See https://www.databiohub.eu/registry/#service-view/WP%201%20Pilot%206%20[B1.2]%20Cotton/0.0.1
4
See https://www.databiohub.eu/registry/#serviceview/WP%201%20Pilot%2010%20[C1.1]%20Insurance%20(Greece)
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Figure 2 : Location View Agriculture Pilot C1.1
2.1.1.2 Component Interactions
The following components are involved in this pipeline:
•

•
•

NP’s private cloud, called GAIA Cloud, along with all its infrastructure and the
supporting cloud computing services (e.g. GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning
Subcomponent - C13.025 from NP)
GeoRocket - C04.026from Fraunhofer.
GeoToolbox from Fraunhofer to extend the functionality of GeoRocket - C04.037

5

See https://www.databiohub.eu/registry/#serviceview/GAIABus%20DataSmart%20Machine%20Learning%20Subcomponent/0.0.1
6
See https://www.databiohub.eu/registry/#service-view/GeoRocket/0.0.1
7
See https://www.databiohub.eu/registry/#service-view/GeoToolbox/0.0.1
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Figure 3 : Agriculture Pilot C1.1 Pipeline View
Within the pipeline, REST endpoints will be designed for allowing end-to-end communications
and data/information exchange among all components. Integration mechanisms have already
been explored and designed, involving different subcomponents of GeoRocket.
The first subcomponent is the data store itself. Data is stored in hierarchical layers to allow
data separation e.g. among users and roles. The base URL ‘/store/’ defines the root layer. New
data can be imported using a POST request into its appropriate layer. To retrieve data from a
specific layer, a GET request is used along with a ‘query’ parameter. The complete API and
query DSL (Domain Specific Language) documentation can be found on
https://georocket.io/docs/user-documentation/.
Simple query examples:
•
•

Field ‘data’ matching ‘2016-05-01’ and field ‘water’ greater then ‘0.11’
AND(EQ(data 2016-05-01) GT(water 0.11))
Field ‘distribution’ less then or equal ‘0.5’
LTE(distribution 0.5)

The second subcomponent is the tiling map server utilizing functionality from the
GeoToolbox. It processes and provides data to efficiently visualize data from GeoRocket in
2D. It provides a REST API itself. GeoRocket automatically passes new data to the tiling server.
It provides also an TMS endpoint ‘/{z}/{x}/{y}.{type}’, where z, x and y define the appropriate
tile to request while ‘type’ defines the data type (i.e. JSON or Google Protobuf).
The third subcomponent is the web-interface ‘GroundStation’. It is a Web Application build
mainly for administrators and expert users to import, explore and analyse stored data. The
2D-Visualization can be considered as the main part to deal with this in an interactive and
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intuitive way. An important feature to prepare for inter-component communication is the
ability to export data selection in form of the aforementioned GeoRocket query DSL.
Just like the tiling map server component it is possible to add further pre- and postprocessing
steps. These processing commands are running as GeoRocket Plugins and communicate
through JSON Messages over a Hazelcast Eventbus8.
•

Plugin Registration:

•

Processing Job Submission:

•

Processing Job Acknowledgement:

2.1.1.3 Components by Life-cycle Activity
The pipeline is built in a very generic manner, while only minor additions - such as CSV support
for GeoRocket- are tailored specifically to the data experimentation. GeoRocket provides
native support for virtually any kind of geospatial data based on XML- or GeoJSON. A simple
plugin system for CSV file reading, allows not only to support additional file types, but also to
perform pre- and post-processing steps after importing new data. Moreover, the possibility
of defining custom mappings for specific datasets makes it possible to interfere and improve
the indexing as needed and benefit from the generic, schema agnostic approach.
On the other hand, NP’s GAIA Cloud performs all the CETL activities (connect, extract,
transform and load) of the EO data and assigns agri-environmental indicator values (e.g.
vegetation indices) and other properties to each unit of management (agricultural parcel).
Data exploration and multi-dimensional analysis of agricultural parcels, using spatial
aggregation techniques are core elements of GAIA cloud’s back-end spatial analytics services.

8

Hazelcast is a distributed in-memory datastore used by vert.x for clustering various vert.x applications in order
to build the eventbus on top (see https://hazelcast.org/).
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The aforementioned functionalities are an important building block reused in all NP’s pilot
activities.

Figure 4 : Lifecycle Pilot C1.1
Within the project’s preparatory phase, a set of data experimentation activities have been
performed regarding the present pipeline. Initially, pilot requirements were expressed as user
stories in order to facilitate the development activities. Parcel and EO-generated data
(vegetation indices statistics and time series) provided by NP have been used by GeoRocket
and Fraunhofer to setup a demo instance for on-the-fly data preparation, processing
(aggregations) and visualization. 3D visualizations, including DEMs are explored that could be
helpful in highlighting implications that might be caused by the parcel’s terrain morphology.
The input data for GeoRocket’s data experimentation consisted of CSV files provided by NP.
The latter comprised of agricultural parcel positions expressed in vectors and several
attributes and extracted multi-temporal vegetation indices associated with them.
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Interfaces (out of the pipeline):

Figure 5 : Web-based UI offered by NP, providing spatial aggregations and attribute-based
colour coding
A new web-based interface has been designed by NP as an interface out of this pipeline. The
new client (UI) has been developed in order to support the activities of the pilots and of the
collaboration among the components. The UI is using browser-based libraries (e.g. leaflet)
and is be able to present multi-temporal object-based (parcel) data and information along
with spatially aggregated statistics in a user-friendly way.

Figure 6 : GeoRocket Groundstation
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GeoRocket offers a set of well-specified Representational State Transfer (REST) endpoints to
access the data along with additional features provided by corresponding subcomponents.
The prevent privacy or integrity issues all endpoints can be secured using SSL/TLS. An OAUTH2
based authentication is used to prevent any unauthorized access.
Beside the datastore there are two subcomponents used in this pilot. On the one hand, there
is the tiling map server, which provides access to preprocessed data for visualization
purposes. The web application – called GeoRocket – on the other hand allows to explore and
analyse stored data interactively. The web application can be considered, at some extent,
interchangeable with NP’s client. The latter fully supports DataBio’s objective for
interoperable technological solutions.
Current results:
The pipeline can process a large amount of data in a reasonable time. The components are
able to visualise vector data in various clients (effectively exhibiting that interchangeable
nature of clients in the pipeline). In particular, data visualization allows data filtering by
attribute or attribute-based colour coding on the fly (Figure 5, Figure 7).

Figure 7 : Colour-coding by attribute using GeoRocket’s ground station
In GeoRocket’s data experimentation phase, a dataset (~500MB) with hundreds of thousands
multi-temporal parcel snapshots has been imported into GeoRocket using a plugin to convert
the data into GeoJSON format. The GeoRocket import process and, in particular, the indexing
lasts for about 5 Minutes. Then a post-processing phase follows to optimize the data quality
for the visualisation and for preparing the data for tiling. The tiling of 10 zoom levels for
500,000 features takes around 2.2 minutes. The resulting data for the visualisation needs only
additional 250MB of disk space. Using a synthetic dataset it was possible to render 2 million
simple polygons including one metric and compute the tiling database in about 2 minutes. As
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all data needed for filtering and colour coding is included in the tile, filters can be applied on
the fly. For example, browsing through a time series of data can be done without reloading
the tiles from back-end’s side. The used dataset consists of parcel snapshots taken every two
weeks. In this dataset loading time of one tile in zoom level 7 takes about 1 second. These
results are quite promising because there is no implementation available on the market,
allowing to deal with this amount of geometries while keeping the visualisation fully
interactive. Spatial data aggregations can be done in under 1 sec depending on the internet
connectivity.
Next steps:
For the integration among the components, GeoRocket’s development will focus on offering
a Domain Specific Language (DSL) that will support generic data aggregations. A DSL is a
computer language specialized to a particular application domain. DSLs allow solutions to be
expressed in the idiom and at the level of abstraction of the problem domain. The idea of
using a DSL in this context is that domain experts themselves may understand, validate, and
modify aggregation procedures and are even enabled to develop their own user-defined
aggregations.
As REST endpoints will be available, GAIA Cloud will be able to exploit these functionalities
and request for user-defined aggregations on the fly and visualize them on its own client
(seamlessly integrating the whole pipeline). Beside some basic aggregations (e.g. sum,
average, min, etc.) it will be possible to define multi-dimensional aggregations to define even
complex analytic tasks. To support the user in defining queries and aggregations manually,
GeoRocket’s Groundstation will be extended. An intuitive UI will enable the interactive
aggregation building. Furthermore, it will be possible to visualise the results via generic charts
directly. Exporting these requests and results helps to integrate complex GeoRocket API
requests into any other application using our datastore solution. Furthermore, the
performance of exploring and browsing through the data will be improved at the following
period.
2.1.1.4 EO Data
The following table summarizes the EO data used as input by this Pilot.
Table 2 : EO Data used by the present pipeline
Dataset
Sentinel-2- generated data
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2.1.2 Agriculture Pilots A1.2, A1.3 and B1.3
2.1.2.1 Objective
In three Agriculture Pilots A1.2, A1.3 and B1.3, EO data, in particular Sentinel-2 and Proba-V
over different pilot areas (The Netherlands, Italy and Sardinia) are used to calculate
Vegetation parameters (NDVI, fAPAR, fCOVER and LAI) at 10m resolution. Furthermore,
meteo data from different providers (i.e. National Meteo offices such as KMI (BE) and KNMI
(NL), or Global data from ECMWF) is added.
For the pilots it is necessary to visualise these data at full resolution and calculate on-the-fly
the profile of the vegetation index, temperature or rainfall for a user-defined polygon e.g. a
field. Therefore, the pilot uses component C08.02 ‘Proba-V MEP’ which offers these powerful
data analytics capabilities. For the pilots, WP5 develops a dashboard interface which allows
human users to interact with the data, provided by OGC standards at the backend hosted at
Proba-V MEP where available (e.g. WMTS for viewing) or REST interfaces otherwise (e.g. the
Time Series Viewer REST interface).
Furthermore, the calculated vegetation parameters from Sentinel-2 are ingested in the ProbaV MEP catalogue and discoverable via the OpenSearch interface, which is consumed by
C07.01 ‘FedEO Gateway’ to give wider visibility to these data and make the data usable by
other pilots as well.
In addition, the C08.02 ‘Proba-V MEP’ components offer as well a Virtual Machine interface
and a Jupyter Notebook interface, for researchers and developers. These are used by VITO
researchers in WP1 to e.g. produced yield estimations in the future, or work on the fusion of
datasets (e.g. Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2) to provide temporal more dense time series than can
be realised by using Sentinel-2 only because of frequent clouds.
The Pilots are running on the Proba-V MEP environment which is deployed at the VITO data
centre, where the Sentinel-2 data needed for the pilots is downloaded and vegetation
parameters are calculated. In the future the Proba-V MEP solution, or its individual
components, can be deployed in the upcoming Copernicus DIAS platforms as a front office,
to avoid the downloading of Sentinel-2 data. Currently, it involves the components and
interfaces installed at VITO in Belgium as depicted below.
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Figure 8 : Location View Agriculture Pilots A1.2, A1.3 and B1.3
The Pilot accesses Sentinel-2 data through the external IF-EU-SCIHUB interface of the
Copernicus Open Access Hub, i.e. to download data and make these available on the Proba-V
MEP.
2.1.2.2 Component Interactions
The figure below depicts how the Proba-V MEP (C08.02) provides several interfaces, used by
the pilots. Furthermore, the OpenSearch interface is used by the FedEO Gateway (C07.01) to
discover and download new products from the Proba-V MEP.
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Figure 9 : Pipeline View Agriculture Pilots A1.2, A1.3 and B1.3
2.1.2.3 Components by Life-cycle Activity
The diagram below associates the components used in the 3 Agriculture Pilots A1.2, A1.3 and
B1.3 to the appropriate life-cycle activity defined in [REF-009]. The diagram illustrates the
different tasks done in the pilots and which Proba-V MEP interface are used for that, with the
final result to offer a dashboard interface for each of the pilots to allow the pilot users to
visualise exactly the data/information relevant for them and presented in an understandable
and appealing way. These dashboards are explained in detail in the pilot related deliverables.
As input of the pipeline, the following data is used, all provided by Proba-V MEP:
•
•
•

Sentinel-3 L1C product metadata and products
Meteo data from national providers and ECMWF
Various in-situ data such as field boundaries, often provided by local partners involved
in WP1.
All these data are pre-processed to fit the needs of the pilots. E.g. Sentinel L1C data is
processed to Level 4 vegetation products. These data are ingested into different Proba-V MEP
components (e.g. Geotrellis, GeoServer, ElasticSearch) to offer Viewing Services (WMTS) and
Time Series Viewing/analytics services (REST API).
As needed by the pilots, a prototype of a Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 fusion is designed to
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generate a temporal more dense time series: this fusion allows to reduce the impact of clouds
in Sentinel-2 images. From all the input data, a yield estimation model can be co-designed
using the Proba-V MEP Virtual Machine or Notebooks interface, where researchers can
develop models in Python or R, consuming the data offered on the platform.
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Figure 10 : Life-cycle View Agriculture Pilots A1.2, A1.3 and B1.3
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2.1.2.4 EO Data
The following table summarizes the EO data used as input by this Pilot.
Table 3 : EO Data used by Agriculture Pilots A1.2, A1.3 and B1.3
EO Data
Sentinel-2
Proba-V

Meteo data
In-situ data

Description
A time series of Sentinel-2 L1C images (both A and B satellites) are used
to cover a growing season
Used for long-term time series, which are not available for Sentinel-2
yet. As Proba-V data is not processed in the pilots, we do not show
these in the pipeline above.
Temperature and rainfall data from national providers and/or ECMWF.
Various in-situ data as needed for the specific pilots, collected in
collaboration with the pilot leads.

2.1.3 Agriculture Pilot B1.1
2.1.3.1 Objective
The pilot B1.1 aims to develop "irrigation maps" and "vigour maps" (combining EO data and
IoT sensors data) which allows mapping different areas in Spain and set up an informative and
management system for early warning of inhomogeneities. These services provide analytical
and accurate finding of heterogeneities in crops related to irregular irrigation, mechanical
problems affecting irrigation systems, incorrect distribution of fertilizers or any other sources
of inhomogeneity that could explain crops growing differences. This service is a powerful
preventive tool for general farmers and landowners in order to avoid production losses.
The service provides information for precision agriculture, mainly based on time series of high
resolution (Sentinel-2 type), satellite images, complemented with sensor data and, in some
specific cases, with RPAS data. The information is used as input for farm management related
to operational and tactical decisions. The informative layers provided by the viewers are
Vegetation indexes (as NDVI, Normalized green red difference index…) and derived anomaly
maps. This service offers cost saving for farmers’ communities due to better quality
management in agricultural zones, especially focused on irrigated crops because monitoring
and managing irrigation policies and agricultural practices offers meaningful water and
energy saving.
Besides this, fertilizers control and monitoring produce, eventually, a prominent economic
saving per year and hectare. This better management of hydric and energetic resources is also
related to Green-house effect gases reduction, directly linked to better environmental
conditions in agriculture.
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DataBio pilot B1.1 is using temporal series of Sentinel-2 and LANDSAT8 Imageries to
accurately define the irrigation needs of parcels through the definition of Irrigation coefficient
(Kc).
From this Big Data EO data sources, and using standards and IoT sensors as field data, TRAGSA
has produced an accurate algorithm that defines a relation between irrigation needs (K c) and
EO indexes as NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index).
For sake of clarity, the Main General Component C11.01 – Agricultural Map Generator (as
depicted in section 3.1.14) has been split into the following internal components:
•
•
•

C11.01 Data Manager
C11.01 Data Processing
C11.01 Publication Engine.

Figure 11 : Location View Agriculture Pilot B1.1
2.1.3.2 Component Interactions
The figure below depicts components used in the pilot. Searching of images will be provided
directly by ESA Open Hub (SciHub) API service (Sentinel data). Satellite scenes will be selected
by cloud cover filtering and downloaded to local. For satellite imagery sources, only
atmospherically corrected imagery will be downloaded and processed.
Other source of data is LPIS field boundaries provided by Ministry of Agriculture from Land
Parcel Identification System database and local data provided by Farmers and Farmers
Communities. LPIS polygons define areas for EO data analytical functions over pilot area.
The processing of input data is implemented by TRAGSA – TRAGSATEC algorithms and they
include calculation of vegetation indexes, unsupervised classification and vectorization of
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classified rasters. Visualization of final layers will be carried out by a standard Open Layers
viewer.
IoT sensors will be used to obtain local data on physical variables as temperature, humidity
and others. This information will be stored and centralized by ATOS FIWARE IoT Hub. IBM
Proton component will analyse those gathered data to provide the pilot with an accurate
warning system based on alerts and events.
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Figure 12 : Pipeline View Agriculture Pilot B1.1
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2.1.3.3 Components by Life-cycle Activity
The diagram below associates the components used in the pilot B1.1 to the appropriate lifecycle activity defined in pilot description. The diagram illustrates the different tasks done in
the pilot with the final result presented in an understandable and appealing way. These
activities are explained in detail in the pilot related deliverables. As input of the pipeline, the
following data is used:
•
•

Sentinel-2 data and metadata
Various in-situ data/field data.

All these data are pre-processed to fit the needs of the pilot. Sentinel data is improved with
atmospheric corrections. The processed results are delivered to the visualization
components, in order to be displayed through a map viewer.
Data
collection

Data
preparation

Collect input data

Data
analytics

Prepare data

Analyze data

Data
visualization

Visualize data

C19.01:
IBM PROTON

Collect EO
data

Collect Field
data

Collect Iot
data

C05.02:
ATOS FiWARE IoT HUB

C11.01 Data collection
component

C11.01 Data Processing

C11.01 Publication Engine

Deployment platform

Figure 13 : Life-cycle View Agriculture Pilot B1.1
2.1.3.4 EO Data
The following table summarizes the EO data used as input by this Pilot.
Table 4 : EO Data used by Agriculture Pilot B1.1
EO Data
Sentinel-2
LANDSAT

Description
A time series of Sentinel-2 L1C images (both A and B satellites) are
used to cover several areas and growing seasons
Despite the resolution is lower that Sentinel mission, it has been
TRAGSA-TRAGSATEC reference data for years. It will be used as
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Description
reference, contrast and on those dates or areas with no Sentinel
coverage.

2.1.4 Agriculture Pilot B1.4
2.1.4.1 Objective
In the pilot B1.4, aimed on the crop mapping by EO data, Sentinel-2 and Landsat 8 imagery
are used over pilot area to estimate crop status by set of broadband vegetation indices (NDVI,
EVI, NDRE, NDMI, …). Spatial resolution of final products depends on the resolution of input
scenes – 10 m for NDVI and EVI from Sentinel-2 data, 20m for NDRE and NDMI form Sentinel2 and 30m per pixel for NDVI and EVI calculated from Landsat 8 scenes.

Figure 14 : Location View Agriculture Pilot B1.4
2.1.4.2 Component Interactions
The figure below depicts components used in the pilot. Searching of scenes will be provided
by Micka C02.02 component and its interface thru ESA OpenHub (SciHub) API service (Sentinel
data) and USGS ESAP service (Landsat data). Satellite scenes will be selected by cloud cover
filtering and downloaded to database. For both satellite imagery sources, only
atmospherically corrected imagery (Level 2A) will be downloaded and processed.
Second source of data are field boundaries provided by Ministry of Agriculture of the Czech
Republic as vector data from Land Parcel Identification System (LPIS). Public part of the LPIS
database is offered as the open data in shapefile or xml format and field polygons within this
dataset could be used later to define areas for EO data analytical functions for whole country
(CZ).
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The processing of input data is running thru Geoserver API. This includes calculation of
vegetation indices, unsupervised classification within field boundaries (LPIS polygons) and
vectorization of classified rasters. Visualization of final layers will be carried out by C02.03
HSLayers NG component.

Figure 15 : Pipeline View Agriculture Pilot B1.4
2.1.4.3 EO Data
The following table summarizes the EO data used as input by this Pilot.
Table 5 : EO Data used by Agriculture Pilot B1.4
EO Data
Sentinel-2
Landsat 8
LPIS database

Description
Scenes covering vegetation period of cereals and meeting cloud
cover criteria
Scenes covering vegetation period of cereals and meeting cloud
cover criteria
Field boundaries provided by Czech Republic
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2.1.5 Agriculture Pilot C1.2
2.1.5.1 Objective
In three Agriculture Pilots C1.2, EO data is the principal source of information to provide useful
insights on for insurances on risk and damage assessment.
The C1.2 pilot implements a complex pipeline involving both meteo, EO (mid and high
resolution), user provided data (parcels delineation and historical data) and damage
assessment data (e.g. flood delineation from satellites).
The services are provided as on-line batch processing services based on various platforms like
e-GEPS EOPS, MEEO WCS Meteo, VITO Proba-V platform and on analytics platform by EXUS.
In some cases, the final output is simply a CSV file integrated into the already existent legacy
system of the end-user. All these platforms provide standard based access or simple REST
interfaces as described in the specific descriptions.
The Pilots are running as a distributed system, so for example for the complex case of C1.2,
the three platforms will provide their data to a data fusion service, which then will deliver the
aggregated information to the EXUS analytics platform, which is in charge of the final analysis
using neural networks and presentation of the final information.
The Location View in the following figure introduces the main components within
geographically distributed domains and locations.

Figure 16 : Location View Farm Weather Insurance pilot C1.2
The Pilot accesses Sentinel-2 data through the external IF-EU-SCIHUB interface of the
Copernicus Open Access Hub, i.e. to download data and make these available on the e-GEOS
EOPS.
2.1.5.2 Component Interactions
The figure below depicts how the C1.2 components are integrated and located in a distributed
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way. The figure simply shows the main steps of big-data analysis starting from the data
platforms provided by e-GEOS (C28.01), MEEO (C41.01) and VITO (C08.02). These platforms
will implement both data retrieval and preparation. The derived data will be aggregated by
the e-GEOS EOPS platform which will take care of aggregating information coming from
Meteo sources, EO sources and from external sources (Flood maps from Copernicus
Emergency service) into a training set provided to the EXUS platform in CSV like format
(accessible from a Web Service).
The EXUS platform delivers analytical results and predictions based on the ground truth
provided by the insurances for the test cases. The pilot is distributed among the different data
centres of each partner.

Figure 17 : Pipeline View Agriculture Pilot C1.2
2.1.5.3 Components by Life-cycle Activity
The diagram below associates the components used in the C1.2 pilot to the appropriate lifecycle activity. The diagram illustrates the different tasks done in the pilot with the different
steps and data involved in the processing.
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Figure 18 : Life-cycle View Agriculture Pilot C1.2
As input of the pipeline, the following data is used:
•
•
•
•

Sentinel-3 L1C product metadata and products
Sentinel-2 L1C/L2A product metadata and products
Meteo data from national providers and ECMWF
Various in-situ data such as parcels provided by insurances with historical ground truth
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Flood footprint available from Copernicus Emergency service.

The data preparation steps include the three different platforms working on the different data
streams to provide an interface for the data aggregation.
The data aggregation will be done in C28.01 (e-GEOS Processing Environment) by calculating
derived information based on parcels data. For each parcel the calculation of several
vegetation indexes will be performed from all the different data sources. This feature set will
be integrated into the C34.01 for provision of the analytical interface.
Moreover, the data aggregation will perform correlation analysis and damage/risk extraction
to be provided to the end-user.
2.1.5.4 EO Data
The following table summarizes the EO data used as input by this Pilot.
Table 6 : EO Data used by Agriculture Pilot C1.2
EO Data
Sentinel-2
Parcels data
Proba-V

Meteo data
In-situ data

Description
A time series of Sentinel-2 L1C images (both A and B satellites) are
used to cover a growing season
Parcels data coming from insurances (ground truth) with historical
data associated
Used for long-term time series, which are not available for Sentinel2 yet. As Proba-V data is not processed in the pilots, we do not show
these in the pipeline above.
Temperature and rainfall data from national providers and/or
ECMWF.
Various in-situ data as needed for the specific pilots, collected in
collaboration with the pilot leads.
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2.1.6 Agriculture Pilot C2.1
2.1.6.1 Objective
The C2.1 pilot implements a pipeline based on EO high resolution data (e.g. Sentinel 2 and
Landsat 8) and user provided data (parcels delineation) to provide both a time-series of
different spectral indexes to be provided to the end users and an extraction of anomalies with
respect to CAP declarations. In this Agriculture Pilot C2.1, EO data is the principal source of
information to provide useful insights on for insurances on risk and damage assessment.
The Location View in the following figure introduces the main components within
geographically distributed domains and locations.

Figure 19 : Location View Cap Support Pilot C2.1
The final delivery to the user is done both using web interfaces and directly using web service
integration into the legacy system of the end user.
2.1.6.2 Component Interactions
The figure below depicts how the pilot components are interacting through the specific
interfaces to create the service pipeline.
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Figure 20 : Pipeline View CAP Support Pilot C2.1
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The services that will be provided in the pilot project will rely on the processing of big amount
of data such those provided by Copernicus Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 satellite, collecting SAR
and multispectral image data with a 10-days frequency (that will be increased to 5-days with
the full constellation Sentinel-2A Sentinel-2B Sentinel 1B will be fully available). Data will also
be integrated by time series of Landsat8 satellite, providing images with a 16-days frequency
but at lower resolution.
In this respect the pilot will use components like, C07.1 (FedEO Gateway), C07.03 (FedEO
Catalog) and C07.04 (Data Manager) to connect to the COPERNICUS repositories and retrieve
the needed data, through the IF-EU-SCIHUB interface. The retrieved data is pre-processed
before performing the pilot analysis, using C28.01 (eEOPS - e-GEOS EO processing service).
The pre-processing workflows are supported by open-source algorithms (e.g. cloud removal,
atmospheric corrections), some of them being available also via DataBio resources.
The data analysis is performed on the two different areas of interest, using C09.11 (H20) and
C28.01 for Italy region and C39.03 (S2 Clouds, Shadows and Snow Masks) and C39.02 (EO Crop
Monitoring) for Romania region. For both regions the C31.01 (Neural Network Suite for Image
Processing) component will be used to provide additional classification support.
The processed results shall be visualized using dedicated Map feature server components like
C04.02 (GeoRocket) and C04.3 (GeoToolbox).
Additional delivery methods to the end-user will be evaluated to integrate time-series
analysis (e.g. NDVI evolution at parcel level) and classification result directly into the end-user
legacy system, assuming that the parcels data are provided by the end-user.
2.1.6.3 Components by Life-cycle Activity
The diagram below associates the components used in the CAP Support pilot C2.1 to the
appropriate life-cycle activity defined in pilot description. The diagram illustrates the different
tasks done in the pilot with the final result presented in an understandable and appealing
way. These activities are explained in detail in the pilot related deliverables.
As input of the pipeline, the following data is used:
•
•
•

Sentinel-2 L1C product metadata and products
Plots / farmers’ declarations regarding crop types + areas covered
Various in-situ data/field data.

All these data are pre-processed to fit the needs of the pilot. E.g. Sentinel L1C data is
processed to Level 2 with atmospheric corrections or Level 4 vegetation products. The
prepared data is then analysed using the e-GOS and TERRASIGNA dedicated components. The
processed results are delivered to the visualization components, in order to be displayed on
a web interface over a base map layer.
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Figure 21 : Life-cycle View CAP Support Pilot C2.1
2.1.6.4 EO Data
The following table summarizes the EO data used as input by this Pilot.
Table 7 : EO Data used by CAP Support Pilot C2.1
EO Data
Sentinel-2
Farmers data
In-situ data

Description
A time series of Sentinel-2 L1C images (both A and B satellites) are
used to cover a growing season
Plots / farmers’ declarations regarding crop types + areas covered
Various in-situ/field data collected in collaboration with the pilot
partners and national stakeholders.

2.1.7 Agriculture Pilots C1.1, C2.2
2.1.7.1 Objective
The following pipeline description presents a data/information exchange pipeline that
supports two of DataBio’s pilot activities in WP1. It focuses on the advancements of two
components that are part of the DataBio technology platform, namely C13.02 GAIABus
DataSmart Machine Learning Subcomponent (NP) and C31.01 Neural Network Suite (CSEM)
and their interoperability with GAIA Cloud. As the main target here is to focus on DataBio
technology, it is worth mentioning that all development activities related to the expansion
and technological evolution of NP’s GAIA Cloud will be described in respective WP1
deliverables. GAIA Cloud is a major horizontal building block of NP’s Gaiasense9 solution and

9

See http://www.gaiasense.gr
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constitutes of multiple cloud computing services, which collect, store and combine
heterogeneous data to convert them into facts using advanced data analytics techniques.
This pipeline copes with the need to analyse and model data originating from various sources
including (and most importantly) remote sensing, in situ measurements and land use data.
The main target is to address challenges imposed by the increasing volume, variety and
velocity of the data, flowing mainly within NP’s GAIA Cloud, and exploit big data components,
like C13.02 GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning Subcomponent and C31.01 Neural Network
Suite in order to transform them into valuable insights for CAP Support and Insurance pilot
cases in Greece.
At this point, it should be noted that this pipeline constitutes also part of the respective WP4
deliverable D4.2 [REF-007], as it leverages machine learning methodologies for creating datadriven crop models.
The objectives of the pipeline are summarized below:
•
•
•
•

•

To develop a set of cloud EO-based services for the agricultural sector
To emphasize on the decision-making process, providing innovative solutions &
applications
To integrate earth observation data with image processing, machine learning and
spatial modelling
To offer supporting technology solutions and services for NP’s CAP Support and
Insurance pilots in Greece. More specifically, to address specific problems and
business needs like crop type identification and damage assessment respectively
To experiment with alternative methodologies (C13.02 – C31.03) and identify their
strengths and weaknesses within the specific business case scenarios (supporting
DataBio’s vision for interchangeable and interoperable components).

This pipeline applies to the following pilots:
•
•

1.4.1 C1.1 Insurance (Greece)10
1.4.2 C2.2 CAP Support (Greece)11

The following C2.2 agriculture pilot views are indicative of the pipeline’s importance in the
specific pilot cases.
Deployment:
NP’s C13.02 GAIABus Machine Learning subcomponent is deployed for cloud-based operation
within GAIA Cloud’s infrastructure. To support the aforementioned functionalities, GAIABus

10

See https://www.databiohub.eu/registry/#serviceview/WP%201%20Pilot%2010%20[C1.1]%20Insurance%20(Greece)
11
See https://www.databiohub.eu/registry/#serviceview/WP%201%20Pilot%2013%20[C2.2]%20CAP%20Support%20(Greece)
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DataSmart Machine Learning Subcomponent exploits a set of technologies comprising among
others of python-powered scripts, relational databases and REST endpoints.
The C31.01 Neural Network Suite is currently installed locally in CSEM and it is planned for
the future to be installed in a location accessible from other project partners.

Figure 22 : Agriculture Pilot C2.2 (NP) Physical View
2.1.7.2 Component Interactions
The components participating in this pipeline are:
•
•
•
•

NP’s private cloud called, GAIA Cloud, along with all its infrastructure and the
supporting cloud computing services from NP
C13.01 Neurocode from NP (interface out of this pipeline)12
C13.02 GAIABus Datasmart Machine Learning Subcomponents from NP13
C31.01 Neural Network Suite from CSEM14.

12

See https://www.databiohub.eu/registry/#service-view/NeuroCode
See https://www.databiohub.eu/registry/#serviceview/GAIABus%20DataSmart%20Machine%20Learning%20Subcomponent
14
https://www.databiohub.eu/registry/#serviceview/Neural%20network%20suite%20for%20image%20processing/0.0.1
13
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Figure 23 : Agriculture Pilot C2.2 (NP) Pipeline View
The pipeline plans to exploit well-specified Representational State Transfer (REST) endpoints
along the way for bidirectional information and data sharing, as graphically depicted at the
pilots’ pipeline views.
2.1.7.3 Components by Life-cycle Activity
Since the pipeline is exploiting the functionalities offered by its machine learning/modelling
components, it can be easily transferred to other application scenarios through specific
adaptations (in terms of model types, data sets, operational characteristics, etc.). This is
already verified within DataBio as it constitutes an important building block of two agriculture
pilots (C1.1 and C2.2 agriculture pilots).
NP through its GAIA Cloud infrastructure performs all the CETL activities (connect, extract,
transform and load) of the EO data. It has implemented a pipeline consisting of several preprocessing steps performed directly on Sentinel-2 products, including:
•
•
•

•

Automated product acquisition and indexing
Transformation to higher-level products. Quality enhancement and noise removal.
Cloud annotation using the Fmask algorithm [REF-012], which is intended for
masking different kinds of clouds and snow according to a cirrus cloud probability.
This step alleviates the problem caused by the presence of clouds and cloud
shadows within the optical imagery.
Building on top of the generated higher-order (Level-2) Sentinel-2 products, several
vegetation indices are extracted.

Most importantly, NP has implemented a land cover classification framework using indices
that targets towards estimating the parcel’s crop type from EO data. The methodological
framework uses a set of automatically generated and updated markers (parcel-related
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features which refer to a temporal snapshot of land’s use) and signals (time-series of the
features) using statistical operations at parcel level (mean, median, max and standard
deviation) for the creation of data-driven crop type models. The parcel signals are “data
aggregates” that can be related to the physical properties of the land cover (and thus its crop
type). The basic assumption in order to derive meaningful information from the EO and EOgenerated data is that the declared parcel contains a significant amount of pixels. Further,
C13.02 also supports the automatic outlier detection to remove noisy captures (e.g., snow,
cloud, shadows) from the stack of images. The detection of such noise can be greatly
facilitated by including metadata and meteorological data from the GAIAtrons in the
processing. Finally, various machine learning methodologies (SVM, NNs) are exploited, where
appropriate, for the development of crop classification models. Although this workflow is
mostly concentrated on the CAP Support use case, several processes are being used in the
context of the Insurance use case as well (e.g. CETL activities, time series extraction of
vegetation indices at parcel level).
On the other hand, CSEM received EO data and parcel data from NP covering one Sentinel
tile. The first step was to process the data before handing it over to the machine learning
algorithm. Using simple statistics, outliers were removed from the training data set. The focus
of the pre-study was on peach trees. Using the C31.01 Neural Network Suite for Image
Processing component a deep neural network was trained for a time point on this data set
and its performance was measured using a previously unseen data set in various conditions,
same crop and subtype, same crop and different subtype and completely different crop.
In order to support its activities, NP already collects and stores heterogeneous data in its
private cloud infrastructure. The sources of data that are used for the purposes of data
experimentation are the following:
•

•

•

EO data (data used to feed the algorithms for modelling/classification purposes).
Remote sensing data from the new Sentinel 2 optical products (13 spectral bands) are
being extracted and stored since the beginning of 2016. The latter comprise both raw
and generated data (corrected products, vegetation indices like NDVI and NDWI). In
terms of this data experimentation and defining crop-specific models, EO and EOgenerated data from several tiles from Northern Greece have been used that
correspond to the 2016 and 2017 cultivating periods (several TBs/year).
IoT (In-Situ) data from GAIAtron Atmo stations (ancillary data to support the decisions
from the satellite imagery). GAIAtrons offer configurable data collection and
transmission rates. GAIAtron stations collect and transmit several atmospheric (Atmo
version) and soil (Soil version)-related measurements in NP’s cloud infrastructure
contributing in several dimensions of big data (velocity, variety, value). More
specifically, they continuously capture data related to soil temperature, soil humidity
(multi-depth), ambient temperature, ambient humidity, barometric pressure, solar
radiation, leaf wetness, rainfall volume, wind speed and direction.
Farm data. Agricultural parcel information including position, crop type for 2016 and
2017, size, etc. (tailored for the individual pilot business case).
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Interfaces (out of the pipeline):
NP’s GAIA Cloud infrastructure stands right at the heart of this pipeline and as such manages
most of the links and interfaces out of it. The pipeline leverages providers’ distribution
services to pull EO data as soon as they are available. This mainly refer to connection links
with entrusted EO data providers, namely the Copernicus Open Access Hub and its
contributing Sentinel missions.
Further, the pipeline’s findings are accessible via Web Interfaces which were developed
exploiting different technologies. Several implementations are being explored to address the
needs of each individual business case. Indicatively, the following implementations are being
examined:
•
•

Report generation that uses the state-of-the art NeuroCode software tool (C13.01),
designed for Rapid Application Development by NP.
GAIA Cloud’s client (Agrimonitor UI). A new web-based interface has been designed
by NP as an interface out of this pipeline. The new client (UI) has been developed to
support the activities of the pilots and of the collaboration among the components.
The UI is using browser-based libraries (e.g. leaflet) and is be able to present multitemporal object-based (parcel) data and information along with spatially aggregated
statistics in a user-friendly way.

Figure 24 : Web-based UI offered by NP, providing spatial aggregations and attribute-based
colour coding
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Figure 25 : Agriculture Pilot C2.2 (NP) Lifecycle View
Results:
C13.02 GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning Subcomponent (NP)
During the preparatory phase of the project, data experimentation initially targeted towards
modelling wheat, stone fruits, legumes, maize, forest trees, fallow and pasture exhibiting
interesting findings (Figure 26, Figure 27).

Figure 26 : Preliminary study area covering a total 282.600ha (53.580ha agricultural area).
The previous image highlights correctly (green coloured parcels) and incorrectly (red coloured
parcels) identified parcels.
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Figure 27 : Preliminary study results for parcel classification
However, in order to meet business specific needs relative to the C2.2 CAP Support pilot case,
more focus has been given on annual crops with an important footprint in the Greek agri-food
sector, and indicatively: durum wheat, maize, cotton, etc.
For the training phase: Training is performed with parcels that their crop type is known for
the growing seasons of 2016 and 2017. Training parcels are labelled with unique crop type
categories and the training is performed at this stage separately for the two growing seasons.
False labels can exist and are taken into consideration.
For the testing phase: Each agricultural parcel is a discrete testing sample for classification.
The classifier should return a unique label accompanied with a confidence level for the result.
At this stage, the data that need to be classified are from 2018-01-01 – now (updated every
month to support continuous monitoring).
C31.03 Neural Network Suite (CSEM)
Preliminary results on peaches has shown that it is possible to classify them. Further
optimization is required to increase the accuracy of the method.

Figure 28 : CSEM's C31.01 preliminary study on peaches.
The previous image highlights peach fields used for training (yellow coloured), peach fields
used for testing (green coloured, true positive samples) and wheat fields used for testing (red
coloured, true negative sample
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Next Steps:
Data experimentation will keep progressing following the specific requirements of each pilot
use case (CAP Support and Insurance in Greece), in terms of crop type model support and
classification accuracy. From another perspective, the pipeline will directly associate temporal
variations in parcels’ extracted indices, with specific Insurance business case inputs (e.g. crop
damages). All these activities will benefit from further optimization in terms of data cleaning
and outlier removal. The described steps will ensure the wider uptake of the offered pipeline
which target towards a highly ambitious set of pilot cases. Hence, KPIs have been defined in
WP1 to guide the development process of the DataBio components participating in the
present pipeline. Moreover, the components will be offered as services, exposing REST
endpoints for data/information sharing. This will allow their integration with GAIA Cloud and
the supporting -out-of-the-pipeline- interfaces in a seamless manner.
2.1.7.4 EO Data
The following table summarizes the EO data used as input by this Pilot.
Table 8 : EO Data used by the present pipeline
Dataset
Sentinel-2 data

Description
Data used to feed the algorithms for modelling/classification
purposes. Remote sensing data from the new Sentinel 2
optical products (13 spectral bands) are being extracted and
stored since the beginning of 2016. The latter comprise both
raw and generated data (corrected products, vegetation
indices like NDVI and NDWI).

2.1.8 Forestry Pilot 2.3.1
2.1.8.1 Objective
In this pilot, Earth Observation data, in particular optical Sentinel-2 satellite data, is used for
estimating forest inventory parameters. The end goal is to provide a new layer of information
to the end users in the Wuudis software of MHG Systems (C20.01). This information will be
helpful for a better understanding of the tree resources in the forests. The primary benefits
of using Sentinel-2 data are its wide coverage and cost-free usage policy, enabling a costefficient solution for analysis of large areas. The main demonstration areas are the Hippala
and Rangunkorpi forest plots in South-Eastern Finland, where precise data from airborne and
field measurements are available to train and validate the method.
The Forestry Thematic Exploitation Platform (Forestry TEP) is used as an essential element in
the pipeline, taking advantage of its features in both data sourcing, processing and sharing of
results. The Forestry TEP makes data value adding easier than with traditional approaches
that the users have applied. The platform offers access to imagery, computing infrastructure,
ready-made value adding services and an opportunity to develop and upload new processing
services and applications to the platform. Forestry TEP is currently hosted at CloudFerro’s EO
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Cloud infrastructure, which provides all the Sentinel-2 data that is needed for the processing.
Originally, the data are sourced from the European Space Agency (ESA). VTT’s Probability
software is used in generating the estimated parameters. Forestry TEP hosts also the
Probability software.
The current presentation is focused on how Forestry TEP and Probability are used to provide
the satellite data analysis based information layer to the Wuudis software. The full pipeline
also features collection and analysis of hyperspectral imagery from drone flights. These data
are integrated separately into Wuudis as well, along with further information sources.
The Location View in Figure 29 introduces the main components within geographically
distributed domains and locations.

Figure 29 : Location View Forestry Pilot 2.3.1
2.1.8.2 Component Interactions
As shown in the Pipeline View in Figure 30 below, the EO data in the pipeline is sourced from
the interface provided by ESA (IF-EU-SCIHUB). The data is acquired daily by the EO Cloud into
its EO Data Repository, which hosts a full global archive of the Copernicus Sentinel-2 Level-1C
images, alongside other satellite imagery.
Forestry TEP (C16.10), hosted in the same EO Cloud environment than the EO Data
Repository, accesses the data from the repository on demand, i.e. when a particular satellite
image is requested to be used as input to a service deployed on Forestry TEP. The Probability
application (C16.07) is hosted on Forestry TEP, utilizing the platform’s interface for service
deployment. When executing Probability, the user determines the area of interest and other
parameters, and specifies the EO data that needs to be provided by Forestry TEP for
processing.
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The output from Probability is stored on Forestry TEP and made available to MHG Systems’
Wuudis service (C20.01), via OGC WMS interface provided by Forestry TEP.

Figure 30 : Pipeline View Forestry Pilot 2.3.1
2.1.8.3 EO Data
The following table summarizes the EO data used as input in the pipeline.
Table 9 : EO Data used by Forestry Pilot 2.3.1
EO Data
Sentinel-2 Level-1C

15
16

Description
The Sentinel-2 mission comprises a constellation of two polarorbiting satellites placed in the same orbit, phased at 180° to each
other. It aims at monitoring variability in land surface conditions, and
its wide swath width and high revisit time (10 days at the equator
with one satellite, and 5 days with 2 satellites under cloud-free
conditions which results in 2-3 days at mid-latitudes) supports
monitoring of changes to vegetation within the growing season. The
coverage limits are from between latitudes 56° south and 84°
north.15
Level-1C data produces are ortho-images that contain Top-OfAtmosphere reflectances in cartographic geometry, provided in
granules (tiles) of 100 km by 100 km in UTM/WGS84 projection.16

https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/sentinel-2
https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/sentinel-2/data-products
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2.1.9 Forestry Pilot 2.3.2-FH
2.1.9.1 Objective
Spanish Public Bodies and forest owners need updated information about the health status
of forests to be able to perform sustainable forest management. The optimal combination of
different EO data, together with field data, is providing new products for monitoring, and
effective tools for decision-making, with a good balance between success and cost of
detection. However, tools need to be very specifically adapted to user requirements and
needs.
The goal of the pilot 2.3.2-FH is to set up a methodology based on remote sensing images
(satellite + aerial + UAV) and field data for the monitoring of the health status of forests in
large areas of the Iberian Peninsula. The work will focus, particularly, in the monitoring of the
health of Quercus sp. forests affected by the fungus Phytophthora cinnamomi Rands and of
the damage in Eucalyptus plantations affected by the coleoptera Gonipterus scutellatus
Gyllenhal.
For sake of clarity, the Main General Component C11.02 – Forest Health Status (as depicted
in section 0) has been split into the following internal components:
•
•
•

C11.02 Data Manager
C11.02 Data Processing
C11.02 Publication Engine.
C29.02:
DTU MadChange

Public Adm. (Spain)

TRAGSATEC (Spain)

C11.02:
Data Manager

IF - OTHER DATASETS
(Application Interface)

C11.02: Data Processing

C11.02: Publication Engine

TRAGSA Field Data (Spain)
ESA
IF - OTHER DATASETS
IF (Application
- OTHER DATASETS
Interface)
(Application Interface)

IF-EU-SCIHUB(Application Interface)

Figure 31 : Location View Forestry Pilot 2.3.2-FH
2.1.9.2 Component Interactions
MADchange (C29.02) detects change over time in multi- or hyper-spectral data as acquired
from space- or airborne scanners. The MADchange also known as the iteratively reweighted
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(IR-)MAD or iMAD method in a series of iterations places increasing focus on no-change
observations thus establishing an increasingly better background of no-change against which
to detect change. The MAD method is based on the established technique of canonical
correlation analysis: for the multivariate data acquired at two points in time and covering the
same geographical region, we calculate the canonical variates and subtract them from each
other. These orthogonal differences contain maximum information on joint change in all
variables (spectral bands). The change detected in this fashion is invariant to separate linear
(affine) transformations in the originally measured variables at the two points in time, such
as 1) changes in gain and offset in the measuring device used to acquire the data, 2) data
normalization or calibration schemes that are linear (affine) in the grey values of the original
variables, or 3) orthogonal or other affine transformations, such as principal component (PC)
or maximum autocorrelation factor (MAF/MNF) transformations. The IR-MAD method first
calculates ordinary canonical and original MAD variates. In the following iterations we apply
different weights to the observations, large weights being assigned to observations that show
little change, i.e., for which the sum of squared, standardized MAD variates (ideally following
a chi-squared distribution) is small, and small weights being assigned to observations for
which the sum is large. Like the original MAD method, the iterative extension is invariant to
linear (affine) transformations of the original variables. To stabilize solutions to the (IR-)MAD
problem, some form of regularization may be needed. This is especially useful for work on
hyperspectral data.
Pilot 2.3.2 – FH has provided files and information to MADChange component. The
Submission and the Upload of the information is a manual process.
Neither MADChange nor C11.02 have yet interfaces defined.
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Figure 32 : Pipeline View Forestry Pilot 2.3.2-FH
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2.1.9.3 Components by Life-cycle Activity
The diagram below associates the components used in the 2.3.2 - FH pilot to the appropriate
life-cycle activity defined in pilot description. The diagram illustrates the different tasks done
in the pilot with the final result presented in an understandable and appealing way. These
activities are explained in detail in the pilot related deliverables.
As input of the pipeline, the following data is used:
•
•
•

Sentinel-2 L1C product metadata and products
TRAGSA Drone Data
Various in-situ data/field data.

All these data are pre-processed to fit the needs of the pilot. e.g. Sentinel L1C data is
processed to Level 2 with atmospheric corrections. The prepared data is then analysed using
TRAGSA dedicated components. The processed results are delivered to the visualization
components, in order to be displayed on a web interface over a base map layer.
Data
collection

Data
preparation

Collect input data

Collect Field
data

Collect EO
data

Prepare data

Data
analytics

Analyze data

Data
visualization

Visualize data

C29.02:
DTU MadChange

C11.02 Da ta collection
component

C11.02 Da ta Processing

C11.02 Publ ication Engine

Deployment platform

Figure 33 : Life-cycle View Forestry Pilot 2.3.2-FH
2.1.9.4 EO Data
The following table summarizes the EO data used as input by this Pilot.
Table 10 : EO Data used by Forestry Pilot 2.3.2-FH
EO Data
Sentinel-2

Description
A time series of Sentinel-2 L1C images (both A and B satellites) are
used to cover 2017-2018-2019 periods and several areas
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Despite the resolution is lower that Sentinel mission, it has been
TRAGSA-TRAGSATEC reference data for years. It will be used as
reference, contrast and on those dates or areas with no Sentinel
coverage.

2.1.10 Forestry Pilot 2.3.2-AIS
2.1.10.1 Objective
Invasive Alien Species (IAS) are a big threat for biodiversity in the Iberian Peninsula, the Canary
Islands and the Balearic Islands, and cause significant economic losses. Resources are limited,
and eradication measures are complex and very expensive, so early warning and monitoring
are key points for Spanish Public Bodies to be more efficient. The model for AIS control under
development in pilot 2.3.2-AIS identifies the geographic origin of the biological invasions that
will likely affect terrestrial Spain in the next future, to provide a detailed generic spatial
assessment of invasion risk within Spain and, eventually, to serve for a better management
of IAS by increasing the efficiency of preventive measures.
Due to several commonalities, in section 0, the components developed by TRAGSA related to
WP2 Pilots have been grouped into the same component C11.02. For sake of clarity, in this
pipeline description, this Main General Component C11.02 – Forest Health Status has been
split into the following internal components:
•
•
•

C11.02 Data Manager
C11.02 Data Processing
C11.02 Publication Engine.
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C29.02:
DTU MadChange

Public Adm. (Spain)

TRAGSATEC (Spain)

C11.02:
Data Manager

IF - OTHER DATASETS
(Application Interface)

C11.02: Data Processing

C11.02: Publication Engine

TRAGSA Field Data (Spain)
ESA
IF - OTHER DATASETS
IF (Application
- OTHER DATASETS
Interface)
(Application Interface)

IF-EU-SCIHUB(Application Interface)

Figure 34 : Location View Forestry Pilot 2.3.2-AIS
2.1.10.2 Component Interactions
In this pilot, several images processing operations will be implemented by PSNC (Poznan
Supercomputing and Networking Center) due to the size of original files and the time and
resources involved in the technical operations. Neither PSNC HPC and cloud infrastructure
nor C11.02 have yet interfaces defined.

C11.02: Publication
Engine

IF-DM-API-REST
(Application Interface)

C11.02:
Data Processing

C09.13:
PSNC HPC and cloud
infrastructure

C11.02:
Data Manager

IF - OTHER DATASETS
(Application Interface)

Figure 35 : Pipeline View Forestry Pilot 2.3.2-AIS
Despite of TRAGSA has carried some Big Data processing on its premises: it has been found
that TRAGSA has not enough computing power. Due to that, it has been requested help from
PSNC HPC infrastructure.
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2.1.10.3 Components by Life-cycle Activity
The diagram below associates the components used in the pilot 2.3.2 - AIS to the appropriate
life-cycle activity defined in pilot description. The diagram illustrates the different tasks done
in the pilot with the final result presented in an understandable and appealing way. These
activities are explained in detail in the pilot related deliverables.
As input of the pipeline, the following data are used:
•
•

Several alphanumeric Big Data databases
Several TIFF files.

All these data are pre-processed to fit the needs of the pilot. The processed results are
delivered to the visualization components, in order to be displayed through a map viewer.
Data
collection

Data
preparation

Collect input data

Collect
Climate data

Collect EO
data

Prepare data

Data
analytics

Analyze data

Data
visualization

Visualize data

C09.13:
PSNC HPC a nd cl oud
i nfrastructure

C11.02 Da ta collection
component

C11.02 Da ta Processing

C11.02 Publ ication Engine

Deployment platform

Figure 36 : Life-cycle View Forestry Pilot 2.3.2-AIS
2.1.10.4 EO Data
The following table summarizes the EO data used as input by this Pilot.
Table 11 : EO Data used by Forestry Pilot 2.3.2-AIS
EO Data
Sentinel-2
LANDSAT

Description
A time series of Sentinel-2 L1C images (both A and B satellites) are
used to cover 2017-2018-2019 periods and several areas.
Despite the resolution is lower that Sentinel mission, it has been
TRAGSA-TRAGSATEC reference data for years. It will be used as
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reference, contrast and on those dates or areas with no Sentinel
coverage.

2.1.11 Forestry Pilot 2.4.1
2.1.11.1 Objectives
Web-mapping service involves country-wise monitoring of actual conditions and long-term
trends of forest health in Czech Republic. This pipeline addresses the pre-processing of data
in the form of cloud-free mosaics and publication of forest health layers in Wuudis cloud-and
mobile-based environment.
The goal is to have a big-data based solution for Sentinel-2 satellite data pre-processing and
publication. Raw Sentinel-2 satellite data needs to be systematically corrected for the
atmospheric influence (atmospheric corrections) and provided as country-wise cloud-free
images. For this, it is proposed a novel solution based on spatio-temporal analysis of individual
Sentinel-2 pixels (C16.10). Using the cloud-free images as inputs, we generate a time series of
forest health maps, which are published as web-mapping service and as Wuudis layer
(C20.01).
This pipeline applies to the following pilot:
•

2.4.1 Forestry Pilot17

The component for cloud-free image generation together with local archive of Sentinel-2
images is up to now installed as local Python-based solution on IT4Innovation supercomputer
facility in Ostrava.

17

See https://www.databiohub.eu/registry/#service-view/WP%202%20Pilot%2019%20[2.4.1]:%20Webmapping%20service%20for%20government%20decision%20making
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EO C loud (Poland)

C 20.01: Wuudis

UHUL-FMI (C zech Republic)

C 16.10: Forestry TEP

ESA

WebUI – WMS service

IF-EU-SC IHUB-

(Application Interface)

(Application Interface)

Figure 37 : Location View Forestry Pilot 2.4.1
2.1.11.2 Component Interactions
Two main components participate in this pipeline:
•
•

Forestry TEP18 (C16.10)
Wuudis19

Forestry TEP is a cloud-based environment for satellite big data analysis. Interaction with the
environment will be done via a dedicated service implemented in Forestry TEP – “cloud-free
image analysis”. Resulting cloud-free image may be used as an input in statistical-based
prediction of forest leaf area index – baseline for forest health assessment
Maps of forest health status will be published as web-mapping service, using own
infrastructure of FMI. In addition, web-mapping-service will be provided for integration of
map layers in partner’s environment. In particular, forest health layers will be incorporated in
Wuudis environment as web-mapping service and provided to end-users as map layer. This
pipeline is a generic solution for satellite big data pre-processing and visualization.

18

See https://www.databiohub.eu/registry/#service-view/Forestry%20TEP%20-%20Forestry%20Thematic%20Exploitation%20Platform/0.1.0
19
See https://www.databiohub.eu/registry/#service-view/Wuudis/0.0.1
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Figure 38 : Pipeline View Forestry Pilot 2.4.1
Within the pilot, it has been developed an advanced statistical prediction model of forest leaf
area index (proxy of forest health status) based on artificial neural networks. This network is
trained for extensive database of in-situ measurements of leaf area index, which was
collected between 2015-2017 (see data sets below). Leaf area index values are predicted from
combination of selected Sentinel-2 vegetation indices (see data sets below). Up to now,
prediction model is available as Matlab function.
As a first step, the pilot outputs will be published on a mapserver that will provide the
thematic maps (forest health trends) as web-mapping service. Next, the two key processing
steps will be implemented, to yield forest health maps in Forestry TEP environment and
provide an access to the maps for Wuudis environment.
Data sets
Our pilot uses two principal data sources – Sentinel-2 satellite data and in-situ measurements
of forest leaf area index.
Up to now, work has been done with offline-based solution for Satellite data processing. It
has been established a local Sentinel-2 data storage for the area of Czech Republic (see table
below for an overview of the data volumes processed).
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Table 12 : Forestry Pilot 2.4.1: Overview of Sentinel-2 data processed for Czech Republic
2015

2016

2017

images

size[GB]

images

size [GB] images

size [GB]

January

-

-

7

124.1

9

149.3

February

-

-

8

148.3

10

165.3

March

-

-

7

124.2

9

158.1

April

-

-

6

119.9

8

146.2

May

-

-

10

166.5

14

201.3

June

10

162.5

9

159.8

15

209

July

9

148.8

8

145.6

16

229.8

August

9

154.4

10

168.9

17

234.1

September

10

167.9

9

158.8

15

205.3

October

9

154.1

10

164.8

16

224

November

8

139.9

10

169.4

15

199

December

6

111.5

9

159.4

15

207.2

Total

61

1039.1

103

1809.7

159

2328.6

Between 2015 – 2017, it has been collected in-situ data from total 189 forest plots with
varying species composition and structures. These were used as an input for statistical
prediction model development and validation.
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Figure 39: Forestry Pilot 2.4.1: Location and dates of collected data
Table 13 : Forestry Pilot 2.4.1: Overview of in-situ data collected between 2015-2017 for
statistical model development and product validation.
Campaign

Plots Average LAI Max LAI Min LAI stdev

2015

32

2.52

3.50

1.75

0.13

2016

45

3.12

5.22

0.49

1.03

2017

112

2.04

3.48

0.72

0.26

2015 - 2017 189

3.15

5.22

0.49

0.61

The statistical prediction model of forest LAI is capable of generic LAI retrieval with RMSE of
0.53 (see image below).
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Based on this promising result, it was applied the model of time series of cloud free image
mosaics of Sentinel-2 for peak vegetation growing seasons 2015, 2016 and 2017 (see image
below for example of 2017 LAI map).

This yield a time series of forest LAI change between 2015-2017. Based on the relative change
of LAI between the years normalized to forest area, it was established a cadastre-based
assessment of forest health status (see example below).
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Current status of the pipeline development is as follows: there is a ready-made offline
solution for cloud-free image generation based on Python scripts with access to local
database of satellite Sentinel-2 images and trained statistical models (neural networks) for
leaf area index prediction for Sentinel-2 observed forest reflectances.
In the future steps, it will focus on:
•
•

Implementation of cloud-free image generation and prediction of forest LAI as
Forestry TEP service
Publication of pilot results (maps of forest LAI) via web-mapping service and as Wuudis
map layer

2.1.11.3 EO Data
This pilot uses Sentinel-2 data (see previous section).
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2.1.12 Fishery Pilots A1 and B1
2.1.12.1 Objective
In these two Pilots, EO data, in particular SENTINEL-3 and Copernicus Marine Environment
Monitoring Service data (i.e. sea surface currents, temperature, wind speed, chlorophyll,
phytoplankton and other oceanographic parameters) is used in combination with weather
conditions information and models as well as in-situ real-time observations from the fleet
(i.e., engines, propulsion, route and speed of the vessel, destination) in order to stablish a
common data management and analysis system that allows
For Pilot A1, to:
1) reduce fuel consumption from the interaction between engine data, propulsion data,
meteorological data and the vessels design by means of big data approaches.
2) estimate the expected lifetime of different parts of the engine and propulsion system,
or to learn when a part of the engine is close to failure and advice the technical staff
in order to have the necessary parts and technicians at port and reduce the downtime
for unexpected failures.
For Pilot B1, to:
3) improve profitability of oceanic tuna fisheries through savings in fuel costs through
fish observation and route optimisation by means of unassisted machine learning. In
that regard, all the historical data available i.e., catch logbooks, GPS, Buoys, Observers,
etc. will be put in relation in different databases and used to learn the better way to
fish with the FAD (Fish Aggregating Devices) method.

Both Pilots are based on a geographically distributed architecture, which involves the
components and interfaces installed at different locations as depicted below. Only the WP5
components and components accessed by WP5 components are represented.
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Figure 40 : Location View Fishery Pilots A1 and B1
The Pilots retrieve Sentinel-3 data through the external IF-EU-SCIHUB interface of the
Copernicus Open Access Hub and Ocean products through the IF-EU-CMEMS interface of the
Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service. Real-time sensor observations from the
fleet are stored in a database at AZTI’s IT infrastructure (therefore not show in the diagram).
2.1.12.2 Component Interactions
The figure below depicts how e.g. the Ingestion Engine (C07.06) and Data Manager (C07.04)
components use the FedEO Gateway (C07.01) to discover and download new Sentinel-3 and
Copernicus Marine products respectively from the Sentinel Scientific Data Hub (IF-EUSCIHUB) and Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (IF-EU-MEMS). The Data
Manager stores metadata and quicklooks retrieved in a local EO Catalog (C07.03) and makes
the downloaded products available in the NFS data store. Once the products downloaded,
the Data Manager invokes Rasdaman (C05.01) API and the EO data is published in Rasdaman.
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Figure 41 : Pipeline View Fishery Pilots A1 and B1
In addition, fleet observed parameters stored in SensLog (C02.01) and a PostgreSQL database
in vector-based format are rasterized into Geotiff format and also ingested into Rasdaman,
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thus providing all relevant data in a common data reference framework (raster-based and
same spatial resolution) which enables access from further elements in the pipeline via the
OGC WCS and WCPS interfaces as well as the API provided by Rasdaman (enabling thus the
integration of the R statistics framework with Rasdaman internal capabilities).
The description of the data processing performed in the Fish Prediction and Route Planner
components is beyond the scope of the current document. These components use as input
the EO data described above (i.e. oceanographic, weather and satellite) and additional sensor
data from the local SensLog (C02.01) component. They will generate outputs that are either
stored locally (e.g. in Rasdaman) or on the ships and eventually visualized using a GUI based
on a mobile or desktop version of HSLayers NG (C02.03, C02.04). Available datasets as well as
results from analysis stored in Rasdaman can also be accessed for visualization in the Web
clients using the Rasdaman OGC WMS and WMS-T interfaces.
2.1.12.3 Components by Life-cycle Activity
The diagram below associates the components used in this Pilot to the appropriate life-cycle
activity defined in [REF-009].
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Figure 42 : Life-cycle View Fishery Pilots A1 and B1
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2.1.12.4 EO Data
The following tables summarize the EO data used as input by this Pilot.
Table 14 : EO Data used by Fishery Pilots A1and B1
EO Data
Sentinel-3

CMEMS Products 20
Fleet sensor
observations

Description
Sentinel-3 SLSTR for Sea Surface Temperature
Sentinel-3 SRAL/MWR for altimetry (Anomalies)
Sentinel-3 OLCI for Chlorophyll
The Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Services of interest
cover many products/variables that are detailed in the next table.
Vessel engines sensors (velocity and heading)
Position of the vessel
Fish catches (species, weight)

Table 15 : CMEMS Products used by Fishery Pilots A1and B1
Products
GLOBAL_ANALYSIS_FORECAST
_PHY_001_024

GLOBAL_ANALYSIS_FORECAST
_BIO_001_014

Variables
Temperature (T)
Bottom temperature (bottomT)
Mixed layer thickness (MLD)
Current velocity (UV)
Chlorophyll-a (CHL)
Phytoplankton (PHYC)
Dissolved oxygen (O2)
Nitrate (NO3)
Phosphate (PO4)
Silicate (SI)
Iron (FE)
Primary production (PP)

GLOBAL_ANALYSIS_FORECAST_WAV Wave significant height (SWH)
_001_027
Wave mean period (MWP)
Wave mean direction (VMDR)
Stokes drift (VSDXY)
Wind wave (period, height,
direction) (WW)
Primary swell wave (period,
height, direction) (SW1)
Secondary swell wave (period,
height, direction) (SW2)
SEALEVEL_GLO_PHY_L4_NRT
Sea surface height (SSH)
_OBSERVATIONS_008_046
Current velocity (UV)

20

Time
DAILY-MEAN

HOURLY-MEAN
WEEKLY-MEAN

3-HOURLYINSTANTANEOUS

DAILY MEAN

Catalog of CMEMS products is available at http://marine.copernicus.eu/services-portfolio/access-to-products/
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SEALEVEL_GLO_PHY_L4_REP
_OBSERVATIONS_008_047
WIND_GLO_WIND_L4_NRT
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OCEANCOLOUR_GLO_CHL_L3_NRT
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Variables
Sea surface height (SSH)
Current velocity (UV)
Wind

Time
DAILY MEAN

Wind

DAILYINSTANTANEOUS
DAILY-MEAN

Chlorophyll-a (CHL)

6-HOURLY-MEAN

In order to provide a standard access to the CMEMS Products, the FedEO Gateway (C07.01)
has been extended with an additional connector for the CMEMS web service interface. By this
way, CMEMS products can be retrieved and downloaded through the same components
FedEO Gateway (C07.01) and the Data Manager (C07.04) via the same standard OpenSearch
Interface compliant with OGC 13-026r8 [REF-107] than other EO products such as Sentinel
products.
The OpenSearch interface is mapped on the CMEMS Motu “Describe product” and
“Download product” interfaces described on GitHub21. The following table defines the
mapping between OpenSearch Parameters and the CMEMS Motu web service interface.
Table 16 : CMEMS Motu API to OpenSearch Parameter mapping
CMEMS Parameters
service
product
t_lo
t_hi
x_lo,x_hi,y_lo,y_hi
z_hi
z_low
variable

OpenSearch Parameters
parentIdentifier
productType
startDate
endDate
bbox(x_lo,y_lo,x_hi,y_hi)
lowestLocation
highestLocation
subject

Comment

Negative value
Negative value
Use comma as separator for
multiple values.

Note that as the CMEMS requires a login, the two parameters username and password have
been included in the OpenSearch interface. The following is an example of OpenSearch
request on CMEMS.
http://geo.spacebel.be/opensearch/request?
parentIdentifier=GLOBAL_ANALYSIS_FORECAST_PHY_001_024-TDS&
productType=global-analysis-forecast-phy-001-024-monthly&
startDate=2016-01-01T00:00:00Z&
endDate=2016-01-20T23:59:59Z&
21

Motu interface is described at https://github.com/clstoulouse/motu.
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bbox=0,0,20,50&
lowestLocation=-10&
highestLocation=-0.5&
subject=so,zos&
username=***&
password=***
As part of the search result, the OpenSearch Gateway returns a download URL that can be
used by the Download Manager to download the product. The Download Manager will have
to be extended with a dedicated plugin to perform the authentication.
http://nrt.cmems-du.eu/motu-web/Motu?
action=productdownload&
service=GLOBAL_ANALYSIS_FORECAST_PHY_001_024-TDS&
product=global-analysis-forecast-phy-001-024-monthly&
t_lo=2016-01-01T00:00:00Z&
t_hi=2016-01-20T23:59:59Z&
z_lo=0.5&
z_hi=10&
x_lo=0&
x_hi=20&
y_lo=0&
y_hi=50&
variable=so&
variable=zos

2.2 Interfaces Context
This section describes the WP5 components context or WP5 components external interfaces:
these interfaces are consumed by at least one WP5 component and are not provided by WP5
components.

2.2.1 IF-ESA-MEA-WCS
2.2.1.1 Function
This remote interface allows for access to LN8 and S2 data via the OGC Web Coverage Service
(WCS) protocol. It is provided by the ESA MEA WCS (ESA Datacube).
Provided by:
•

ESRIN EO PDGS

Consumed by:
•

IF-OGC-WCS

•

IF-OGC-WCPS
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2.2.2 IF-ESA-CCI
2.2.2.1 Function
This interface will be used to provide Copernicus products from the Climate Change Initiative
(CCI) if necessary for any of the Pilot's requirement.
Consumed by:
•

C41.01: MEA WCS

2.2.3 IF-ESA-DATAHUB
2.2.3.1 Function
Interface with ESA's data hub
Consumed by:
•

EO Product Search-Download-Extract-Process

2.2.4 IF-ESA-TEP-F
2.2.4.1 Function
This remote interface groups individual interfaces for discovery, (hosted) processing and
download provided by the Forestry Thematic Exploitation Platform (Forestry TEP, C16.10).
The following table describes EO Data available on the Forestry TEP.
Table 17 : Forestry TEP - EO Data
Platform Instrument
Provider
Sentinel-1 C-band SAR (Radar) ESA

Level
L1 SLC

Areas
Europe

Sentinel-1
Sentinel-2
Sentinel-3
Landsat

L1 GRD
L1C
L1, L2
L1C

World
World
World
World

C-band SAR (Radar)
MSI (VIS-NIR-SWIR)
OLCI, SLSTR, SRAL
OLI (VIS-NIR-SWIR)

ESA
ESA
ESA
ESA/USGS

Provided by:
•

C16.10: Forestry TEP

2.2.5 IF-VITO-MEP-PROBAV
2.2.5.1 Function
This remote interface groups individual interfaces for discovery, (hosted) processing and
download provided by the ESA/VITO Proba-V Mission Exploitation Platform (C08.02).
Provided by:
•

C08.02: Proba-V MEP
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Consumed by:
•

IF-PROBAV-MEP-VM

•

IF-PROBAV-MEP-NOTEBOOKS

•

IF-PROBAV-MEP-DASHBOARD

•

IF-PROBAV-MEP-OPENSEARCH

•

IF-PROBAV-MEP-TS-REST-API

•

IF-PROBAV-MEP-WMTS

2.2.6 IF-PROBAV-MEP-OPENSEARCH
2.2.6.1 Function
Data discovery interface, exposed as OGC OpenSearch web service on the Proba-V data
available at the Proba-V MEP.
Provided by:
•

IF-VITO-MEP-PROBAV

Consumed by:
•

C07.01 : FedEO Gateway

2.2.7 IF-PROBAV-MEP-VM
2.2.7.1 Function
Virtual Machine exposed on the Proba-V MEP hosted private cloud providing access to the
Proba-V, Copernicus Global Land data and selected Sentinel-2 data hosted on the platform.
Provided by:
•

IF-VITO-MEP-PROBAV

2.2.8 IF-PROBAV-MEP-DASHBOARD
2.2.8.1 Function
A Web client dashboard for human users, using interfaces ‘IF-ProbaV-MEP-WMTS’ and ‘IFProbaV-MEP-TS-REST-API’ built within WP5 to support the data viewing and analytics needs
for the pilot users of agriculture pilots A1.2, A1.3, B1.3, C1.2, including as well a yield
production model and in-situ data where applicable for the pilots.
Provided by:
•

IF-VITO-MEP-PROBAV
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2.2.9 IF-PROBAV-MEP-TS-REST-API
2.2.9.1 Function
Time Series viewing interface to retrieve a CSV file with pixel values for a user defined pixel
or polygon for a time series, exposed as RESTful web service on data available at the Proba-V
MEP, including the vegetation parameters time series which are processed for agriculture
pilots A1.2, A1.3, B1.3, C1.2
Provided by:
•

IF-VITO-MEP-PROBAV

2.2.10 IF-PROBAV-MEP-WMTS
2.2.10.1 Function
Viewing interface exposed as OGC WMTS web service on data available at the Proba-V MEP,
including the vegetation parameters time series which are processed for agriculture pilots
A1.2, A1.3, B1.3, C1.2
Provided by:
•

IF-VITO-MEP-PROBAV

2.2.11 IF-NASA-CMR
2.2.11.1 Function
Discovery interface provided by the NASA Common Metadata Repository (CMR).
Provided by:
•

NASA & USGS Facilities

Consumed by:
•

C07.01: FedEO Gateway

2.2.12 IF-PROBAV-MEP-NOTEBOOKS
2.2.12.1 Function
Jupyter Notebooks interface exposed as HTML access on the Proba-V MEP providing access
to the Proba-V, Copernicus Global Land data and selected Sentinel-2 data hosted on the
platform.
Provided by:
•

IF-VITO-MEP-PROBAV
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2.2.13 IF-EU-SCIHUB
2.2.13.1 Function
This
interface
is
offered
by
the
Copernicus
Open
Access
(https://scihub.copernicus.eu/twiki/do/view/SciHubWebPortal/APIHubDescription).

Hub

Provided by:
•

Copernicus Open Access Hub

Consumed by:
•

C16.10: ESA Forestry TEP

•

C07.01: FedEO Gateway

Figure 43 : Access to Sentinel data (source: EU presentation at ESRIN 25/10/2016)

2.2.14 IF-EU-CMEMS
2.2.14.1 Function
This interface is the motu22 interface offered by the Copernicus Marine Environment
Monitoring Service (CMEMS) to discover and download ocean products. The FedEO Gateway
has been extended with a new connector for this interface, to allow its clients to discover and
download ocean products offered by CMEMS through a common standard OpenSearch
interface OGC 13-026r8 [REF-107].

22

See https://github.com/clstoulouse/motu#ClientAPI_DescribeProduct and
https://github.com/clstoulouse/motu#ClientAPI_DownloadProduct
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Consumed by:
•

C07.01: FedEO Gateway

2.3 Design Standards, conventions and procedures
This section identifies standards, conventions and procedures relevant for the design
representation included in Chapter 3.

2.3.1 ArchiMate (Open Group)
2.3.1.1 Toolset
The Modelio toolset from ModelioSoft is used for modelling the DataBio (WP5) Architecture.
The design and requirements and pilot needs are shared inside the project through a shared
Constellation repository. This allows for automatic generation of traceability information and
documentation which was partly used inside the current deliverable.
2.3.1.2 Symbols
For deployment and other diagrams in this document, conventions from the ArchiMate 323
specification from the Open Group are used.
Table 18 : Main ArchiMate concepts and notations
Element
Application
Component

Description
Example
An application component is defined as a
modular, deployable, and replaceable
part of a system that encapsulates its
contents and exposes its functionality
through a set of interfaces.
An application component is a selfcontained unit of functionality at the
Application level. It performs one or more
application functions.
It is re-usable, and replaceable. It is only
accessible through a set of application
interfaces.

23

http://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/ArchiMate2-doc/toc.html
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Application Function An application function is defined as a
representation of a coherent group of
internal behaviour of an application
component.
An application function describes the
internal behaviour of an application
component. The function's internal
behaviour is invisible to the user of an
application component.
An application function may access data
objects.
An application component may be
assigned to an application function.
Application
Interface

An application interface is the (logical)
channel through which the services of a
component can be accessed.

Artifact

An artifact is defined as a physical piece
of information that is used or produced in
a software development process, or by
deployment and operation of a system.
An artifact represents a concrete element
in the physical world. It is typically used to
model (software) products such as source
files, executables, scripts, database
tables,
messages,
documents,
specifications, and model files. An
instance (copy) of an artifact can be
deployed on a node.
An application component may be
realized by one or more artifacts.
A data object may be realised by one or
more artifacts.
A node may be assigned to an artifact (i.e.,
the artifact is deployed on the node).

Capability

A capability represents an ability that an
active structure element, such as an
organization, person, or system,
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possesses.
Data object

A data object is defined as a coherent,
self-contained piece of information
suitable for automated processing.
An application function operates on a
data object.
A data object may be communicated via
interactions and used or produced by
application services.

Device

A device is defined as a physical
computational resource upon which
artifacts may be deployed for execution.
A device is a specialisation of a node that
represents a physical resource with
processing capability. It is typically used
to model hardware systems such as
mainframes, PCs, or routers.
Usually, they are part of a node together
with system software. Devices may be
composite; i.e., consist of sub-devices.
Devices can be interconnected by
networks. Artifacts can be assigned to
(i.e., deployed on) devices. A device can
consist of sub-devices.
System software can be assigned to a
device. A node can contain one or more
devices.

Location

The location element is used to model the
places where (active and passive)
structure elements such as business
actors, application components, and
devices are located. This is modelled by
means of an aggregation relationship
from a location to structure element.
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A network is defined as a physical
communication medium between two or
more devices.
A network represents the physical
communication infrastructure. This may
comprise one or more fixed or wireless
network links.

Node

A node is defined as a computational
resource upon which artifacts may be
deployed for execution.
Nodes execute and process artifacts,
which are the representation of
components and data objects.
Nodes are used to model application
servers, database servers, or client
workstations.
Nodes can consist of sub-nodes
representing physical devices and
execution environments for artifacts.
Nodes can be interconnected by
communication paths. Artifacts can be
assigned to (i.e., deployed on) nodes.
A node can consist of sub-nodes. Artifacts
deployed on a node may either be drawn
inside the node or connected to it with an
assignment relation.

Resource

A resource represents an asset owned or
controlled by an individual or
organization.

Role

A (business) role is the responsibility for
performing specific behaviour, to which
an actor can be assigned, or the part an
actor plays in a particular action or event.

System software

A system software represents a software
environment for specific types of
components and objects that are
deployed on it in the form of artifacts.
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System software is a specialisation of a
node that is used to model the software
environment in which artifacts run.
System software can also be used to
represent communication middleware.

The symbols in the table above use the "natural" colours also used in the specification (blue
for active elements and green for passive elements).
2.3.1.3 Naming conventions
The following naming conventions are recommended in the ArchiMate diagrams:
Element
Convention
Nodes, Application If applicable, its name
Components
corresponds to Cxx.yy
where xx corresponds to
the DataBio Partner ID
given in table Table 1 and yy
is a sequential number.
Application
Shown
in
uppercase,
Interface
starting with "IF-".

Application
Interface

Example
C04.02 corresponds to a component
proposed by Partner #4 (Fraunhofer),
with sequential number 2.

E.g.
IF-EU-SCIHUB
IF-DM-API-REST
IF-OGC-WMS, IF-OGC-WCS
IF-NASA-CMR
In case representing an API: IF-DM-API-REST
xxx-API-REST,
xxx-APIJAVA, xxx-API-PYTHON, etc.

Application
Interface
Application
Interface

Command-line interfaces IF-DM-CLI
are called IF-xx-CLI
IF-GT-CLI (Command-Line interface of
GeoRocket – GT).
Graphical user interfaces IF-FEDEO-GUI
(Graphical
User
requiring
human Interface of C07.05).
interaction: IF-xx-GUI

2.3.2 Software Component Design
The software component design in section 3.1 is presented as recommended by annex F of
ECSS-E-ST-40C [REF-001].
Each component is described according to the following structure:
•

Purpose: lists the software requirements (partly or fully) implemented by this
component.
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Function: explains the functionality of this component and information about its
deployment.
Interfaces: describes the interfaces provided and consumed by the component.
Subordinates: describes subcomponents of the component (if any). They are
presented in a three-column table format, with the columns containing the
following information:
o Type: type of the ArchiMate element represented in the corresponding
"Subordinates" diagram.
o Name: name (i.e. label) of the ArchiMate element, which may contain a
component identifier Cxx.yy if applicable.
o Description: description associated to the ArchiMate element.
Data: gives information about the data accessed or processed by the components
and related data model.
References: lists the document or specification references applicable to this
component. (will be added in a future version of this document).
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3 Software Design
The current chapter describes the individual components and related interfaces of the
DataBio EO Subsystem. It is organised as the corresponding information in a Software Design
Document defined in annex F of ECSS-E-ST-40C [REF-001].

3.1 Software Components Design
The current section presents the components using the template described in section 2.3.2.

3.1.1 C04.02: GeoRocket (Fraunhofer)
3.1.1.1 Purpose
Table 19 : C04.02: GeoRocket - Purpose
Name
DATABIOEO-421320

DATABIOEO-421330
DATABIOEO-421340

Description or Definition
It shall be possible to manage a massive amount of geospatial data in a
fast, intuitive and interactive way. It must be possible to visually query and
access the data considering not only the spatial and temporal extent but
the attributes as well.
It must be possible to inspect a massive amount of geospatial vector data
along with raster data (e.g. satellite images)
It must be possible to analyse and aggregate data in an interactive way.
Starting with a simple query (e.g. spatial extent), it should be possible to
add more constraints, or aggregation functions to build and refine a query
for analysing geospatial data.

3.1.1.2 Function
GeoRocket is a high-performance data store for geospatial files. It can store 3D city models
(e.g. CityGML), GML files or GeoJSON data sets. GeoRocket provides the following features:
•

•

•

High performance data storage with multiple back-ends such as Amazon S3,
MongoDB, distributed file systems (e.g. HDFS or Ceph), or your local hard drive
(enabled by default).
Support for high-speed search features based on the popular Open-Source framework
Elasticsearch. You can perform spatial queries and search for attributes, layers and
tags.
GeoRocket is made for the Cloud. Based on the Open-Source toolkit Vert.x it is reactive
and can handle big files and a large number of parallel requests.

GeoRocket’s architecture allows for the creation of secondary data stores that co-exist with
the main data store. The advantage of keeping a secondary data store is that it allows to
generate or derive additional information automatically when new data is added. GeoRocket
consists of two components: the server and the command-line interface (CLI).
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Figure 44 : C04.02: GeoRocket - Deployment View
Table 20 : C04.02: GeoRocket - Deployment View
Type
Resource

Name
Virtualized
Infrastructure

Node

Virtual
Machine

SystemSoftware Java 8 Runtime
Environment

SystemSoftware CentOS Linux

SystemSoftware HDFS
Distributed File
System
Dissemination level: PU - Public

Description
Virtualization is frequently used to achieve elasticity
and flexibility in the allocation of physical resources
and is often referred to as infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) within the cloud computing community.
Virtualization is typically found in one of three basic
forms within a Big Data Architecture [REF-009].
A virtual machine (VM) is an emulation of a computer
system. Virtual machines are based on computer
architectures and provide functionality of a physical
computer. Their implementations may involve
specialized hardware, software, or a combination
(source: Wikipedia).
The Java Runtime Environment (JRE) is a set of
software tools for development of Java applications.
It combines the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), platform
core classes and supporting libraries.
The CentOS Linux distribution is a stable, predictable,
manageable and reproducible platform derived from
the sources of Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL).
The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) offers a
way to store large files across multiple machines.
Hadoop and HDFS was derived from Google File
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SystemSoftware S3 Storage

SystemSoftware MongoDB

SystemSoftware Filesystem
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Description
System (GFS) paper. Prior to Hadoop 2.0.0, the
NameNode was a single point of failure (SPOF) in an
HDFS cluster. With Zookeeper the HDFS High
Availability feature addresses this problem by
providing the option of running two redundant
NameNodes in the same cluster in an Active/Passive
configuration with a hot standby.
Amazon S3 is a global Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
solution provided by Amazon Web Services (AWS).
Amazon S3 facilitates highly-scalable, secured and
low-latency data storage from the cloud.
MongoDB is a cross-platform and open-source
document-oriented database, a kind of NoSQL
database.
A generic file system.

3.1.1.3 Interfaces
The component C04.02: GeoRocket provides the following interfaces:
Table 21 : C04.02: GeoRocket - Provided interfaces
ID
IF-GRAPIREST

Description
GeoRocket Server provides a (REST-like) HTTP interface that you can use to
interact with the data store and to embed GeoRocket in your application. By
default, GeoRocket listens to incoming connections on port 63020.

Figure 45 : C04.02: GeoRocket - Interface View

3.1.2 C04.03: GeoToolbox (Fraunhofer)
3.1.2.1 Function
The GeoToolbox is a set of microservices for the processing of large geospatial data. Each
microservice is responsible for a specific processing algorithm. Many services can be
connected so that complete processing workflows can be created. Some examples for
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microservices from the GeoToolbox are as follows: - Triangulation (Delaunay) - Resampling Colourization - Pre-processing for 3D web visualization - Data conversion. The services can be
executed as command line applications or deployed as web services to the cloud. They can
therefore be integrated easily in existing applications and infrastructures. The GeoToolbox
supports a number of input and output formats ranging from terrain models and 3D city
models to shapefiles and orthophotos.

Figure 46 : C04.03: GeoToolbox - Deployment View
Table 22 : C04.03: GeoToolbox - Deployment View
Type
Resource

Name
Virtualized
Infrastructure

Node

Virtual
Machine

SystemSoftware Java 8 Runtime
Environment

Dissemination level: PU - Public

Description
Virtualization is frequently used to achieve elasticity
and flexibility in the allocation of physical resources
and is often referred to as infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) within the cloud computing community.
Virtualization is typically found in one of three basic
forms within a Big Data Architecture [REF-009].
A virtual machine (VM) is an emulation of a
computer system. Virtual machines are based on
computer architectures and provide functionality of a
physical computer. Their implementations may
involve specialized hardware, software, or a
combination (source: Wikipedia).
The Java Runtime Environment (JRE) is a set of
software tools for development of Java applications.
It combines the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), platform
core classes and supporting libraries.
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Description
The CentOS Linux distribution is a stable, predictable,
manageable and reproducible platform derived from
the sources of Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL).

3.1.2.2 Interfaces
The component C04.03: GeoToolbox provides the following interfaces:
Table 23 : C04.03: GeoToolbox - Provided interfaces
ID
IF-GT-CLI
IF-GT-APIREST

Description
GeoToolbox provides a command line interface that you can use to process
data and convert them to other formats.
GeoToolbox provides a (REST-like) HTTP interface that you can use to
process data and convert them to other formats.

Figure 47 : C04.03: GeoToolbox - Interface View

3.1.3 C04.03.01: GeoToolbox QuantizedMesh-Convert (Fraunhofer)
3.1.3.1 Function
This GeoToolbox element converts Elevation data saved as GeoTiff to Cesium’s
QuantizedMesh Format.

Figure 48 : C04.03.01: GeoToolbox QuantizedMesh-Convert - Deployment View
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Table 24 : C04.03.01: GeoToolbox QuantizedMesh-Convert - Deployment View
Type
Resource

Name
Virtualized
Infrastructure

Node

Virtual
Machine

SystemSoftware Java 8 Runtime
Environment

SystemSoftware CentOS Linux

Description
Virtualization is frequently used to achieve elasticity
and flexibility in the allocation of physical resources
and is often referred to as infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) within the cloud computing community.
Virtualization is typically found in one of three basic
forms within a Big Data Architecture [REF-009].
A virtual machine (VM) is an emulation of a
computer system. Virtual machines are based on
computer architectures and provide functionality of a
physical computer. Their implementations may
involve specialized hardware, software, or a
combination (source: Wikipedia).
The Java Runtime Environment (JRE) is a set of
software tools for development of Java applications.
It combines the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), platform
core classes and supporting libraries.
The CentOS Linux distribution is a stable, predictable,
manageable and reproducible platform derived from
the sources of Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL).

3.1.3.2 Interfaces
The component C04.03.02: GeoToolbox 3DTiles provides the following interfaces:
Table 25 : C04.03.02: GeoToolbox 3DTiles - Provided interfaces
ID
IF-GT-CLI
IF-GT-APIREST

Description
GeoToolbox provides a command line interface that you can use to process
data and convert them to other formats.
GeoToolbox provides a (REST-like) HTTP interface that you can use to
process data and convert them to other formats.

Figure 49 : C04.03.01: GeoToolbox QuantizedMesh-Convert - Interface View
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3.1.4 C04.03.02: GeoToolbox 3DTiles (Fraunhofer)
3.1.4.1 Function
This GeoToolbox element converts a 3D citymodel saved as CityGML into Cesium’s 3D-Tiles
format.

Figure 50 : C04.03.02: GeoToolbox 3DTiles - Deployment View
Table 26 : C04.03.02: GeoToolbox 3DTiles - Deployment View
Type
Resource

Name
Virtualized
Infrastructure

Node

Virtual
Machine

SystemSoftware Java 8 Runtime
Environment

SystemSoftware CentOS Linux
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Description
Virtualization is frequently used to achieve elasticity
and flexibility in the allocation of physical resources
and is often referred to as infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) within the cloud computing community.
Virtualization is typically found in one of three basic
forms within a Big Data Architecture [REF-009].
A virtual machine (VM) is an emulation of a
computer system. Virtual machines are based on
computer architectures and provide functionality of a
physical computer. Their implementations may
involve specialized hardware, software, or a
combination (source: Wikipedia).
The Java Runtime Environment (JRE) is a set of
software tools for development of Java applications.
It combines the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), platform
core classes and supporting libraries.
The CentOS Linux distribution is a stable, predictable,
manageable and reproducible platform derived from
the sources of Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL).
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3.1.4.2 Interfaces
The component C04.03.02: GeoToolbox 3DTiles provides the following interfaces:
Table 27 : C04.03.02: GeoToolbox 3DTiles - Provided interfaces
ID
IF-GT-CLI
IF-GT-APIREST

Description
GeoToolbox provides a command line interface that you can use to process
data and convert them to other formats.
GeoToolbox provides a (REST-like) HTTP interface that you can use to
process data and convert them to other formats.

Figure 51 : C04.03.02: GeoToolbox 3DTiles - Interface View

3.1.5 C04.04: SmartVis3D (Fraunhofer)
3.1.5.1 Function
SmartVis3D is a visualization component from Fraunhofer IGD. It supports the visualization of
massive heterogenous geodata in a web browser. It builds on top of Cesium, which is an opensource renderer and wraps it in a modern Angular and Typescript environment for easy
implementation
and
rapid
prototyping.
SmartVis3D comes along with tools from the GeoToolbox to transform the standard
geoformats into renderable and hostable data for SmartVis3D. These services can be
executed as command line applications or deployed as web services to the cloud.

Figure 52 : C04.04: SmartVis3D - Deployment View
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Table 28 : C04.04: SmartVis3D - Deployment View
Type
Resource

Name
Virtualized
Infrastructure

Node

Virtual
Machine

SystemSoftware Java 8 Runtime
Environment

SystemSoftware CentOS Linux

Description
Virtualization is frequently used to achieve elasticity
and flexibility in the allocation of physical resources
and is often referred to as infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) within the cloud computing community.
Virtualization is typically found in one of three basic
forms within a Big Data Architecture [REF-009].
A virtual machine (VM) is an emulation of a
computer system. Virtual machines are based on
computer architectures and provide functionality of a
physical computer. Their implementations may
involve specialized hardware, software, or a
combination (source: Wikipedia).
The Java Runtime Environment (JRE) is a set of
software tools for development of Java applications.
It combines the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), platform
core classes and supporting libraries.
The CentOS Linux distribution is a stable, predictable,
manageable and reproducible platform derived from
the sources of Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL).

3.1.5.2 Interfaces
The component C04.04: SmartVis3D consumes the following interfaces:
Table 29 : C04.04: SmartVis3D - Consumed interfaces
ID
IFQM
IF3DT

IFGLTF

Description
The QuantizedMesh format is a simple multi-resolution quadtree pyramid of
Triangulated Irregular Networks (TIN) according to the Tile Map Service (TMS)
layout and global-geodetic profile.
3D-Tiles are an open specification for streaming massive heterogeneous 3D
geospatial datasets. To expand on Cesium’s terrain and imagery streaming, 3D
Tiles will be used to stream 3D content, including buildings, trees, point clouds,
and vector data.
glTF™ (GL Transmission Format) is a royalty-free specification for the efficient
transmission and loading of 3D scenes and models by applications. glTF minimizes
both the size of 3D assets, and the runtime processing needed to unpack and use
those assets. glTF defines an extensible, common publishing format for 3D
content tools and services that streamlines authoring workflows and enables
interoperable use of content across the industry.
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Figure 53 : C04.04: SmartVis3D - Interface View

3.1.6 C05.01: Rasdaman (ATOS)
3.1.6.1 Purpose
Table 30 : C05.01: Rasdaman - Purpose
Name
DATABIOEO-421220
DATABIOEO-421230

DATABIOEO-421240
DATABIOEO-421250

DATABIOEO-421260
DATABIOEO-424010

DATABIOEO-424020

Description or Definition
The DataBio EO Component shall provide access to NOAA Global Forecast
Data (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access/model-data/modeldatasets/global-forcast-system-gfs).
The DataBio Platform shall implement a systematic retrieval of datasets and
metadata from Sentinel-3 covering the Indian Ocean; SLSTR sensor data
shall be used for Sea Surface Temperature (SST), OLCI sensor data for
Chlorophyll (CHL) and SSRAL/MWR data for altimetry.
The DataBio EO Component shall provide access to MODIS high resolution:
Aqua (2002-present) and Terra (1999-present).
The DataBio EO Component shall provide access to low spatial resolution
ocean colour missions (1km) covering the Indian ocean: MODIS Aqua,
MODIS Terra, SEAWIFS and VIIRS missions have 29 spectral bands that could
be suitable to detect HABS but the spatial resolution they offer remains
poor for local events.
The DataBio EO Component shall provide access to Sentinel 2 constellation
data (2A and 2B) with 20m spatial resolution and 5 spectral bands potentially
suitable (1 red, 2 NIR, 1 in red edge).
Sensor measurements (point-based data) collected from buoys and vessel
sensors shall be converted into coverages (this may require rasterization of
the observations and conversion into a geotiff or netcdf file or describing
them using GML Multipoint Coverage format). These coverages will then be
later used for fusion with other marine and climate datasets.
In order to perform the different data analytics calculations (e.g., ship
energy consumption reduction, determination of best areas for fish capture,
etc.) coverages used in the calculations (i.e., SENTINEL-2, oceanic variables
(such as sea surface temperature, sea surface salinity, sea level anomalies,
ice concentrations, chlorophyll-a concentrations), sensor observations (in
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Description or Definition
raster format)) shall be resampled from their original spatial resolutions into
cell grids of 1x1 km2, 3x3 km2 and 10x10 km2 in order to determine which
is the best spatial resolution for carrying out the studies.
Perform data fusion of the different variables (see below) considered into
the models used for estimating the ship energy consumption reduction as
well as determination of best areas for fish capture.
Variables:
- SENTINEL-3,
- oceanic variables (such as sea surface temperature, sea surface salinity,
sea level anomalies, ice concentrations, chlorophyll-a concentrations),
- sensor observations (vessel speed and heading)
- weather conditions

3.1.6.2 Function
Rasdaman is an array database system (dual license), which provides flexible, fast, scalable
geo services for multi-dimensional spatio-temporal sensor, image, simulation, and statistics
data of unlimited volume. Data is stored in a PostgreSQL database, thereby achieving full
information integration (e.g., latitudes, longitudes, time coordinates, resolutions and other
ancillary annotations.). Ad-hoc access, extraction, aggregation, as well as remix and analytics
is enabled through a new SQL raster query language - the Rasdaman Query Language (RasQL)with highly effective server-side optimization. The core Features include - truly multidimensional - 1-D, 2-D, 3-D, 4-D, and beyond - powerful, flexible query language for
visualization, classification, convolution, aggregation, and many more geospatial functions spatial indexing and adaptive tiling for fast data access - parallelization and ... for unlimited
scalability from laptop to cluster and cloud - full information integration of raster data with
all geo data in the PostgreSQL database - support for the raster-relevant OGC standards,
Reference Implementation for WCS Core and WCPS.
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Figure 54 : C05.01: Rasdaman - Deployment View
Table 31 : C05.01: Rasdaman - Deployment View
Type
Facility

Name
AZTI Data
Center

Description
AZTI (Spain) is a Technology Center that develops
sustainable products, services and business
initiatives aimed at activating the industrial make-up
while recovering and preserving natural resources.
Facility
PSNC Data
PSNC (Poland) is a leading HPC and cloud-computing
Center
center.
Resource
Virtualized
Virtualization is frequently used to achieve elasticity
Infrastructure
and flexibility in the allocation of physical resources
and is often referred to as infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) within the cloud computing community.
Virtualization is typically found in one of three basic
forms within a Big Data Architecture [REF-009].
Node
Virtual Machine A virtual machine (VM) is an emulation of a
computer system. Virtual machines are based on
computer architectures and provide functionality of
a physical computer. Their implementations may
involve specialized hardware, software, or a
combination (source: Wikipedia).
SystemSoftware Tomcat
Apache Tomcat, often referred to as Tomcat Server,
is an open-source Java Servlet Container developed
by the Apache Software Foundation (ASF).
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Name
SystemSoftware SQLite

SystemSoftware Ubuntu Linux

SystemSoftware Network File
System

SystemSoftware Java 8 Runtime
Environment

SystemSoftware Postgres 9.6
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Description
SQLite is an in-process library that implements a selfcontained, serverless, zero-configuration,
transactional SQL database engine.
SQLite is an embedded SQL database engine. Unlike
most other SQL databases, SQLite does not have a
separate server process. SQLite reads and writes
directly to ordinary disk files. A complete SQL
database with multiple tables, indices, triggers, and
views, is contained in a single disk file. The database
file format is cross-platform - you can freely copy a
database between 32-bit and 64-bit systems or
between big-endian and little-endian architectures.
These features make SQLite a popular choice as an
Application File Format.
Ubuntu (https://www.ubuntu.com) is an open
source operating system for computers. It is a Linux
distribution based on the Debian architecture. It is
usually run on personal computers, and is also
popular on network servers, usually running the
Ubuntu Server variant, with enterprise-class
features. Ubuntu runs on the most popular
architectures, including Intel, AMD, and ARM-based
machines.
Network File System (NFS) is a distributed file system
protocol originally developed by Sun Microsystems in
1984, allowing a user on a client computer to access
files over a computer network much like local
storage is accessed (source: Wikipedia).
The Java Runtime Environment (JRE) is a set of
software tools for development of Java applications.
It combines the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), platform
core classes and supporting libraries.
PostgreSQL is a powerful, open source objectrelational database system. It has more than 15
years of active development and a proven
architecture that has earned it a strong reputation
for reliability, data integrity, and correctness. It runs
on all major operating systems, including Linux, UNIX
(AIX, BSD, HP-UX, SGI IRIX, macOS, Solaris, Tru64),
and Windows. It is fully ACID compliant, has full
support for foreign keys, joins, views, triggers, and
stored procedures (in multiple languages). It includes
most SQL:2008 data types, including INTEGER,
NUMERIC, BOOLEAN, CHAR, VARCHAR, DATE,
INTERVAL, and TIMESTAMP. It also supports storage
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Name

Description
of binary large objects, including pictures, sounds, or
video. It has native programming interfaces for
C/C++, Java, .Net, Perl, Python, Ruby, Tcl, ODBC,
among others.
R (http://www.r-project.org) is an open source
programming language and software environment
for statistical computing and graphics that is
supported by the R Foundation for Statistical
Computing. The R language is widely used among
statisticians and data miners for developing
statistical software and data analysis.

Artifact

petascope.war

Artifact

secore.war

Artifact

rasdaman.deb

Artifact

EO Product

The petascope component of rasdaman implements
the OGC interface standards WCS 2.x, WCS-T 2.0,
WCPS 1.0, WPS 1.0, and WMS 1.1. For this purpose,
petascope maintains its additional metadata (such as
georeferencing) which is kept in separate relational
tables. Note that not all rasdaman raster objects and
collections are available through petascope by
default; rather, they need to be registered through
the petascope administration interface.
Petascope is implemented as a war file of servlets
which give access to coverages (in the OGC sense)
stored in rasdaman. Internally, incoming requests
requiring coverage evaluation are translated into
rasql queries by petascope. These queries are passed
on to rasdaman, which constitutes the central
workhorse. Results returned from rasdaman are
forwarded to the client, finally.
SECORE (Semantic Coordinate Reference System
Resolver) is a server which resolves CRS URLs into full
CRS definitions represented in GML 3.2.1. The
implementation constitutes the official resolver of
OGC.
Binary distribution of Rasdaman resulting from the
source code compilation against of required
dependencies.
Earth Observation Product.

SystemSoftware R

3.1.6.3 Interfaces
The component C05.01: Rasdaman provides the following interfaces:
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Table 32 : C05.01: Rasdaman - Provided interfaces
ID
IF-OGC-WCPS

IF-OGC-WCS
IF-OGC-WMS

IFRASDAMANAPI-RASQL
IFRASDAMANAPI-R
IFRASDAMANAPI-JAVA

Description
This interface allows the data access via CLI in commons data format,
based on OGC WCPS standard.
OpenGIS Web Coverage Processing Service (WCPS) Language Interface
Standard (REF- 08-068r2,
http://portal.opengeospatial.org/files/?artifact_id=32319).
This interface allows the data access via CLI in commons data format,
based on OGC WCS standard.
This interface allows the data access via CLI in commons data format,
based on OGC WMS standard.
OpenGIS Web Map Service (WMS) Implementation Specification (REF06-042, http://portal.opengeospatial.org/files/?artifact_id=14416)
SQL interface provided by the C05.01: Rasdaman component.

RRasdaman is an R package providing database interface for rasdaman.

Java interface provided by the C05.01: Rasdaman component.

Figure 55 : C05.01: Rasdaman - Interface View
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3.1.7 C07.01: FedEO Gateway (Spacebel)
3.1.7.1 Purpose
Table 33 : C07.01: FedEO Gateway - Purpose
Name
DATABIOEO-421110

DATABIOEO-421120

DATABIOEO-421130
DATABIOEO-421140

DATABIOEO-421160

DATABIOEO-421180

DATABIOEO-421220
DATABIOEO-421230

DATABIOEO-421240

Description or Definition
Sentinel-2 L1C data with cloud coverage lower than 25% shall be
systematically downloaded over the Czech pilot and Finnish Pilot site (areas
to be confirmed) since the onset of Sentinel-2A (june 2015) and stored with
its metadata in a Local Catalog and Local Repository, or other accessible
archive with described interfaces to access the stored data.
For the period June-September of each available year (2015,2016 and soon
2017), Sentinel-2 L1C data with cloud coverage lower than 50% shall be
downloaded over the Czech pilot site (area to be confirmed) since the onset
of Sentinel-2A (June 2015) and stored with its metadata in a Local Catalog
and Local Repository, or other accessible archive with described interfaces
to access the stored data.
The DataBio Platform shall download SRTM DEM 1 sec HGT (30m) datasets
over the Finnish and Czech pilot areas as input for the processing.
Sentinel-1 SLC data shall be downloaded over the Finnish pilot site (area to
be confirmed) since the onset of Sentinel-1A (September 2014) and
Sentinel-1B (February 2017) and stored with its metadata in a Local Catalog
and Local Repository, or other accessible archive with described interfaces
to access the stored data.
Sentinel-2 Level-2A products corresponding to (29TQH, 30TUN, 30TTN &
30TUM) tiles data with cloud coverage lower than 5% shall be
systematically downloaded from March to October of each year and stored
with its metadata in a Local Catalog and Local Repository, or other
accessible archive with described interfaces to access the stored data. In
case Sentinel2 L2A products are not available for download, they will have
to be generated locally.
Sentinel-2 Level-2A products (tile 29TNH and another TBD tile in a
Extremadura region) data with cloud coverage lower than 75% shall be
systematically downloaded from April to November of each year and stored
with its metadata in a Local Catalog and Local Repository, or other
accessible archive with described interfaces to access the stored data.
The DataBio EO Component shall provide access to NOAA Global Forecast
Data (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access/model-data/modeldatasets/global-forcast-system-gfs).
The DataBio Platform shall implement a systematic retrieval of datasets and
metadata from Sentinel-3 covering the Indian Ocean; SLSTR sensor data
shall be used for Sea Surface Temperature (SST), OLCI sensor data for
Chlorophyll (CHL) and SSRAL/MWR data for altimetry.
The DataBio EO Component shall provide access to MODIS high resolution:
Aqua (2002-present) and Terra (1999-present).
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Description or Definition
The DataBio EO Component shall provide access to low spatial resolution
ocean colour missions (1km) covering the Indian ocean: MODIS Aqua,
MODIS Terra, SEAWIFS and VIIRS missions have 29 spectral bands that could
be suitable to detect HABS but the spatial resolution they offer remains
poor for local events.
The DataBio EO Component shall provide access to Sentinel 2 constellation
data (2A and 2B) with 20m spatial resolution and 5 spectral bands
potentially suitable (1 red, 2 NIR, 1 in red edge).

3.1.7.2 Function
This component acts as a unique endpoint allowing clients to access metadata and date from
different backend EO catalogs implementing different protocols. It supports access through
OGC 10-032r8 and OGC 13-026r8 OpenSearch interfaces and provides Atom responses with
metadata in OGC 10-157r4 format (i.e. EO Profile Observations and Measurements).
Alternative response formats such as RDF/XML, Turtle, JSON-LD and GeoJSON (OGC 17-003)
are available as well. SRU-style bindings and W3C Linked Data Platform bindings are available
as well.

Figure 56 : C07.01: FedEO Gateway - Deployment View
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Table 34 : C07.01: FedEO Gateway - Deployment View
Type
Resource

Name
Virtualized
Infrastructure

Node

Virtual Machine

SystemSoftware Tomcat

SystemSoftware CentOS Linux

SystemSoftware Java 8 Runtime
Environment

Artifact

opensearch.war

Description
Virtualization is frequently used to achieve
elasticity and flexibility in the allocation of physical
resources and is often referred to as infrastructure
as a service (IaaS) within the cloud computing
community. Virtualization is typically found in one
of three basic forms within a Big Data Architecture
[REF-009].
A virtual machine (VM) is an emulation of a
computer system. Virtual machines are based on
computer architectures and provide functionality
of a physical computer. Their implementations may
involve specialized hardware, software, or a
combination (source: Wikipedia).
Apache Tomcat, often referred to as Tomcat
Server, is an open-source Java Servlet Container
developed by the Apache Software Foundation
(ASF).
The CentOS Linux distribution is a stable,
predictable, manageable and reproducible
platform derived from the sources of Red Hat
Enterprise Linux (RHEL).
The Java Runtime Environment (JRE) is a set of
software tools for development of Java
applications. It combines the Java Virtual Machine
(JVM), platform core classes and supporting
libraries.
WAR file (Web Application Resource or Web
application ARchive) used to distribute the FedEO
Gateway (C07.01).

3.1.7.3 Interfaces
The component C07.01: FedEO Gateway provides the following interfaces:
Table 35 : C07.01: FedEO Gateway - Provided interfaces
ID
IF-OSGWDISCOVER
Y

Description
This interface is provided by the FedEO Gateway (C07.01) component and is
compliant with OGC 10-032r8, OGC 13-026r8 and related CEOS OpenSearch
Best Practices. Responses are available in multiple formats (Atom, GeoJSON,
Turtle, RDF/XML, JSON-LD and others. An SRU-style and RESTful API (W3C
LDP 1.0) are available and described in OpenAPI format.
The interface can be used to discover EO collections or EO products
published in any of the connected backend catalogs. The product metadata
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Description
returned by the interface includes download links for the products
(atom:link rel="enclosure") which refer to the archive and may include links
to related OGC services for access to the data (e.g. via the owc: namespace
from OGC 12-084r2).
To discover which "collections" are deployed behind the interface, the OSDD
available at
http://<host>/opensearch/description.xml should be used.
The OSDD document describing the available search parameters for the toplevel Sentinel "collection" is available at:
http://<host>/opensearch/description.xml?parentIdentifier=EOP:ESA:SCIHU
B
A query to find sentinel related collections would look like:
http://<host>/opensearch/request?platform=sentinel.

The component C07.01: FedEO Gateway consumes the following interfaces:
Table 36 : C07.01: FedEO Gateway - Consumed interfaces
ID
IF-PROBAVMEPOPENSEARC
H
IF-EUSCIHUB
IF-NASACMR
IF-EUCMEMS

Description
This interface corresponds to the Proba-V OpenSearch and data access
remote service provided by the VITO infrastructure component C08.01.

This interface is offered by the Copernicus Open Access Hub
(https://scihub.copernicus.eu/twiki/do/view/SciHubWebPortal/APIHubDes
cription).
Discovery interface provided by the NASA Common Metadata Repository
(CMR).
This interface is the http REST interface offered by the Copernicus Marine
Environment Monitoring Service to discover and download ocean products
as described at
(https://github.com/clstoulouse/motu#ClientAPI_DescribeProduct).
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Figure 57 : C07.01: FedEO Gateway - Interface View
3.1.7.4 Data

Figure 58 : C07.01: FedEO Gateway - Data View
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3.1.8 C07.03: FedEO Catalog (Spacebel)
3.1.8.1 Purpose
Table 37 : C07.03: FedEO Catalog - Purpose
Name
DATABIOEO-421110

DATABIOEO-421120

DATABIOEO-421130
DATABIOEO-421140

DATABIOEO-421160

DATABIOEO-421180

DATABIOEO-421220
DATABIOEO-421230

DATABIOEO-421240

Description or Definition
Sentinel-2 L1C data with cloud coverage lower than 25% shall be
systematically downloaded over the Czech pilot and Finnish Pilot site (areas
to be confirmed) since the onset of Sentinel-2A (june 2015) and stored with
its metadata in a Local Catalog and Local Repository, or other accessible
archive with described interfaces to access the stored data.
For the period June-September of each available year (2015,2016 and soon
2017), Sentinel-2 L1C data with cloud coverage lower than 50% shall be
downloaded over the Czech pilot site (area to be confirmed) since the onset
of Sentinel-2A (June 2015) and stored with its metadata in a Local Catalog
and Local Repository, or other accessible archive with described interfaces
to access the stored data.
The DataBio Platform shall download SRTM DEM 1 sec HGT (30m) datasets
over the Finnish and Czech pilot areas as input for the processing.
Sentinel-1 SLC data shall be downloaded over the Finnish pilot site (area to
be confirmed) since the onset of Sentinel-1A (September 2014) and
Sentinel-1B (February 2017) and stored with its metadata in a Local Catalog
and Local Repository, or other accessible archive with described interfaces
to access the stored data.
Sentinel-2 Level-2A products corresponding to (29TQH, 30TUN, 30TTN &
30TUM) tiles data with cloud coverage lower than 5% shall be
systematically downloaded from March to October of each year and stored
with its metadata in a Local Catalog and Local Repository, or other
accessible archive with described interfaces to access the stored data. In
case Sentinel2 L2A products are not available for download, they will have
to be generated locally.
Sentinel-2 Level-2A products (tile 29TNH and another TBD tile in a
Extremadura region) data with cloud coverage lower than 75% shall be
systematically downloaded from April to November of each year and stored
with its metadata in a Local Catalog and Local Repository, or other
accessible archive with described interfaces to access the stored data.
The DataBio EO Component shall provide access to NOAA Global Forecast
Data (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access/model-data/modeldatasets/global-forcast-system-gfs).
The DataBio Platform shall implement a systematic retrieval of datasets and
metadata from Sentinel-3 covering the Indian Ocean; SLSTR sensor data
shall be used for Sea Surface Temperature (SST), OLCI sensor data for
Chlorophyll (CHL) and SSRAL/MWR data for altimetry.
The DataBio EO Component shall provide access to MODIS high resolution:
Aqua (2002-present) and Terra (1999-present).
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Description or Definition
The DataBio EO Component shall provide access to low spatial resolution
ocean colour missions (1km) covering the Indian ocean: MODIS Aqua,
MODIS Terra, SEAWIFS and VIIRS missions have 29 spectral bands that could
be suitable to detect HABS but the spatial resolution they offer remains
poor for local events.
The DataBio EO Component shall provide access to Sentinel 2 constellation
data (2A and 2B) with 20m spatial resolution and 5 spectral bands
potentially suitable (1 red, 2 NIR, 1 in red edge).

3.1.8.2 Function
This component implements an EO catalog server allowing to store EO (satellite) collections
(series) and products (datasets) metadata. It offers an API to populate the catalog and an
API to search the catalog.

Figure 59 : C07.03: FedEO Catalog - Deployment View
Table 38 : C07.03: FedEO Catalog - Deployment View
Type
Node

Name
Virtual
Machine
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Description
A virtual machine (VM) is an emulation of a computer
system. Virtual machines are based on computer
architectures and provide functionality of a physical
computer. Their implementations may involve
specialized hardware, software, or a combination
(source: Wikipedia).
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Name
SystemSoftware Tomcat

SystemSoftware CentOS
Linux
Artifact

catalog.war
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Description
Apache Tomcat, often referred to as Tomcat Server, is
an open-source Java Servlet Container developed by the
Apache Software Foundation (ASF).
The CentOS Linux distribution is a stable, predictable,
manageable and reproducible platform derived from the
sources of Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL).
WAR file (Web Application Resource or Web application
ARchive) used to distribute the FedEO Catalog (C07.03).

3.1.8.3 Interfaces
The component C07.03: FedEO Catalog provides the following interfaces:
Table 39 : C07.03: FedEO Catalog - Provided interfaces
ID
IFCATAPIREST

Description
RESTful interface to populate and search the catalog, compliant with OGC 10032r8 (Geo and time extension of OpenSearch) OGC 13-026r8 (EO Extension of
OpenSearch) and W3C Linked Data Platform (LDP). Returns Atom responses with
OGC 10-157r4 (EOP Profile of Observations&Measurements) product metadata
or ISO19139-2 collection metadata.

Figure 60 : C07.03: FedEO Catalog - Interface View
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3.1.8.4 Data

Figure 61 : C07:03: FedEO Catalog - Data View

3.1.9 C07.04: Data Manager (Spacebel)
3.1.9.1 Purpose
Table 40 : C07.04: Data Manager - Purpose
Name
DATABIOEO-421220
DATABIOEO-421230

DATABIOEO-421240
DATABIOEO-421250

DATABIOEO-421260

Description or Definition
The DataBio EO Component shall provide access to NOAA Global Forecast
Data (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access/model-data/modeldatasets/global-forcast-system-gfs).
The DataBio Platform shall implement a systematic retrieval of datasets and
metadata from Sentinel-3 covering the Indian Ocean; SLSTR sensor data
shall be used for Sea Surface Temperature (SST), OLCI sensor data for
Chlorophyll (CHL) and SSRAL/MWR data for altimetry.
The DataBio EO Component shall provide access to MODIS high resolution:
Aqua (2002-present) and Terra (1999-present).
The DataBio EO Component shall provide access to low spatial resolution
ocean colour missions (1km) covering the Indian ocean: MODIS Aqua,
MODIS Terra, SEAWIFS and VIIRS missions have 29 spectral bands that could
be suitable to detect HABS but the spatial resolution they offer remains
poor for local events.
The DataBio EO Component shall provide access to Sentinel 2 constellation
data (2A and 2B) with 20m spatial resolution and 5 spectral bands
potentially suitable (1 red, 2 NIR, 1 in red edge).
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3.1.9.2 Function
The main functions of the Data Manager are discovery of EO data, download of EO data,
preprocessing of downloaded EO data, and registering of the EO data into a cache. The REST
service IF-DM-API-REST relies on the FedEO Gateway (C07.01) IF-OSGW-DISCOVERY interface
to perform discovery on external catalogues and relies on its Download Manager (and the FTP
plugin) to perform the download from remote repositories. The downloaded/converted EO
data is copied on local stores (HDFS or NFS data stores are supported) where it can be
accessed
by
the
Execution
Environment.
To facilitate the development of processing chains (e.g. Oozie workflows with Java actions), a
Java API library IF-DM-API-JAVA is provided. This library hides the details of the interface to
the
Data
Manager
REST
service.
Processing chains could also be implemented by composing (e.g. BPEL workflows) WPS
services. To integrate the Data Manager in such processing chains, a set of WPS processes is
also provided (for different WPS implementations). These WPS processes convert the WPS
interface
to
the
REST
interface
offered
by
the
Data
Manager.

Figure 62 : C07.04: Data Manager - Deployment View
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Table 41 : C07.04: Data Manager - Deployment View
Type
Node

SystemSoftware

SystemSoftware

SystemSoftware

SystemSoftware

Artifact

Name
Virtual Machine

Description
A virtual machine (VM) is an emulation of a
computer system. Virtual machines are based on
computer architectures and provide functionality
of a physical computer. Their implementations
may involve specialized hardware, software, or a
combination (source: Wikipedia).
CentOS Linux
The CentOS Linux distribution is a stable,
predictable, manageable and reproducible
platform derived from the sources of Red Hat
Enterprise Linux (RHEL).
Java 7 Runtime
The Java Runtime Environment (JRE) is a set of
Environment
software tools for development of Java
applications. It combines the Java Virtual Machine
(JVM), platform core classes and supporting
libraries.
PostgreSQL 8.4.18- PostgreSQL is an open source relational database
1
management system (DBMS). PostgreSQL is not
controlled by any corporation or other private
entity and the source code is available free of
charge.
Glassfish 4.1
GlassFish is an open-source application server
project started by Sun Microsystems for the Java
EE platform and now sponsored by Oracle
Corporation. The supported version is called
Oracle GlassFish Server.
datamanager.war WAR file (Web Application Resource or Web
application ARchive) used to distribute the Data
Manager (C07.04).

3.1.9.3 Interfaces
The component C07.04: Data Manager provides the following interfaces:
Table 42 : C07.04: Data Manager - Provided interfaces
ID
IF-DMAPIJAVA
IF-DMCLI

Description
The purpose of the Data Manager Java API is to provide an easy access to the
Data Manager REST service.
Note that, to keep it simple for the user, the Java API does not provide all the
functionality available through the Data Manager REST interface.
The Data Manager command line interface allows to execute the discover and
download functionalities of the Data Manager through a command line
interface.
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Description
The purpose of the REST interface provided by the Data Manager (C07.04) is to
allow to discover (in many heterogeneous catalogues), download (from many
remote repositories and various protocols), convert (using pre-configured percollection processes), store (in several file systems), and cache EO data that
needs to be processed on a (e.g. Hadoop/Oozie) processing environment. The
caching mechanism is desirable to avoid wasting bandwidth and transfer times
when the EO data is reused and shared by multiple processing chains.

The component C07.04: Data Manager consumes the following interfaces:
Table 43 : C07.04: Data Manager - Consumed interfaces
ID
IFRASDAMAN
-API-RASQL
IF-OGCWPS-REST
IF-OSGWDISCOVERY

IF-CAT-APIREST

Description
SQL interface provided by the C05.01: Rasdaman component.

OGC WPS 2.0 REST Interface consumed by the Data Manager to convert EO
data available in a local store (HDFS or NFS) .
This interface is provided by the FedEO Gateway (C07.01) component and
is compliant with OGC 10-032r8, OGC 13-026r8 and related CEOS
OpenSearch Best Practices. Responses are available in multiple formats
(Atom, GeoJSON, Turtle, RDF/XML, JSON-LD and others. An SRU-style and
RESTful API (W3C LDP 1.0) are available and described in OpenAPI format.
The interface can be used to discover EO collections or EO products
published in any of the connected backend catalogs. The product metadata
returned by the interface includes download links for the products
(atom:link rel="enclosure") which refer to the archive and may include
links to related OGC services for access to the data (e.g. via the owc:
namespace from OGC 12-084r2).
To discover which "collections" are deployed behind the interface, the
OSDD available at
http://<host>/opensearch/description.xml should be used.
The OSDD document describing the available search parameters for the
top-level Sentinel "collection" is available at:
http://<host>/opensearch/description.xml?parentIdentifier=EOP:ESA:SCIH
UB
A query to find sentinel related collections would look like:
http://<host>/opensearch/request?platform=sentinel.
RESTful interface to populate and search the catalog, compliant with OGC
10-032r8 (Geo and time extension of OpenSearch) OGC 13-026r8 (EO
Extension of OpenSearch) and W3C Linked Data Platform (LDP). Returns
Atom responses with OGC 10-157r4 (EOP Profile of
Observations&Measurements) product metadata or ISO19139-2 collection
metadata.
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Figure 63 : C07.04: Data Manager - Interface View
3.1.9.4 Subordinates

Figure 64 : C07.04: Data Manager – Subordinates
Table 44 : C07.04: Data Manager - Subordinates
Type
Name
Description
ApplicationComponent Downloader Subcomponent of the DataManager responsible
for the download of a single EO Product or
multiple EO products (via Metalink file). A
different Plugin is used for every download
protocol (HTTP, FTP, etc.).
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Type
DataObject

Name
EO Product

Facility

Data Center

v1.0, 30/5/2018

Description
EO data represented by a URL that may point to a
file (possibly a Metalink file) or a directory.
A large group of networked computer servers
typically used by organizations for the remote
storage, processing, or distribution of large
amounts of data.

3.1.9.5 Data

Figure 65 : C07.04: Data Manager - Data View

3.1.10 C07.05: FedEO Portlet (Spacebel)
3.1.10.1 Function
The FedEO Portlet is a Portlet component deployable in a Liferay Portal which provides a user
interface to access an OpenSearch endpoint implementing two-step search using OGC 10032r8 and OGC 13-026r8 specifications. It is also deployed operationally at ESA as part of the
eoportal.org Portal.

Dissemination level: PU - Public
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Figure 66 : C07.05: FedEO Portlet - Deployment View
Table 45 : C07.05: FedEO Portlet - Deployment View
Type
Resource

Name
Virtualized
Infrastructure

Node

Virtual Machine

SystemSoftware CentOS Linux

SystemSoftware Tomcat

Dissemination level: PU - Public

Description
Virtualization is frequently used to achieve
elasticity and flexibility in the allocation of physical
resources and is often referred to as infrastructure
as a service (IaaS) within the cloud computing
community. Virtualization is typically found in one
of three basic forms within a Big Data Architecture
[REF-009].
A virtual machine (VM) is an emulation of a
computer system. Virtual machines are based on
computer architectures and provide functionality
of a physical computer. Their implementations
may involve specialized hardware, software, or a
combination (source: Wikipedia).
The CentOS Linux distribution is a stable,
predictable, manageable and reproducible
platform derived from the sources of Red Hat
Enterprise Linux (RHEL).
Apache Tomcat, often referred to as Tomcat
Server, is an open-source Java Servlet Container
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Type

Name

SystemSoftware Java 7 Runtime
Environment

SystemSoftware Liferay 6.1.2

Artifact

liferay.war

Artifact

FedEOClient.war

v1.0, 30/5/2018

Description
developed by the Apache Software Foundation
(ASF).
The Java Runtime Environment (JRE) is a set of
software tools for development of Java
applications. It combines the Java Virtual Machine
(JVM), platform core classes and supporting
libraries.
Liferay Portal is an open source enterprise portal
software product. Distributed under the GNU
Lesser General Public License and optional
commercial license,
WAR file (Web Application Resource or Web
application ARchive) used to distribute the Liferay
portal.
WAR file (Web Application Resource or Web
application ARchive) used to distribute the FedEO
Portlet (C07.05).

3.1.10.2 Interfaces
The component C07.05: FedEO Portlet provides the following interfaces:
Table 46 : C07.05: FedEO Portlet - Provided interfaces
ID
IF-FEDEOGUI

Description
Web based User Interface provided by the C07.05: FedEO Portlet
component.

The component C07.05: FedEO Portlet consumes the following interfaces:
Table 47 : C07.05: FedEO Portlet - Consumed interfaces
ID
IF-OSGWDISCOVER
Y

Description
This interface is provided by the FedEO Gateway (C07.01) component and is
compliant with OGC 10-032r8, OGC 13-026r8 and related CEOS OpenSearch
Best Practices. Responses are available in multiple formats (Atom, GeoJSON,
Turtle, RDF/XML, JSON-LD and others. An SRU-style and RESTful API (W3C
LDP 1.0) are available and described in OpenAPI format.
The interface can be used to discover EO collections or EO products
published in any of the connected backend catalogs. The product metadata
returned by the interface includes download links for the products
(atom:link rel="enclosure") which refer to the archive and may include links
to related OGC services for access to the data (e.g. via the owc: namespace
from OGC 12-084r2).
To discover which "collections" are deployed behind the interface, the OSDD
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ID
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Description
available at
http://<host>/opensearch/description.xml should be used.
The OSDD document describing the available search parameters for the toplevel Sentinel "collection" is available at:
http://<host>/opensearch/description.xml?parentIdentifier=EOP:ESA:SCIHU
B
A query to find sentinel related collections would look like:
http://<host>/opensearch/request?platform=sentinel.

Figure 67 : C07.05: FedEO Portlet - Interface View

3.1.11 C07.06: Ingestion Engine (Spacebel)
3.1.11.1 Function
The Ingestion Engine (C07.06) component provides a Web-based user interface allowing an
operator to easily configure the EO collections from which products have to be systematically
downloaded (i.e. without further operator interaction) via a connected Data Manager
(C07.04) instances, including the download frequency and period to cover, and specific data
retrieval constraints including geographical area, temporal constraints, maximum cloud cover
percentage and many other constraints expressed using an OGC 13-026r8 compatible request
notation.

Dissemination level: PU - Public
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Figure 68 : C07.06: Ingestion Engine - Deployment View
Table 48 : C07.06: Ingestion Engine - Deployment View
Type
Resource

Name
Virtualized
Infrastructure

Node

Virtual
Machine

SystemSoftware CentOS Linux

SystemSoftware Tomcat

Artifact

Ingestion
Config File

Dissemination level: PU - Public

Description
Virtualization is frequently used to achieve elasticity
and flexibility in the allocation of physical resources
and is often referred to as infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) within the cloud computing community.
Virtualization is typically found in one of three basic
forms within a Big Data Architecture [REF-009].
A virtual machine (VM) is an emulation of a computer
system. Virtual machines are based on computer
architectures and provide functionality of a physical
computer. Their implementations may involve
specialized hardware, software, or a combination
(source: Wikipedia).
The CentOS Linux distribution is a stable, predictable,
manageable and reproducible platform derived from
the sources of Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL).
Apache Tomcat, often referred to as Tomcat Server,
is an open-source Java Servlet Container developed
by the Apache Software Foundation (ASF).
Configuration file used by C07.06 defining the EO
Collections from which EO Products have to be
retrieved, including frequency of data retrieval,
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Type

Name

Artifact
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Description
geographical constraints and additional query
parameters e.g. maximum cloud coverage.

engine.war

3.1.11.2 Interfaces
The component C07.06: Ingestion Engine consumes the following interfaces:
Table 49 : C07.06: Ingestion Engine - Consumed interfaces
ID
IF-DMAPIREST

Description
The purpose of the REST interface provided by the Data Manager (C07.04) is to
allow to discover (in many heterogeneous catalogues), download (from many
remote repositories and various protocols), convert (using pre-configured percollection processes), store (in several file systems), and cache EO data that
needs to be processed on a (e.g. Hadoop/Oozie) processing environment. The
caching mechanism is desirable to avoid wasting bandwidth and transfer times
when the EO data is reused and shared by multiple processing chains.

Figure 69 : C07.06: Ingestion Engine - Interface View

3.1.12 C08.02: Proba-V MEP (VITO)
3.1.12.1 Purpose
Table 50 : C08.02: Proba-V MEP - Purpose
Name
DATABIOEO-421300
DATABIOEO-421310

Description or Definition
Historical and near realtime Sentinel-2 A/B data covering some regions in
The Netherlands and Italy shall be made available for processing on VITO
private cloud.
Historical and near realtime Proba-V data covering some regions in The
Netherlands and Italy shall be made available for processing on VITO
private cloud.

Dissemination level: PU - Public
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Name
DATABIOEO-422180
DATABIOEO-422190
DATABIOEO-422200

v1.0, 30/5/2018

Description or Definition
VITO private cloud shall be able to process a greenness index (i.e.
vegetation parameter) from Sentinel-2 A/B for a growing season on the
regions mentioned in the requirement DATABIO-EO-421300.
VITO private cloud shall allow Pilot to discover and view the greenness
index time series, including greenness index aggregated values at field
level. (See requirement DATABIO-EO-422180)
A dashboard for each Agriculture pilot A1.2, A1.3, B1.3, C1.2 is required,
including the greenness index derived from Sentinel-2 A/B over the
regions (see requirement DATABIO-EO-422180), meteo data and a growing
model to be developed by the pilots.

3.1.12.2 Function
This platform is deployed at the VITO data centre and offers several services to the users on
top of the Proba-V data archive. The platform is available for users who want to perform R&D
on Proba-V data. The Proba-V MEP is operational since November 2016 and two more
development iterations are planned.

Figure 70 : C08.02: Proba-V MEP - Deployment View
Table 51 : C08.02: Proba-V MEP - Deployment View
Type
Facility
Facility

Name
VITO Data
Center
Data Center

Node

C08.02:
Proba-V MEP

Node

Distributed
Processing
Environment

Description
Data Center managed by VITO (Flemish Institute for Technology
Research) in Mol (Belgium).
A large group of networked computer servers typically used by
organizations for the remote storage, processing, or distribution
of large amounts of data.
This platform is deployed at the VITO data centre and offers
several services to the users on top of the Proba-V data archive.
The platform is available for users who want to perform R&D on
Proba-V data. The Proba-V MEP is operational since November
2016 and two more development iterations are planned.
A Distributed Processing Environment provides infrastructure
services that facilitate the development, deployment, and
management of distributed applications. It typically provides
infrastructure services related to networking, computing and
storage.
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Type
Name
Artifact Proba-V
Product
Artifact Sentinel-2
Product

v1.0, 30/5/2018

Description

The SENTINEL-2 mission comprises twin polar-orbiting satellites
in the same orbit, phased at 180 degrees to each other. The
mission will monitor variability in land surface conditions. More
info at https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/sentinel2/data-products.

3.1.12.3 Interfaces

Figure 71 : C08.02: Proba-V MEP - Interface View

Dissemination level: PU - Public
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3.1.13 C09:06: Apache Oozie (PSNC)
3.1.13.1 Function

Figure 72 : C09.06: Apache Oozie - Deployment View
Table 52 : C09.06: Apache Oozie - Deployment View
Type
Grouping

Name
Hadoop

Facility

Data Center

Resource

Computing
Infrastructure

Dissemination level: PU - Public

Description
Hadoop is an open-source software framework for
storing data and running applications on clusters of
commodity hardware. It provides massive storage
for any kind of data, enormous processing power
and the ability to handle virtually limitless
concurrent tasks or jobs.
A large group of networked computer servers
typically used by organizations for the remote
storage, processing, or distribution of large
amounts of data.
The logical distribution of cluster/computing
infrastructure may vary from a tightly coupled high
performance computing cluster to a dense grid of
physical commodity machines in a rack, to a set of
virtual machines running on a cloud service
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Type
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Name

Description
provider (CSP), or to a loosely coupled set of
machines distributed around the globe providing
access to unused computing resources.
Resource
File System
Many Big Data processing frameworks and
applications access their data directly from
underlying file systems. In almost all cases, the file
systems implement some level of the Portable
Operating System Interface (POSIX) standards for
permissions and the associated file operations [REF009].
Resource
Intra-Framework The framework itself manages allocation of
Resource
resources between its various components. This
Manager
allocation is typically driven by the framework’s
workload and often seeks to “turn off” unneeded
resources to either minimize overall demands of the
framework on the system or to minimize the
operating cost of the system by reducing energy use
[REF-009].
Resource
Batch Processing Batch frameworks, whose roots stem from the
Framework
mainframe processing era, are some of the most
prevalent and mature components of a Big Data
architecture because the historically long
processing times for large data volumes. Batch
frameworks ideally are not tied to a particular
algorithm or even algorithm type, but rather
provide a programming model where multiple
classes of algorithms can be implemented.
Resource
Environmental
Environmental resources, such as power and
Infrastructure
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning, are critical
to the Big Data Framework Provider. While
environmental resources are critical to the
operation of the Big Data system, they are not
within the technical boundaries.
Node
Distributed
A Distributed Processing Environment provides
Processing
infrastructure services that facilitate the
Environment
development, deployment, and management of
distributed applications. It typically provides
infrastructure services related to networking,
computing and storage.
SystemSoftware HDFS
The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) offers a
Distributed File
way to store large files across multiple machines.
System
Hadoop and HDFS was derived from Google File
System (GFS) paper. Prior to Hadoop 2.0.0, the
NameNode was a single point of failure (SPOF) in an
HDFS cluster. With Zookeeper the HDFS High
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Type

Name

SystemSoftware YARN Resource
Manager

SystemSoftware Apache Tez
Execution
Engine

SystemSoftware MapReduce

SystemSoftware C09.06: Apache
Oozie

v1.0, 30/5/2018

Description
Availability feature addresses this problem by
providing the option of running two redundant
NameNodes in the same cluster in an Active/Passive
configuration with a hot standby.
YARN stands for “Yet-Another-ResourceNegotiator”. It is a new framework that facilitates
writing arbitrary distributed processing frameworks
and applications. YARN’s execution model is more
generic than the earlier MapReduce
implementation. YARN can run applications that do
not follow the MapReduce model, unlike the
original Apache Hadoop MapReduce (also called
MR1). Hadoop YARN is an attempt to take Apache
Hadoop beyond MapReduce for data-processing.
Apache ezGeneric application which can be used to
process complex data-processing task DAGs and
runs natively on Apache Hadoop YARN. Tez
generalizes the MapReduce paradigm to a more
powerful framework based on expressing
computations as a dataflow graph.
MapReduce is a programming model for processing
large data sets with a parallel, distributed algorithm
on a cluster. Apache MapReduce was derived from
Google MapReduce: Simplified Data Processing on
Large Clusters paper. The current Apache
MapReduce version is built over Apache YARN
Framework.
Workflow scheduler system for MR jobs using DAGs
(Direct Acyclical Graphs). Oozie Coordinator can
trigger jobs by time (frequency) and data
availability.

3.1.14 C11.01: Agriculture Map Generator (TRAGSA)
3.1.14.1 Function
This component deals with the generation of agricultural maps to detect irrigation needs,
inhomogeneities or crops evolution using optical, multispectral EO data.
3.1.14.2 Interfaces
The component C11.01: Agriculture Map Generator provides the following interfaces:
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Table 53 : C11.01: Agriculture Map Generator - Provided interfaces
ID
IF-MAPGENERATOR-CLI

Description
Currently, the component C11.01: Agriculture Map Generator is a
manual process that would be improved and automatized in the
following stages of DataBio project.

Figure 73 : C11.01: Agriculture Map Generator - Interface View
3.1.14.3 Subordinates

Figure 74 : C11.01: Agriculture Map Generator - Data View
Table 54 : C11.01: Agriculture Maps Generator - Data View
Type
ApplicationProcess
ApplicationCompone
nt

DataObject
DataObject

Name
Compute
Change
C11.01:
Agricultur
e Maps
Generator

Evolution
Maps
Sentinel-2
Product

Dissemination level: PU - Public

Description
Detect changes over time between series of
multispectral images.
This component deals with the generation of
agricultural maps to detect irrigation needs,
inhomogeneities or crops evolution using optical,
multispectral EO data. Mainly, this component is
based on NDVI analysis and its evolution over time.
Sentinel-2 data are of specific interest here.
Image file visualising the changes, irrigation state or
vigour of plants.
The SENTINEL-2 mission comprises twin polarorbiting satellites in the same orbit, phased at 180
degrees to each other. The mission will monitor
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Type

Name
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Description
variability in land surface conditions. More info at
https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/senti
nel-2/data-products.

3.1.15 C11.02: Forest Health Status (TRAGSA)
3.1.15.1 Function
This component deals with the generation of forestry maps to detect AIS presence, plagues,
diseases
using
optical,
multispectral
EO
data
and
drone
data.
Specifically, this component – related to pilots 2.3.2-AIS and 2.3.2-FH – will focus on
Eucaliptus
and
Oaks,
due
to
their
economic
interest
in
Spain.
Mainly, this component is based on Indexes analysis (NDVI among others) and its evolution
over time. Those indexes will be ratios between the information provided by different bands
from EO data or drone-bone multispectral cameras (Owned directly by TRAGSA). Sentinel-2
Optical and Infrared data and drone data are of specific interest for this component.
3.1.15.2 Interfaces
The component C11.02: Forest Health Status provides the following interfaces:
Table 55 : C11.02: Forest Health Status - Provided interfaces
ID
IF-HEALTHSTATUS-CLI

Description
Currently, the component C11.02: Forest Health Status is a manual
process that would be improved and automated in the following stages
of DataBio project.

Figure 75 : C11.02: Forest Health Status - Interface View
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3.1.15.3 Subordinates

Figure 76 : C11.02: Forest Health Status - Data View
Table 56 : Forest Health Status – Data View
Type
ApplicationProcess

ApplicationCompone
nt

DataObject
DataObject
DataObject

Name
Comput
e
Change
C11.02:
Forest
Health
Status

Description
Detect changes over time between series of
multispectral satellite and drone images.
This component deals with the generation of Forestry
maps to early detection of plagues and AIS – as
Gonipterus Scutellatus - using optical, multispectral EO
and drone data. Mainly, this component is based on
remote sensing indexes analysis and its evolution over
time. Sentinel-2 data are of specific interest here.
Image file visualising the changes on forest health
status.
Image files from drone cameras.

Evolutio
n Maps
Drone
Data
Sentinel- The SENTINEL-2 mission comprises twin polar-orbiting
2
satellites in the same orbit, phased at 180 degrees to
Product each other. The mission will monitor variability in land
surface
conditions.
More
info
at
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Type

Name
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Description
https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/sentin
el-2/data-products.

3.1.16 C11.03: Radiometric Corrections (TRAGSA)
3.1.16.1 Function
The main technical objective of this component is the radiometric improvement of aerial
orthophotos, specifically, those produced by the Spanish Plan of Aerial Ortophotography –
PNOA. The final objective is to increase their homogeneity and their subsequent possibilities
of use, both for agrarian and environmental purposes, using automatic image analysis
processes
combined
with
remote
sensing
images
and
techniques.
First data source will be Spanish PNOA Dataset. Sentinel-2 Optical will be used in following
stages of the component.
3.1.16.2 Interfaces
The component C11.03: Radiometric Corrections provides the following interfaces:
Table 57 : C11.03: Radiometric Corrections - Provided interfaces
ID
IF-RADIOMETRICCORRECTIONS-GUI

Description
The component C11.03: Radiometric Corrections is an
application with human operator interface, currently under
development.

Figure 77 : C11.03: Radiometric Corrections - Interface View
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3.1.16.3 Subordinates

Figure 78: C11.03: Radiometric Corrections - Data View
Table 58 : C11.03: Radiometric Corrections – Data View
Type
ApplicationProcess

Name
Compute
Correction
ApplicationCompone C11.03:
nt
Radiometric
Corrections

DataObject
DataObject

DataObject

Description
Colour correction and homogenization process of
ortophotos from different areas or dates
The final objective is to increase ortophotos
homogeneity and, due to this process, improve their
subsequent possibilities of use, both for agrarian
and environmental purposes, using image analysis
automated processes.
Homogenize Homogenized Image file.
d images
PNOA Aerial orthophotos produced by the Spanish Plan of
Ortophotos Aerial Ortophotography. The Datasets is freely and
openly provided by IGN – Spanish National
Geographic Institute.
Sentinel-2
The SENTINEL-2 mission comprises twin polarProduct
orbiting satellites in the same orbit, phased at 180
degrees to each other. The mission will monitor
variability in land surface conditions. More info at
https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/sen
tinel-2/data-products.
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3.1.17 C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning (NP)
3.1.17.1 Purpose
Table 59 : C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning (NP) - Purpose
Name
DATABIOEO-421190

DATABIOEO-422050

DATABIOEO-443010
DATABIOEO-443011

Description or Definition
Sentinel-2 L1C data shall be systematically downloaded over Greek
territory (55 tiles) and stored with its metadata in a Local Catalog and
Local Repository, or other accessible archive with described interfaces to
access the stored data.
Downloaded Sentinel-2 L1C data covering Greek territory shall be
systematically processed as follows:
- atmospheric correction
- cloud coverage detection
- extraction of vegetation indices
- stored results alongside the SLC data.
Process EO image products for training a classification model
Process EO image products for classification purposes.

3.1.17.2 Function
GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning Subcomponent consists of machine learning libraries
for crop classification and outlier detection using EO-based data sets. These libraries are
designed to estimate for a selected agricultural parcel (the control sample), its crop type.
Parcels that have trough time significant variations, compared to the trained patterns of their
declared crops, will be flag as outliers. For the development of the crop classification models,
the GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning Subcomponent will make use of agricultural
indicators as features (e.g. NDVI, NDWI) and machine learning methodologies for supervised
training. The subcomponent has reached TRL-7 prior to project activities.
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Figure 79 : C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning (NP) - Deployment View
3.1.17.3 Interfaces
The component C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning Subcomponent provides the
following interfaces:
Table 60 : C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning Subcomponent - Provided
interfaces
ID
IF-GAIAB-ML-APIREST
IF-GAIAB-ML-APIPython

Description
REST interface provided by the C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine
Learning Subcomponent.
Python interface provided by the C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart
Machine Learning Subcomponent.

The component C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning Subcomponent consumes the
following interfaces:
Table 61 : C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning Subcomponent - Consumed
interfaces
ID
IF-FILE-SYSTEM
IF-BINARY-NNMODELS
IF-NEUROCODE

Description
File system interface used by several components such as C13.02:
GAIABUS ML and C31.01: Neural Network Suite.
Interface consumed by the C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine
Learning subcomponent.
Interface consumed by the C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine
Learning subcomponent.
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Figure 80 : C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning (NP) - Interface View
3.1.17.4 Subordinates

Figure 81 : C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning (NP) – Subordinates
Table 62 : C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning (NP) - Subordinates
Type
Name
ApplicationComponent GAIA Cloud
Platform (Data
preparation)
ApplicationComponent Training
Component

Dissemination level: PU - Public

Description
Allows the automated search, download,
store, indices extraction for EO-based data
The Training Component uses crop-specific
streams of indicator values as features in
order to build data-driven crop classification
models by exploiting machine learning
methodologies (e.g. NN) which will be stored
in the GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning
Subcomponent warehouse.
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Type
Name
ApplicationComponent Inference
Component
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Description
The Inference Component is responsible for
classifying the incoming streams of indicator
values and detecting outliers using the trained
crop models that were generated at the
training component.

3.1.17.5 Data

Figure 82 : C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning (NP) - Data View
Table 63 : C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning (NP) - Data View
Type
DataObject

Name
EO Dataset

DataObject
DataObject
DataObject

L1C EO Products
L2A EO Products
Vegetation Indices
Products
Parcel Dataset
Parcel Polygons
Labels (Crop types)

DataObject
DataObject
DataObject

BusinessObject GAIABus DataSmart
Machine Learning
Subcomponent
Warehouse

Artifact

Crop Models

Dissemination level: PU - Public

Description
Collection of EO-based products that support
the component's functionalities
L1C EO products
L2A EO products
EO-based products capturing vegetation indices
(NDVI, NDWI, etc.)
Contains Parcel Polygons and Labels
Polygons that depict parcels' location
Labels depicting the crop types that are being
cultivated at given parcels.
Is the central repository of all data and
metadata steaming from different sources (EOrelated, parcel-related, generated classification
models) that supports the functionalities
offered by the GAIABus DataSmart Machine
Learning Subcomponent.
Refers to the data-driven crop classification
models that were generated using crop-specific
streams of indicator values as features.
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3.1.18 C14.01: Atmospheric Corrections of Sentinel-2 Data (UHUL FMI)
3.1.18.1 Purpose
Table 64 : C14.01: Atmospheric Corrections of Sentinel-2 Data – Purpose
Name
DATABIOEO-422010

DATABIOEO-422050

Description or Definition
The downloaded Sentinel-2 L1C data shall be systematically processed to
L2A through an atmospheric correction algorithm, either Sen2Cor or
MAJA-MACCS (preference for MAJA-MACCS), and stored alongside the
L1C data.
Downloaded Sentinel-2 L1C data covering Greek territory shall be
systematically processed as follows:
- atmospheric correction
- cloud coverage detection
- extraction of vegetation indices
- stored results alongside the SLC data.

3.1.18.2 Function
Ready-made atmospheric correction module provided by European space agency. Works
under Anaconda software environment in Windows and Unix systems. It is incorporated into
the DataBio platform in order to perform atmospheric corrections of Sentinel-2 data. It is
implemented as a Python application. More information can be found at
http://step.esa.int/main/third-party-plugins-2/sen2cor/.

Figure 83 : C14.01: Atmospheric Corrections of Sentinel-2 Data - Deployment View

Dissemination level: PU - Public
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Table 65 : C14.01: Atmospheric Corrections of Sentinel-2 Data – Deployment View
Type
Node

Name
Anaconda

SystemSoftware

CentOS
Linux

Artifact
Node

Sen2Cor
Virtual
Machine

Description
Anaconda is a completely free enterprise-ready Python
distribution for large scale data processing, predictive
analytics, and scientific computing. Anaconda comes with
its own installers, which facilitate the setup of the
development environment considerably. (source:
http://step.esa.int/thirdparties/sen2cor/2.4.0/Sen2Cor_2
40_Documenation_PDF/S2-PDGS-MPC-L2A-SUMV2.4.0.pdf)
The CentOS Linux distribution is a stable, predictable,
manageable and reproducible platform derived from the
sources of Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL).
Sen2Cor Installer file for Linux
A virtual machine (VM) is an emulation of a computer
system. Virtual machines are based on computer
architectures and provide functionality of a physical
computer. Their implementations may involve specialized
hardware, software, or a combination (source: Wikipedia).

3.1.18.3 Interfaces
The component C14.01: Atmospheric Corrections of Sentinel-2 Data provides the following
interfaces:
Table 66 : C14.01: Atmospheric Corrections of Sentinel-2 Data - Provided interfaces
ID
IF-SEN2CORCLI

Description
This interface is the command line interface provided by the ESA Sen2Cor
processor.

Figure 84 : C14.01: Atmospheric Corrections of Sentinel-2 Data - Interface View

Dissemination level: PU - Public
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3.1.19 C14.04: Sentinel-1 IWS Pre-Processing (UHUL FMI)
3.1.19.1 Purpose
Table 67 : C14.04: Sentinel-1 IWS Pre-Processing - Purpose
Name
DATABIO-EO422040

Description or Definition
The downloaded Sentinel-1 SLC data shall be systematically preprocessed to a C2 polarimetric matrix (ESA SNAP Sentinel-1 toolbox
suggested) and stored alongside the SLC data.

3.1.19.2 Function
Ready-made Sentinel-1 toolbox provided by European Space Agency. Works under SNAP
software environment in Windows and Unix systems. Needs to be incorporated into the
DataBio platform in order to perform basic pre-processing of Sentinel-1 data to yield backscattering coefficient. It is implemented as a Python application. More information can be
found at http://step.esa.int/main/toolboxes/sentinel-1-toolbox/.

Figure 85 : C14.04: Sentinel-1 IWS Pre-Processing - Deployment View
Table 68 : C14.04: Sentinel-1 IWS Pre-Processing – Deployment View
Type
Node

Name
SNAP Engine

Artifact

Sentinel-1
Toolbox

Dissemination level: PU - Public

Description
The Sentinel Toolbox Development Platform (SNAP) is the
underlying platform for the Sentinel-1, -2, and -3 Toolboxes.
SNAP is built on ESA BEAM heritage incorporating many years of
evolution and improvements with respect to API design,
processing framework development, and with respect to a
common
EO
data
model
(source:
https://senbox.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/SNAP/pages/2926182
8/High-Level+Architecture).
The SENTINEL-1 Toolbox (S1TBX) consists of a collection of
processing tools, data product readers and writers and a display
and analysis application to support the large archive of data from
ESA SAR missions including SENTINEL-1, ERS-1 & 2 and ENVISAT,
as well as third party SAR data from ALOS PALSAR, TerraSAR-X,
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Type

Name
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Description
COSMO-SkyMed and RADARSAT-2, more information at
https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/toolboxes/sentinel-1.

3.1.19.3 Interfaces
The component C14.04: Sentinel-1 IWS Pre-Processing provides the following interfaces:
Table 69 : C14.04: Sentinel-1 IWS Pre-Processing - Provided interfaces
ID
IF-SENTINEL-1-PREPRO-CLI

Description
This interface is the command line interface that allows to
invoke the Sentinel-1 preprocessing.

Figure 86 : C14.04: Sentinel-1 IWS Pre-Processing - Interface View

3.1.20 C16.10: Forestry TEP (VTT)
3.1.20.1 Function
The Forestry Thematic Exploitation Platform (Forestry TEP) [REF-011] serves commercial,
governmental and research users in the forestry sector. It enables easy access to satellite data
from any global location. The platform offers on-line processing services and tools to generate
value-added forest information products. Via the platform, the users can also create and
share their own processing services, tools and products.
The platform offers pre-processed optical and radar data from the Sentinel satellites of the
EU Copernicus programme, as well as data from other instruments. In addition, ancillary data
and third-party data are made available. Versatile satellite image analysis and GIS software
can be used through the platform. Easy to use push-button functionalities provide simple
value-added products such as vegetation indices. Other readily programmed services include
computation of forest and land cover maps, change maps, and continuous forest variables
such as growing stock volume.
The users can also develop and upload their own applications to the platform. In the near
future operational phase, the offering reaches to commercial satellite data, services and
software. Some proprietary software is offered free during the ongoing pilot phase. The
Forestry TEP also aims to facilitate collaboration and engagement between the users and
value adding SME’s as service providers.
Since May 2017, the Forestry TEP platform is in a pre-operations phase, welcoming new users
for limited access without costs. The aim is to proceed to operational phase starting in 2018.

Dissemination level: PU - Public
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Figure 87 : C16.10: Forestry TEP - Deployment View
Table 70 : C16.10: Forestry TEP - Deployment View
Type
Name
Facility EO Cloud
(Poland)

Description
Cloud environment in Poland where is deployed the Forestry
Thematic Exploitation Platform funded by ESA and operated
by VTT.
Facility Data Center
A large group of networked computer servers typically used
by organizations for the remote storage, processing, or
distribution of large amounts of data.
Node
C16.10: Forestry The Forestry Thematic Exploitation Platform (Forestry TEP)
TEP
serves commercial, governmental and research users in the
forestry sector. It enables easy access to satellite data from
any global location. The platform offers on-line processing
services and tools to generate value-added forest information
products. Via the platform, the users can also create and
share their own processing services, tools and products.
The platform offers pre-processed optical and radar data
from the Sentinel satellites of the EU Copernicus programme,
as well as data from other instruments. In addition, ancillary
data and third-party data are made available. Versatile
satellite image analysis and GIS software can be used through
the platform. Easy to use push-button functionalities provide
simple value-added products such as vegetation indices.
Other readily programmed services include computation of
forest and land cover maps, change maps, and continuous
forest variables such as growing stock volume.
The users can also develop and upload their own applications
to the platform. In the near future operational phase, the
offering reaches to commercial satellite data, services and
software. Some proprietary software is offered free during
Dissemination level: PU - Public
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Type

Name
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Description
the ongoing pilot phase. The Forestry TEP also aims to
facilitate collaboration and engagement between the users
and value adding SME’s as service providers.
Since May 2017, the Forestry TEP platform is in a preoperations phase, welcoming new users for limited access
without costs. The aim is to proceed to operational phase
starting in 2018.

Node

Distributed
Processing
Environment

A Distributed Processing Environment provides infrastructure
services that facilitate the development, deployment, and
management of distributed applications. It typically provides
infrastructure services related to networking, computing and
storage.

3.1.20.2 Interfaces

Figure 88 : C16.10: Forestry-TEP - Interface View

3.1.21 C28.01: e-Geos Processing Environment (e-Geos)
3.1.21.1 Purpose
Table 71 : C28.01: e-Geos Processing Environment - Purpose
Name
Description or Definition
DATABIO-EO- Sentinel-2 data covering Netherlands shall be automatically downloaded
421350
into a local repository together with their own metadata and shall be
accessible through a known interface.
DATABIO-EO- Sentinel-1 SAR data covering Netherlands shall be automatically
421360
downloaded into a local repository together with their own metadata and
shall be accessible through a known interface.
DATABIO-EO- Landsat-8 covering Netherlands shall be automatically downloaded and
421370
stored into a local repository together with their own metadata and shall
be accessible through a known interface.
Dissemination level: PU - Public
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Name
DATABIO-EO421380
DATABIO-EO421390
DATABIO-EO421400
DATABIO-EO421410
DATABIO-EO422070
DATABIO-EO422080
DATABIO-EO422090
DATABIO-EO422100
DATABIO-EO422110
DATABIO-EO422120
DATABIO-EO422130
DATABIO-EO422140
DATABIO-EO422150
DATABIO-EO422160
DATABIO-EO422170
DATABIO-EO425050
DATABIO-EO425060

v1.0, 30/5/2018

Description or Definition
Infield data related to critical events effects (losses) provided by the
insurance shall be available as ancillary data input.
Past loss events dataset and soil type data will be integrated in the system
in order to find proper correlations with risk areas and parametric index.
LPIS data on the area of interest will be provided by the user.
MODIS data covering Netherlands shall be automatically downloaded into
a local repository together with their own metadata and shall be
accessible through a known interface.
The downloaded Sentinel-2 L1C data shall be processed to L2A through an
atmospheric correction algorithm and stored into a local repository.
The downloaded Sentinel-2 shall be processed through a cloud, cloud
shadows, ice and water masking algorithm and stored into a local
repository.
Vegetation indexes (NDVI, EVI, SAVI, AWEI others TBD) shall be extracted
from the Sentinel-2 preprocessed data (with atmospheric correction and
masking) and stored into a local repository.
The downloaded Landsat-8 data shall be processed through an
atmospheric correction algorithm and stored into a local repository.
The downloaded Landsat-8 data shall be processed through a cloud, cloud
shadows, ice and water masking algorithm and stored into a local
repository.
In case of flood event, flood footprint shall be extracted from the
Sentinel-2 preprocessed data (with atmospheric correction and masking)
and stored into a local repository.
In case of flood event, flood footprint shall be extracted from the Landsat8 preprocessed data (with atmospheric correction and masking) and
stored into a local repository.
The Sentinel-1 SAR data shall be processed through a geocoding
algorithm.
In case of flood event, flood footprint shall be extracted from the
geocoded Sentinel-1 SAR data and stored into a local repository.
Indexes temporal trends (representative of the crop in the area), will be
extracted and compared with each parcel trend in order to identify crop
anomalies.
MODIS data covering Netherlands shall be processed to generate Virtual
Landsat images.
Information about flooded areas will be integrated with information
related to the crops to identify damages.
Current satellite data will be integrated with LPIS info in order to detect
anomalies.

3.1.21.2 Function
e-Geos Processing Environment hosting the remote service EOProcessingService (C28.01).
Dissemination level: PU - Public
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Figure 89 : C28.01: e-GEOS Processing Environment - Deployment View
Table 72 : C28.01: e-GEOS Processing Environment - Deployment View
Type
ApplicationComponent

Name
API Proxy

SystemSoftware

API Umbrella

ApplicationComponent

Batch API

Facility
ApplicationComponent

Cloud Facility
Cloud Image The cloud image processors that allow: indexes
Processors
extraction, index multi-temporal analysis, flood
footprint extraction and anomalies detection.
Geoserver
Geoserver is a spatial web server running inside an
application container (Tomcat).
Jenkins
Jenkins is a self-contained, open source
automation server which can be used to automate
all sorts of tasks related to building, testing, and
deploying software.
Live API
The purpose of the Batch Rest API is to provide live
processing submission capabilities.
Local Image The local image processors that allow: indexes
Processors
extraction, index multi-temporal analysis, flood
footprint extraction and anomalies detection.

SystemSoftware
SystemSoftware

ApplicationComponent
ApplicationComponent

Dissemination level: PU - Public

Description
A proxy server to redirect the processing requests
to the batch processing end-point or the liveprocessing end-point.
API Umbrella is an open source API management
platform for exposing web service APIs.
The purpose of the Batch rest API is to provide
batch processing submission capabilities.
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Type
Facility
Node
Node
SystemSoftware

ApplicationComponent
Node
ApplicationComponent
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Name
Description
Local Server
Facility
Orchestration The virtual/physical environment in which the
Server
workflow manager component is installed.
Proxy
The virtual/physical environment in which the
proxy server is installed.
Rundeck
Rundeck is open source software developed to
automate routine operational procedures in data
center or cloud environments.
Spatial
A spatial webserver that provides OGC
WebServer
WMS/WFS/WCS standard services.
Web Server
The virtual/physical environment in which the
spatial web server is installed.
Worklfow
A software to automate routine operational
Manager
procedures in the local data center or in the cloud
environment.

3.1.21.3 Interfaces
The component C28.01: e-GEOS Processing Environment provides the following interfaces:
Table 73 : C28.01: e-GEOS Processing Environment - Provided interfaces
ID
IF-EGEOS-APIREST

Description
The e-Geos API Rest interface allows to submit live or batch image
processing jobs.

Figure 90 : C08.01: e-GEOS Processing Environment - Interface View

Dissemination level: PU - Public
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3.1.21.4 Data

Figure 91 : C28.01: e-GEOS Processing Environment - Data View
Table 74 : C28.01: e-GEOS Processing Environment - Data View
Type
DataObject
DataObject
DataObject
DataObject
DataObject

Name
Satellite Data
Sentinel-1 Data
Sentinel-2 Data
Landsat-8 Data
Modis Data

Artifact

Sentinel-1
Geocoded

Dissemination level: PU - Public

Description
SAR and optical satellite data.
SAR images acquired from Sentinel-1 satellites.
Optical images acquired from Sentinel-2 satellites.
Optical images acquired from Landsat-8 satellites.
MODIS
(Moderate
Resolution
Imaging
Spectroradiometer) is a payload scientific instrument
that was launched into Earth orbit by NASA in 1999 on
board the Terra (EOS AM) Satellite, and in 2002 on board
the Aqua (EOS PM) satellite. Together the instruments
image the entire Earth every 1 to 2 days. They are
designed to provide measurements in large-scale global
dynamics including changes in Earth's cloud cover,
radiation budget and processes occurring in the oceans,
on land, and in the lower atmosphere.
The Sentinel-1 SAR data processed through a
geocoding algorithm.
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Type
Artifact

Name
Sentinel-2 L2A

Artifact

Landsat-8
Atmospherically
Corrected
VirtualLandsat

Artifact
Artifact

Artifact

Artifact

Cloud, Cloud
Shadow, Water
Mask
Cloud, Cloud
Shadow, Water
Mask
Vegetation
Indexes

Artifact

Flood Footprint

Artifact

Anomalies

v1.0, 30/5/2018

Description
The Sentinel-1 SAR data processed through a
geocoding algorithm.
Landsat-8 data processed through an atmospheric
correction algorithm.
Virtual Landsat images generated combining Landsat-8
and Modis data.
Cloud, cloud shadows, ice and water masks extracted
from Sentinel-2 preprocessed data.
Cloud, cloud shadows, ice and water masks extracted
from Landsat-8 preprocessed data.
Vegetation indexes (NDVI, EVI, SAVI, AWEI others TBD)
extracted from the Sentinel-2/Landsat-8/Modis
preprocessed data.
The flood footprints extracted from the Sentinel1/Sentinel-2/Landsat-8 preprocessed data.
The crop anomalies extracted through the analysis of
temporal vegetation indexes trends and through
comparison with LPIS classification.

3.1.22 C29.01: WishartChange (DTU)
3.1.22.1 Function
The component implements new method for change detection (and visualization of change)
in time-series of polarimetric synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data. Specifically, Sentinel-1 data
is considered of interest here.

Figure 92 : C29.01: WishartChange - Deployment View

Dissemination level: PU - Public
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Table 75 : C29.01: WishartChange - Deployment View
Type
Name
SystemSoftware MATLAB Runtime

Artifact

WishartChange
MATLAB
Application

Description
The MATLAB Runtime is a standalone set of
shared libraries that enables the execution of
compiled MATLAB applications or components on
computers that do not have MATLAB installed.
MATLAB Application implementing the SAR
Processor component C29.01: WishartChange.

3.1.22.2 Interfaces
The component C29.01: WishartChange provides the following interfaces:
Table 76 : C29.01: WishartChange - Provided interfaces
ID
IF-WISHART-CHANGECLI

Description
Command-line interface of the C29.01: WishartChange
component.

Figure 93 : C29.01: WishartChange - Interface View

Dissemination level: PU - Public
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3.1.22.3 Subordinates

Figure 94 : C29.01: WishartChange - Data View
Table 77 : C29.01: WishartChange - Data View
Type
ApplicationProcess
ApplicationCompon
ent

DataObject
DataObject

Name
Compute
Change
C29.01:
WishartChan
ge

Detected
Change
Sentinel-1
Product

Description
Detect change in time-series of polarimetric
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data.
The DTU EO processing here consists of a new
method for change detection (and visualization of
change) in time-series of polarimetric synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) data. Specifically, Sentinel-1
data Is considered of interest here.
Image file (e.g. GeoTIFF) visualising the detected
changes.
The SENTINEL-1 mission comprises a constellation
of two polar-orbiting satellites, operating day and
night performing C-band synthetic aperture radar
imaging, enabling them to acquire imagery
regardless of the weather. More info at
https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/se
ntinel-1/data-products.

3.1.23 C29.02: MADchange (DTU)
3.1.23.1 Function
This component deals with change detection in optical, multispectral EO data.
Change over time between two multispectral (or hyper-spectral) images with this method is
detected by means of the iteratively reweighted multivariate alteration detection (IR-MAD
also known as iMAD) method. The IR-MAD method builds on an iterated version of an
established method in multivariate statistics, namely canonical correlation analysis.

Dissemination level: PU - Public
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Sentinel-2
Optical
data
are
of
specific
Specifically, Sentinel-2 Optical data is considered of interest here.

v1.0, 30/5/2018

interest

here.

Figure 95 : C29.02: MADchange - Deployment View
Table 78 : C29.02: MADchange - Deployment View
Type
Name
SystemSoftware MATLAB
Runtime

Artifact

MADchange
MATLAB
Application

Description
The MATLAB Runtime is a standalone set of shared
libraries that enables the execution of compiled
MATLAB applications or components on computers
that do not have MATLAB installed.
MATLAB Application implementing the change
detection in optical and multispectral EO data
belonging to component C29.01: WishartChange.

3.1.23.2 Interfaces
The component C29.02: MADchange provides the following interfaces:
Table 79 : C29.02: MADchange - Provided interfaces
ID
Description
IF-MAD-CHANGE-CLI Command-line interface of the C29.02: MADchange component.

Dissemination level: PU - Public
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Figure 96 : C29.02: MADchange - Interface View
3.1.23.3 Subordinates

Figure 97 : C29.02: MADchange - Data View
Table 80 : C29.02: MADchange - Data View
Type
ApplicationProcess

Name
Compute
Change

Description
Detect change over time between two multispectral
(or hyper-spectral) images.

ApplicationCompone
nt

C29.02:
MADchang
e

DataObject

Detected
Change
Sentinel-2
Product

This component deals with change detection in
optical, multispectral EO data.
Change over time between two multispectral (or
hyper-spectral) images with this method is
detected by means of the iteratively reweighted
multivariate alteration detection (IR-MAD also
known as iMAD) method. The IR-MAD method
builds on an iterated version of an established
method in multivariate statistics, namely canonical
correlation analysis.
Sentinel-2 Optical data are of specific interest here.
Specifically, Sentinel-2 Optical data is considered of
interest here.
Image file (e.g. GeoTIFF) visualising the detected
changes.
The SENTINEL-2 mission comprises twin polarorbiting satellites in the same orbit, phased at 180
degrees to each other. The mission will monitor
variability in land surface conditions. More info at
https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/senti
nel-2/data-products.

DataObject

Dissemination level: PU - Public
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3.1.24 C31.01: Neural Network Suite for Image Processing (CSEM)
3.1.24.1 Purpose
Table 81 : C31.01: Neural Network Suite for Image Processing - Purpose
Name
Description or Definition
DATABIO-EO-443010 Process EO image products for training a classification model
DATABIO-EO-443011 Process EO image products for classification purposes.
3.1.24.2 Function
The neural network suite provides functionality to train and process image using neural
networks.

Figure 98 : C31.01: Neural Network Suite for Image Processing - Deployment View
3.1.24.3 Interfaces
The component C31.01: Neural Network Suite provides the following interfaces:
Table 82 : C31.01: Neural Network Suite - Provided interfaces
ID
IF-NNS-API.NET
IF-NNS-GUI
IF-NNS-API-C

Description
.NET interface provided by the C31.01: Neural Network Suite
component.
User interface provided by the C31.01: Neural Network Suite
component.
C interface provided by the C31.01: Neural Network Suite component.

The component C31.01: Neural Network Suite consumes the following interfaces:

Dissemination level: PU - Public
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Table 83 : C31.01: Neural Network Suite - Consumed interfaces
ID
IF-FILE-SYSTEM
IF-OGC-WCS
IF-BINARY-NNMODEL

Description
File system interface used by several components such as C13.02:
GAIABUS ML and C31.01: Neural Network Suite.
This interface allows the data access via CLI in commons data format,
based on OGC WCS standard.
Interface consumed by the C31.01: Neural Network Suite component.

Figure 99 : C31.01: Neural Network Suite for Image Processing - Interface View
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3.1.24.4 Subordinates

Figure 100 : C31.01: Neural Network Suite for Image Processing – Subordinates
3.1.24.5 Data

Figure 101 : C31.01: Neural Network Suite for Image Processing - Data View
Table 84 : C31.01: Neural Network Suite for Image Processing - Data View
Type
Name
ApplicationInteraction Labels
DataObject
DataObject

Description
A label contains the region of interest as well
as a category for given signal.

NN Model
Classification
Result
Images

DataObject

3.1.25 C39.01: Mosaic Cloud Free Background (TERRASIGNA)
3.1.25.1 Purpose
Table 85 : C39.01: Mosaic Cloud Free Background - Purpose
Name
DATABIOEO-421270

Description or Definition
Sentinel-2 L1C data shall be systematically downloaded over South-East
Romania (12 tiles) and stored with its metadata in a Local Catalog and
Local Repository, or other accessible archive with described interfaces to
access the stored data.

Dissemination level: PU - Public
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Name
DATABIOEO-421280

DATABIOEO-421290

DATABIOEO-422060

v1.0, 30/5/2018

Description or Definition
Landsat 8 L1 data shall be systematically downloaded over South-East
Romania (12 tiles) and stored with its metadata in a Local Catalog and
Local Repository, or other accessible archive with described interfaces to
access the stored data.
Sentinel 1 SAR data shall be systematically downloaded over South-East
Romania and stored with its metadata in a Local Catalog and Local
Repository, or other accessible archive with described interfaces to access
the stored data.
A cloud free background mosaic should be created for the South-Est
territory of Romania, from Sentinel 2, Landsat 8 and Sentinel 1 data, to be
used for T1.4.2 CAP Support pilot.

3.1.25.2 Function
The service is deployed on an application server and provides a remote sensing monitoring
service. This service constructs and keeps an up to date collage (mosaic) of Sentinel2 and
Lansat8 images, covering a given area of interest (AOI) with the latest, cloud free satellite
scenes. The AOI can be a large European country (e.g. Germany, France) or geographic area
(e.g. The Balkans, The Alps). The fusion and harmonization between the images of the two
types of sensor data are made only at RGB level, mainly for eye inspection, but also for other
possible advanced processing. The whole process chain is independent and self-content,
based on cloud and shadows mask extraction, histogram matching procedures and, finally, a
pixel-based analysis. A similar service is provided for Sentinel1 data (combined ascending and
descending orbits), offering a false coloured map of the same AOI. This secondary insight into
the AOI is to better understand the observed objects and to elucidate any kind of problems
or issues observed in the main (optical) mosaic map. All backgrounds are updated
automatically, as soon as a new raw scene is available. The service can run on Linux server,
delivering results via WMTS.
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Figure 102 : C39.01: Mosaic Cloud Free Background - Deployment View
Table 86 : C39.01: Mosaic Cloud Free Background - Deployment View
Type
Resource

Name
Virtualized
Infrastructure

Node

Virtual
Machine

SystemSoftware Filesystem
SystemSoftware Ubuntu Linux
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Description
Virtualization is frequently used to achieve elasticity
and flexibility in the allocation of physical resources
and is often referred to as infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) within the cloud computing community.
Virtualization is typically found in one of three basic
forms within a Big Data Architecture [REF-009].
A virtual machine (VM) is an emulation of a computer
system. Virtual machines are based on computer
architectures and provide functionality of a physical
computer. Their implementations may involve
specialized hardware, software, or a combination
(source: Wikipedia).
A generic file system.
Ubuntu (https://www.ubuntu.com) is an open source
operating system for computers. It is a Linux
distribution based on the Debian architecture. It is
usually run on personal computers, and is also
popular on network servers, usually running the
Ubuntu Server variant, with enterprise-class features.
Ubuntu runs on the most popular architectures,
including Intel, AMD, and ARM-based machines.
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SystemSoftware Python

SystemSoftware PostgreSQL
8.4.18-1

SystemSoftware MapServer
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Description
Python installation including the interpreter and the
extensive standard library. Python is an interpreted,
object-oriented, high-level programming language
with dynamic semantics, see
https://www.python.org/.
PostgreSQL is an open source relational database
management system (DBMS). PostgreSQL is not
controlled by any corporation or other private entity
and the source code is available free of charge.
MapServer is an Open Source platform for publishing
spatial data and interactive mapping applications to
the web, (see http://mapserver.org/).

3.1.25.3 Interfaces
The component C39.01: Mosaic Cloud Free Background provides the following interfaces:
Table 87 : C39.01: Mosaic Cloud Free Background - Provided interfaces
ID
IF-MOSAIC-CLOUDFREE-API-REST

Description
This interface is the application interface provided by the
C39.01:Cloud Free Background component.

The component C39.01: Mosaic Cloud Free Background consumes the following interfaces:
Table 88 : C39.01: Mosaic Cloud Free Background - Consumed interfaces
ID
IF-TCP/IP
IF-POSTGRESQL
IF-POST-GIS
IF-FILESYSTEM
IFCOPERNICUS
IF-MAP-PROXY
IF-MAPSERVER
IF-HTTP

Description
The interface will be used to access EO data over Internet.
The interface will be used to access the database.
The interface will be used to create location queries into PostgreSQL.
File system interface used by several components such as C13.02:
GAIABUS ML and C31.01: Neural Network Suite.
The interface will be used to provide Copernicus data (L1C and L2A of
Sentinel 2A and 2B).
The interface will be used to deliver the cached background images to
the WMS service.
The interface will be used to deliver the background images to the Web
interface through a WMS service.
The interface will be used to access EO data using OpenSearch
protocols.
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Figure 103 : C39.01: Mosaic Cloud Free Background - Interface View
3.1.25.4 Data

Figure 104 : C39.01: Mosaic Cloud Free Background - Data View

3.1.26 C39.02: EO Crop Monitoring (TERRASIGNA)
3.1.26.1 Purpose
Table 89 : C39.02: EO Crop Monitoring - Purpose
Name
DATABIOEO-421270

DATABIOEO-421280

Description or Definition
Sentinel-2 L1C data shall be systematically downloaded over South-East
Romania (12 tiles) and stored with its metadata in a Local Catalog and
Local Repository, or other accessible archive with described interfaces to
access the stored data.
Landsat 8 L1 data shall be systematically downloaded over South-East
Romania (12 tiles) and stored with its metadata in a Local Catalog and
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Name

DATABIOEO-421290

DATABIOEO-422060
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Description or Definition
Local Repository, or other accessible archive with described interfaces to
access the stored data.
Sentinel 1 SAR data shall be systematically downloaded over South-East
Romania and stored with its metadata in a Local Catalog and Local
Repository, or other accessible archive with described interfaces to access
the stored data.
A cloud free background mosaic should be created for the South-Est
territory of Romania, from Sentinel 2, Landsat 8 and Sentinel 1 data, to be
used for T1.4.2 CAP Support pilot.

3.1.26.2 Function
The component is able to assess the agriculture parcels from satellite data and farmers
declarations in order to create a series of products like, Crop masks, Parcels used maps and
Crop inadvertences maps, in support of the Common Agriculture Policy (CAP). As input data,
it relays on Copernicus Sentinel 2 data and farmers declaration of intention with respect of
crops types. The area of interest (AOI) must be a large land surface (e.g. a S2 granule), in order
to produce a statistically proper volume of data for the fuzzy algorithms on which the process
is constructed. Also, image processing, data mining and machine learning techniques are
involved. The steps of the process chain are: A) Image preprocessing (numerical
enhancements for S2 scenes, ingestion for external data – parcel map, declared crops map
etc.), B) Extraction of cloud and shadow mask, C) Individual scene classification, D)
Unsupervised machine learning, for obtaining the map of crops probability at scene level, E)
Time series analysis, to build the overall crops probability map, F) Generating the specific
products (Crop masks, Parcels used maps and Crop inadvertences maps). The component is
running on a Linux server and can deliver results via WMTS.

Figure 105 : C39.02: EO Crop Monitoring - Deployment View
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Table 90 : C39.02: EO Crop Monitoring - Deployment View
Type
Resource

Name
Virtualized
Infrastructure

Node

Virtual
Machine

SystemSoftware PostgreSQL
8.4.18-1

SystemSoftware Python

SystemSoftware Ubuntu Linux

SystemSoftware MapServer

SystemSoftware Filesystem
SystemSoftware GDAL

Description
Virtualization is frequently used to achieve elasticity
and flexibility in the allocation of physical resources
and is often referred to as infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) within the cloud computing community.
Virtualization is typically found in one of three basic
forms within a Big Data Architecture [REF-009].
A virtual machine (VM) is an emulation of a computer
system. Virtual machines are based on computer
architectures and provide functionality of a physical
computer. Their implementations may involve
specialized hardware, software, or a combination
(source: Wikipedia).
PostgreSQL is an open source relational database
management system (DBMS). PostgreSQL is not
controlled by any corporation or other private entity
and the source code is available free of charge.
Python installation including the interpreter and the
extensive standard library. Python is an interpreted,
object-oriented, high-level programming language
with dynamic semantics, see
https://www.python.org/.
Ubuntu (https://www.ubuntu.com) is an open source
operating system for computers. It is a Linux
distribution based on the Debian architecture. It is
usually run on personal computers, and is also
popular on network servers, usually running the
Ubuntu Server variant, with enterprise-class features.
Ubuntu runs on the most popular architectures,
including Intel, AMD, and ARM-based machines.
MapServer is an Open Source platform for publishing
spatial data and interactive mapping applications to
the web, (see http://mapserver.org/).
A generic file system.
GDAL is a translator library for raster and vector
geospatial data formats that is released under an
X/MIT style Open Source license by the Open Source
Geospatial Foundation, see http://www.gdal.org/.

3.1.26.3 Interfaces
The component C39.02: EO Crop Monitoring provides the following interfaces:
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Table 91 : C39.02: EO Crop Monitoring - Provided interfaces
ID
IF-EO-CROPMONITORING-CLI

Description
Command-line interface provided by the C39.02: EO Crop
Monitoring component.

The component C39.02: EO Crop Monitoring consumes the following interfaces:
Table 92 : C39.02: EO Crop Monitoring - Consumed interfaces
ID
IF-TCP/IP
IF-POSTGRESQL
IF-POST-GIS
IF-FILESYSTEM
IFCOPERNICUS
IF-MAP-PROXY
IF-MAPSERVER
IF-HTTP

Description
The interface will be used to access EO data over Internet.
The interface will be used to access the database.
The interface will be used to create location queries into PostgreSQL.
File system interface used by several components such as C13.02:
GAIABUS ML and C31.01: Neural Network Suite.
The interface will be used to provide Copernicus data (L1C and L2A of
Sentinel 2A and 2B).
The interface will be used to deliver the cached background images to
the WMS service.
The interface will be used to deliver the background images to the Web
interface through a WMS service.
The interface will be used to access EO data using OpenSearch
protocols.

Figure 106 : C39.02: EO Crop Monitoring - Interface View
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3.1.26.4 Data

Figure 107 : C39.02: EO Crop Monitoring - Data View

3.1.27 C39.03: S2 Clouds, Shadows and Snow Mask (TERRASIGNA)
3.1.27.1 Purpose
Table 93 : C39.03: S2 Clouds, Shadows and Snow Mask - Purpose
Name
DATABIO-EO422060

Description or Definition
A cloud free background mosaic should be created for the South-Est
territory of Romania, from Sentinel 2, Landsat 8 and Sentinel 1 data, to
be used for T1.4.2 CAP Support pilot.

3.1.27.2 Function
This module produces S2 Clouds, Shadows and Snow Masks, based only on raw data,
improving the results of the genuine quality assessment band.

Figure 108 : C39.03: S2 Clouds, Shadows and Snow Mask - Deployment View
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Table 94 : C39.03: S2 Clouds, Shadows and Snow Mask - Deployment View
Type
Resource

Name
Virtualized
Infrastructure

Node

Virtual
Machine

SystemSoftware Python

SystemSoftware GDAL

SystemSoftware Ubuntu Linux

SystemSoftware Filesystem

Description
Virtualization is frequently used to achieve elasticity
and flexibility in the allocation of physical resources
and is often referred to as infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) within the cloud computing community.
Virtualization is typically found in one of three basic
forms within a Big Data Architecture [REF-009].
A virtual machine (VM) is an emulation of a computer
system. Virtual machines are based on computer
architectures and provide functionality of a physical
computer. Their implementations may involve
specialized hardware, software, or a combination
(source: Wikipedia).
Python installation including the interpreter and the
extensive standard library. Python is an interpreted,
object-oriented, high-level programming language
with dynamic semantics, see
https://www.python.org/.
GDAL is a translator library for raster and vector
geospatial data formats that is released under an
X/MIT style Open Source license by the Open Source
Geospatial Foundation, see http://www.gdal.org/.
Ubuntu (https://www.ubuntu.com) is an open source
operating system for computers. It is a Linux
distribution based on the Debian architecture. It is
usually run on personal computers, and is also
popular on network servers, usually running the
Ubuntu Server variant, with enterprise-class features.
Ubuntu runs on the most popular architectures,
including Intel, AMD, and ARM-based machines.
A generic file system.

3.1.27.3 Interfaces
The component C39.03: S2 Clouds, Shadows and Snow Mask provides the following
interfaces:
Table 95 : C39.03: S2 Clouds, Shadows and Snow Mask - Provided interfaces
ID
IF-S2-CLOUDMASK-CLI

Description
Command-line interface provided by the C39.03: Clouds, Shadows
and Snow Mask component.

The component C39.03: S2 Clouds, Shadows and Snow Mask consumes the following
interfaces:
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Table 96 : C39.03: S2 Clouds, Shadows and Snow Mask - Consumed interfaces
ID
IF-FILESYSTEM

Description
File system interface used by several components such as C13.02: GAIABUS
ML and C31.01: Neural Network Suite.

Figure 109 : C39.03: S2 Clouds, Shadows and Snow Mask - Interface View
3.1.27.4 Data

Figure 110 : C39.03: S2 Clouds, Shadows and Snow Mask - Data View

3.1.28 C41.01: MEA WCS (MEEO)
3.1.28.1 Purpose
Table 97 : C41.01: MEA WCS - Purpose
Name
DATABIOEO-426010

Description or Definition
The Data Management process drives the Data Extraction, the Data
Conversion and the Data Access processes.
The data access shall be based on OGC WCS standard that allows the data
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Name

DATABIOEO-427010

DATABIOEO-428010

v1.0, 30/5/2018

Description or Definition
access via CLI or via GUI in commons data format.
The SW component C.41.02 MEA.GUI takes the advantages of WCS
standard for data visualization. It is for internal usage only since the data
stream is to the DATABIO BIG DATA PLATFORM. The data access includes
the implementation of the interface between the well consolidated meteo
data management tool (MEA) and the BIG DATA platform (WP4). The Data
Access will be then available on a machine-machine level and on a humanmachine level (data interface).
The Data Extraction process is related both to the EO data sources and to
the ground measurements (local weather ground stations).
Where possible, data extraction services tools will be used to access data
available through the Consortium (e.g. GAIA cloud infrastructure,
WatchITgrow® online platform). The data extraction is based on scripts that
will be implemented per single data sources or on the creation of a
repository, for data direct downloading. For local weather data not
available through the Consortium (most of the cases) the data extraction
process is particularly needed. Some climate data such as precipitation and
temperature are already available on the SW components C.41.01 – C41.02
The data conversion is based on OGC WCS standard that allows the data
access via CLI or via GUI in commons data format. In particular for the local
weather ground stations, the data formats are often not standard. For local
weather data not available through the Consortium the data conversion
will include statistical analysis, time series analysis and derived indices
supported by modelling.

3.1.28.2 Function
The Multisensor Evolution Analysis (MEA) technology facilitates the access to full resolution
heterogeneous datasets providing in a one-stop-shop the access services and basic data
mining tools necessary to explore geospatial data. The system is easy to understand
regardless of language barriers by the use of pictogram icons for specific functions.
MEA adopts open source technologies to provide the users advanced access functionalities
(e.g. spatial / temporal / spectral subsetting), and on the fly data processing (e.g. on-the-fly
data interaction to apply cloud mask, extract vegetation indexes, etc.).
This component can be deployed as a virtual machine and provide a geospatial data server
based on Web Coverage Service (WCS) and Web Coverage Processing Service (WCPS).
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Figure 111 : C41.01: MEA WCS - Deployment View
Table 98 : C41.01: MEA WCS - Deployment View
Type
Node

Name
Virtual
Machine

SystemSoftware CentOS
Linux
Artifact

DAS (Data
Access
Service)

Description
A virtual machine (VM) is an emulation of a computer
system. Virtual machines are based on computer
architectures and provide functionality of a physical
computer. Their implementations may involve specialized
hardware, software, or a combination (source:
Wikipedia).
The CentOS Linux distribution is a stable, predictable,
manageable and reproducible platform derived from the
sources of Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL).
Software application that exposes the WCS access.

3.1.28.3 Interfaces
The component C41.01: MEA WCS provides the following interfaces:
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Table 99 : C41.01: MEA WCS - Provided interfaces
ID
IFOGCWCS
IFOGCWCPS

Description
This interface allows the data access via CLI in commons data format, based on
OGC WCS standard.
This interface allows the data access via CLI in commons data format, based on
OGC WCPS standard.
OpenGIS Web Coverage Processing Service (WCPS) Language Interface Standard
(REF- 08-068r2, http://portal.opengeospatial.org/files/?artifact_id=32319).

The component C41.01: MEA WCS consumes the following interfaces:
Table 100 : C41.01: MEA WCS - Consumed interfaces
ID
IF-OPTICAL-EOPRODUCT
IF-COPERNICUS
IF-ESA-CCI

IF-LOCAL-WEATHERSTATIONS-NETWORK

Description
This interface will be used to provide Optical EO Data if
necessary for any of the Pilot's requirement.
This interface will be used to provide Copernicus data if
necessary for any of the Pilot's requirement.
This interface will be used to provide Copernicus products from
the Climate Change Initiative (CCI) if necessary for any of the
Pilot's requirement.
This interface will be used to provide data from local weather
stations if necessary for any of the Pilot's requirement.

Figure 112 : C41.01: MEA WCS - Interface View
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3.1.28.4 Data

Figure 113 : C41.01: MEA WCS - Data View
Table 101 : C41.01: MEA WCS - Data View
Type
Name
DataObject Meteo Data
DataObject Multispectral EO
Data

DataObject Ground
Measurements
DataObject Climate Model
Output

Artifact

METEOSAT MODIS - S3
Products

Dissemination level: PU - Public

Description
Meteo data are kind of geophysical parameters
describing the meteorological and climate conditions.
Data collected through multispectral systems, which
measure radiation reflection/emission at different
wavelengths (λ), both in visible light and infrared; each
interval is called bandwidth. The higher the number of
bands, the greater the ability to recognize differences in
reflection and thus distinguish the different domains, to
re-construct the spectral (reflection) and recognize the
surface type.
Meteodata retrieved through a network of local weather
ground stations.
The result of climate modelling, meaning the use of
quantitative methods to simulate and to forecast the
interactions of the important drivers of climate,
including atmosphere, oceans, land surface and ice.
- METEOSAT is a constellation of geostationary
meteorological satellites operated by EUMETSAT
(European Organization for the Exploitation of
Meteorological Satellites).
- MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging
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Type

Name

Artifact

Local Meteodata

Artifact

Copernicus C3S
Products

Artifact

Meteo Data
Products
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Description
Spectroradiometer) is a payload scientific instrument
that was launched into Earth orbit by NASA in 1999 on
board the Terra (EOS AM) Satellite, and in 2002 on
board the Aqua (EOS PM) satellite. Together the
instruments image the entire Earth every 1 to 2 days.
They are designed to provide measurements in largescale global dynamics including changes in Earth's cloud
cover, radiation budget and processes occurring in the
oceans, on land, and in the lower atmosphere.
- SENTINEL-3 (S3) is a European Earth Observation
satellite mission developed to support Copernicus
(former GMES), ocean, land, atmospheric, emergency,
security and cryospheric applications.
This meteodata are collected through local weather
ground stations and include temperature, dew point,
relative humidity, precipitation, wind speed and
direction, visibility, atmospheric pressure, and types of
weather occurrences such as hail and fog.
The Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S) will
combine observations of the climate system with the
latest science to develop authoritative, quality-assured
information about the past, current and future states of
the climate in Europe and worldwide.
C3S will provide key indicators on climate change drivers
such as carbon dioxide and impacts, for example,
reducing glaciers. The aim of these indicators will be to
support European adaptation and mitigation policies in a
number of sectors.
Data collection presenting meteorological and climate
conditions such as temperature, precipitation and
humidity.
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3.1.29 C41.02: MEA GUI (MEEO)
3.1.29.1 Purpose
Table 102 : C41.02: MEA GUI - Purpose
Name
DATABIOEO-426010

Description or Definition
The Data Management process drives the Data Extraction, the Data
Conversion and the Data Access processes.
The data access shall be based on OGC WCS standard that allows the data
access via CLI or via GUI in commons data format.
The SW component C.41.02 MEA.GUI takes the advantages of WCS
standard for data visualization. It is for internal usage only i.e since the data
stream is to the DATABIO BIG DATA PLATFORM. The data access includes
the implementation of the interface between the well consolidated meteo
data management tool (MEA) and the BIG DATA platform (WP4). The Data
Access will be then available on a machine-machine level and on a humanmachine level (data interface).

3.1.29.2 Function
Graphical user interface to access an instance of the MEA WCS. Besides the visual
functionalities of data discovery, data accessing, data subsetting and data downloading, MEA
GUI implements the web application Jupyter Notebook that allows the code editing with
specific libraries for WCS 2.0 commands via browser.

Figure 114 : C41.02: MEA GUI - Deployment View
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Table 103 : C41.02: MEA GUI - Deployment View
Type

Name
Virtual
Machine

Description
Node
A virtual machine (VM) is an emulation of a computer
system. Virtual machines are based on computer
architectures and provide functionality of a physical
computer. Their implementations may involve specialized
hardware, software, or a combination (source: Wikipedia).
SystemSoftware CentOS
The CentOS Linux distribution is a stable, predictable,
Linux
manageable and reproducible platform derived from the
sources of Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL).
Artifact
MEA WCS Virtual node hosting the WCS standard implementation.
Server
3.1.29.3 Interfaces
The component C41.02: MEA GUI provides the following interfaces:
Table 104 : C41.02: MEA GUI - Provided interfaces
ID
IFMEAGUI

Description
Graphical user interface to access an instance of the MEA WCS. Besides the
visual functionalities of data discovery, data accessing, data subsetting and data
downloading, MEA GUI implements the web application Jupyter Notebook that
allows the code editing with specific libraries for WCS 2.0 commands via
browser.

The component C41.02: MEA GUI consumes the following interfaces:
Table 105 : C41.02: MEA GUI - Consumed interfaces
ID
IF-OGCWCS

Description
This interface allows the data access via CLI in commons data format, based
on OGC WCS standard.
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Figure 115 : C41.02: MEA GUI - Interface View

3.2 Internal Interface Design
The current section describes the interfaces among the components that were described in
the previous section. For each interface, the component that provides (i.e. publishes) the
interface and the component that consumes the interface are identified.

3.2.1 IF-SEN2COR-CLI
3.2.1.1 Function
This interface is the command line interface provided by the ESA Sen2Cor processor.
Provided by:
•

C14.01: Atmospheric Correction of Sentinel-2

3.2.2 IF-TCP/IP
3.2.2.1 Function
The interface will be used to access EO data over Internet.
Consumed by:
•

C39.02: EO Crop Monitoring

•

C39.01: Mosaic Cloud Free Background

3.2.3 IF-3DT
3.2.3.1 Function
3D-Tiles are an open specification for streaming massive heterogeneous 3D geospatial
datasets. To expand on Cesium’s terrain and imagery streaming, 3D Tiles will be used to
stream 3D content, including buildings, trees, point clouds, and vector data.
Consumed by:
•

C04.04: SmartVis3D
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3.2.4 IF-OPTICAL-EO-PRODUCT
3.2.4.1 Function
This interface will be used to provide Optical EO Data if necessary for any of the Pilot's
requirement.
Consumed by:
•

C41.01: MEA WCS

3.2.5 IF-GAIAB-ML-API-REST
3.2.5.1 Function
REST interface provided by the C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning
Subcomponent.
Provided by:
•

Crop Classification, Monitoring and Outlier Detection Services

•

C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning Subcomponent

Consumed by:
•

Crop Classification, Monitoring and Outlier Detection Services

3.2.6 IF-POSTGRE-SQL
3.2.6.1 Function
The interface will be used to access the database.
Consumed by:
•

C39.02: EO Crop Monitoring

•

C39.01: Mosaic Cloud Free Background

3.2.7 IF-EGEOS-API-REST
3.2.7.1 Function
The e-Geos API Rest interface allows to submit live or batch image processing jobs.
Provided by:
•

C28.01: e-GEOS Processing Environment (e-GEOS)

Consumed by:
•

IF-OGC-WFS

•

IF-OGC-WMS

•

IF-OGC-WCS
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3.2.8 IF-DM-CLI
3.2.8.1 Function
The Data Manager command line interface allows to execute the discover and download
functionalities of the Data Manager through a command line interface.
Provided by:
•

C07.04: Data Manager

3.2.9 IF-RASDAMAN-API-R
3.2.9.1 Function
RRasdaman is an R package providing database interface for rasdaman.
Provided by:
•

C05.01: Rasdaman

3.2.10 IF-POST-GIS
3.2.10.1 Function
The interface will be used to create location queries into PostgreSQL.
Consumed by:
•

C39.02: EO Crop Monitoring

•

C39.01: Mosaic Cloud Free Background

3.2.11 IF-BINARY-NN-MODEL
3.2.11.1 Function
Interface consumed by the C31.01: Neural Network Suite component.
Provided by:
•

IF-FILE-SYSTEM

Consumed by:
•

C31.01: Neural Network Suite

3.2.12 IF-CAT-API-REST
3.2.12.1 Function
RESTful interface to populate and search the catalog, compliant with OGC 10-032r8 (Geo and
time extension of OpenSearch) OGC 13-026r8 (EO Extension of OpenSearch) and W3C Linked
Data Platform (LDP). Returns Atom responses with OGC 10-157r4 (EOP Profile of Observations
& Measurements) product metadata or ISO19139-2 collection metadata.
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Provided by:
•

C07.03: FedEO Catalog

Consumed by:
•

C07.04: Data Manager

3.2.13 IF-NNS-GUI
3.2.13.1 Function
User interface provided by the C31.01: Neural Network Suite component.
Provided by:
•

C31.01: Neural Network Suite

3.2.14 IF-NNS-API-.NET
3.2.14.1 Function
.NET interface provided by the C31.01: Neural Network Suite component.
Provided by:
•

C31.01: Neural Network Suite

3.2.15 IF-LOCAL-WEATHER- STATIONS-NETWORK
3.2.15.1 Function
This interface will be used to provide data from local weather stations if necessary for any of
the Pilot's requirement.
Consumed by:
•

C41.01: MEA WCS

3.2.16 IF-MAD-CHANGE-CLI
3.2.16.1 Function
Command-line interface of the C29.02: MADchange component.
Provided by:
•

C29.02: MADchange

3.2.17 IF-NNS-API-C
3.2.17.1 Function
C interface provided by the C31.01: Neural Network Suite component.
Provided by:
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C31.01: Neural Network Suite

3.2.18 IF-GLTF
3.2.18.1 Function
glTF™ (GL Transmission Format) is a royalty-free specification for the efficient transmission
and loading of 3D scenes and models by applications. glTF minimizes both the size of 3D
assets, and the runtime processing needed to unpack and use those assets. glTF defines an
extensible, common publishing format for 3D content tools and services that streamlines
authoring workflows and enables interoperable use of content across the industry.
Consumed by:
•

C04.04: SmartVis3D

3.2.19 IF-GR-API-REST
3.2.19.1 Function
GeoRocket Server provides a (REST-like) HTTP interface that you can use to interact with the
data store and to embed GeoRocket in your application. By default, GeoRocket listens to
incoming connections on port 63020.
Provided by:
•

C04.02: GeoRocket

3.2.20 IF-OGC-WPS-REST
3.2.20.1 Function
OGC WPS 2.0 REST Interface consumed by the Data Manager to convert EO data available in
a local store (HDFS or NFS).
Consumed by:
•

C07.04: Data Manager

3.2.21 IF-OGC-WMS
3.2.21.1 Function
This interface allows the data access via CLI in commons data format, based on OGC WMS
standard OGC 06-042 [REF-117].
Provided by:
•

C05.01: Rasdaman
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3.2.22 IF-MEA-GUI
3.2.22.1 Function
Graphical user interface to access an instance of the MEA WCS. Besides the visual
functionalities of data discovery, data accessing, data subsetting and data downloading, MEA
GUI implements the web application Jupyter Notebook that allows the code editing with
specific libraries for WCS 2.0 commands via browser.
Provided by:
•

C41.02: MEA GUI

3.2.23 IF-MOSAIC-CLOUD-FREE-API-REST
3.2.23.1 Function
This interface is the application interface provided by the C39.01: Cloud Free Background
component.
Provided by:
•

C39.01: Mosaic Cloud Free Background

3.2.24 IF-WISHART-CHANGE-CLI
3.2.24.1 Function
Command-line interface of the C29.01: WishartChange component.
Provided by:
•

C29.01: WishartChange

3.2.25 IF-NEUROCODE
3.2.25.1 Function
Interface consumed by the C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning subcomponent.
Consumed by:
•

C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning Subcomponent

3.2.26 IF-OGC-WCPS
3.2.26.1 Function
This interface allows the data access via CLI in commons data format, based on OGC WCPS
standard.
OpenGIS Web Coverage Processing Service (WCPS) Language Interface Standard (REF- 08068r2, http://portal.opengeospatial.org/files/?artifact_id=32319).
Provided by:
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3.2.27 IF-FILE-SYSTEM
3.2.27.1 Function
File system interface used by several components such as C13.02: GAIABUS ML and C31.01:
Neural Network Suite.
Provided by:
•

IF-Classification result xml

Consumed by:
•

C39.03: S2 Clouds, Shadows and Snow Mask

•

C31.01: Neural Network Suite

•

C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning Subcomponent

•

C39.02: EO Crop Monitoring

•

C39.01: Mosaic Cloud Free Background

3.2.28 IF-RASDAMAN-API-RASQL
3.2.28.1 Function
SQL interface provided by the C05.01: Rasdaman component.
Provided by:
•

C05.01: Rasdaman

Consumed by:
•

C07.04: Data Manager

3.2.29 IF-RASDAMAN-API-JAVA
3.2.29.1 Function
Java interface provided by the C05.01: Rasdaman component.
Provided by:
•

C05.01: Rasdaman
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3.2.30 IF-GT-API-REST
3.2.30.1 Function
GeoToolbox provides a (REST-like) HTTP interface that you can use to process data and
convert them to other formats.
Provided by:
•

C04.03.02: GeoToolbox 3DTiles

•

C04.03: GeoToolbox

•

C04.03.01: GeoToolbox QuantizedMesh-Convert

Consumed by:
•

C04.03.01: GeoToolbox QuantizedMesh-Convert

3.2.31 IF-GT-CLI
3.2.31.1 Function
GeoToolbox provides a command line interface that you can use to process data and convert
them to other formats.
Provided by:
•

C04.03.02: GeoToolbox 3DTiles

•

C04.03: GeoToolbox

•

C04.03.01: GeoToolbox QuantizedMesh-Convert

3.2.32 IF-SENTINEL-1-PREPRO-CLI
3.2.32.1 Function
This interface is the command line interface that allows to invoke the Sentinel-1
preprocessing.
Provided by:
•

C14.04: Sentinel-1 IWS Pre-Processing

3.2.33 IF-OGC-WFS
3.2.33.1 Function
This interface allows the data access via CLI in commons data format, based on OGC WFS
standard.
Provided by:
•

IF-EGEOS-API-REST
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Consumed by:
•

C28.01: e-GEOS Processing Environment (e-GEOS)

3.2.34 IF-S2-CLOUD-MASK-CLI
3.2.34.1 Function
Command-line interface provided by the C39.03: Clouds, Shadows and Snow Mask
component.
Provided by:
•

C39.03: S2 Clouds, Shadows and Snow Mask

3.2.35 IF-HEALTH-STATUS-CLI
3.2.35.1 Function
Currently, the component C11.02: Forest Health Status is a manual process that would be
improved and automatized in the following stages of DataBio project.
Provided by:
•

C11.02: Forest Health Status

3.2.36 IF-MAP-PROXY
3.2.36.1 Function
The interface will be used to deliver the cached background images to the WMS service.
Consumed by:
•

C39.02: EO Crop Monitoring

•

C39.01: Mosaic Cloud Free Background

3.2.37 IF-OSGW-DISCOVERY
3.2.37.1 Function
This interface is provided by the FedEO Gateway (C07.01) component and is compliant with
OGC 10-032r8, OGC 13-026r8 and related CEOS OpenSearch Best Practices. Responses are
available in multiple formats (Atom, GeoJSON, Turtle, RDF/XML, JSON-LD and others. An SRUstyle and RESTful API (W3C LDP 1.0) are available and described in OpenAPI format.
The interface can be used to discover EO collections or EO products published in any of the
connected backend catalogs. The product metadata returned by the interface includes
download links for the products (atom:link rel="enclosure") which refer to the archive and
may include links to related OGC services for access to the data (e.g. via the owc: namespace
from
OGC
12-084r2).
To discover which "collections" are deployed behind the interface, the OSDD available at
http://<host>/opensearch/description.xml
should
be
used.
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The OSDD document describing the available search parameters for the top-level Sentinel
"collection"
is
available
at:
http://<host>/opensearch/description.xml?parentIdentifier=EOP:ESA:SCIHUB
A
query
to
find
sentinel
related
collections
would
look
like:
http://<host>/opensearch/request?platform=sentinel.
Collections

Source

How to access

Sentinel-2

Sentinels
Scientific
Hub.

API:

Sentinel-1

Landsat-8

Proba-V

Sentinels
Scientific
Hub.

NASA
(USGS)

VITO PDF

Data

http://geo.spacebel.be/opensearch/request?
parentIdentifier=EOP:ESA:FEDEO&uid=EOP%3AESA%
3AS2MSI1C
API:

Data

http://geo.spacebel.be/opensearch/request?
parentIdentifier=EOP:ESA:FEDEO&uid=
EOP%3AESA%3ASENTINEL_1

CMR API:
http://geo.spacebel.be/opensearch/request/
?httpAccept=application/atom%2Bxml&parentIdentif
ier=
EOP:NASA:CMR&uid=C185174181-USGS_EROS
API:
http://geo.spacebel.be/opensearch/request/
?httpAccept=application/atom%2Bxml&
uid=EOP:VITO:PROBAV_S1-TOC_333M_V001

Cryosat-2

ESA

API:
http://geo.spacebel.be/opensearch/request?
parentIdentifier=EOP:ESA:FEDEO&uid= CR2_SIR

ERS SAR

ESA (OADS)

API:
http://geo.spacebel.be/opensearch/request?
parentIdentifier=EOP:ESA:FEDEO&uid=ERS.SAR

ENVISAT ASAR

ESA (OADS)

API:
http://geo.spacebel.be/opensearch/request?
parentIdentifier=EOP:ESA:FEDEO&uid=ENVISAT.ASA

SMOS_Open

ESA (OADS)

API:
http://geo.spacebel.be/opensearch/request?
parentIdentifier=EOP:ESA:FEDEO&uid=SMOS_Open
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Provided by:
•

C07.01: FedEO Gateway

Consumed by:
•

C07.05: FedEO Portlet

•

C07.04: Data Manager

•

C31.XX: EO Data Selection

3.2.38 IF-MAP-SERVER
3.2.38.1 Function
The interface will be used to deliver the background images to the Web interface through a
WMS service.
Consumed by:
•

C39.02: EO Crop Monitoring

•

C39.01: Mosaic Cloud Free Background

3.2.39 IF-HTTP
3.2.39.1 Function
The interface will be used to access EO data using OpenSearch protocols.
Consumed by:
•

C39.02: EO Crop Monitoring

•

C39.01: Mosaic Cloud Free Background

3.2.40 IF-DM-API-REST
3.2.40.1 Function
The purpose of the REST interface provided by the Data Manager (C07.04) is to allow to
discover (in many heterogeneous catalogues), download (from many remote repositories and
various protocols), convert (using pre-configured per-collection processes), store (in several
file systems), and cache EO data that needs to be processed on a (e.g. Hadoop/Oozie)
processing environment. The caching mechanism is desirable to avoid wasting bandwidth and
transfer times when the EO data is reused and shared by multiple processing chains.
Provided by:
•

C07.04: Data Manager

Consumed by:
•

DataBio Pilot Analytics Oozie Workflow
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3.2.41 IF-OGC-WCS
3.2.41.1 Function
This interface allows the data access via CLI in commons data format, based on OGC WCS
standard.
Provided by:
•

C05.01: Rasdaman

•

IF-ESA-MEA-WCS

•

C41.01: MEA WCS

Consumed by:
•

C31.01: Neural Network Suite

•

C41.02: MEA GUI

3.2.42 IF-RADIOMETRIC-CORRECTIONS-GUI
3.2.42.1 Function
The component C11.03: Radiometric Corrections is an application with human operator
interface, currently under development.
Provided by:
•

C11.03: Radiometric Corrections

3.2.43 IF-QM
3.2.43.1 Function
The QuantizedMesh format is a simple multi-resolution quadtree pyramid of Triangulated
Irregular Networks (TIN) according to the Tile Map Service (TMS) layout and global-geodetic
profile.
Consumed by:
•

C04.04: SmartVis3D
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3.2.44 IF-MAP-GENERATOR-CLI
3.2.44.1 Function
Currently, the component C11.01: Agriculture Map Generator is a manual process that would
be improved and automatized in the following stages of DataBio project.
Provided by:
•

C11.01: Agriculture Map Generator

3.2.45 IF-DM-API-JAVA
3.2.45.1 Function
The purpose of the Data Manager Java API is to provide an easy access to the Data Manager
REST
service.
Note that, to keep it simple for the user, the Java API does not provide all the functionality
available through the Data Manager REST interface.
Provided by:
•

C07.04: Data Manager

3.2.46 IF-BINARY-NN-MODELS
3.2.46.1 Function
Interface consumed by the C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning subcomponent.
Consumed by:
•

C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning Subcomponent

3.2.47 IF-COPERNICUS
3.2.47.1 Function
This interface will be used to provide Copernicus data if necessary for any of the Pilot's
requirement.
Consumed by:
•

C39.02: EO Crop Monitoring

•

C41.01: MEA WCS

•

C39.01: Mosaic Cloud Free Background

3.2.48 IF-EO-CROP-MONITORING-CLI
3.2.48.1 Function
Command-line interface provided by the C39.02: EO Crop Monitoring component.
Provided by:
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C39.02: EO Crop Monitoring

3.2.49 IF-GAIAB-ML-API-Python
3.2.49.1 Function
Python interface provided by the C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning
Subcomponent.
Provided by:
•

C13.02: GAIABus DataSmart Machine Learning Subcomponent

3.2.50 IF-FEDEO-GUI
3.2.50.1 Function
Web based User Interface provided by the C07.05: FedEO Portlet component.
Provided by:
•

C07.05: FedEO Portlet
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4 Conclusion
The deliverable D5.1 “EO Component Specification” has presented an initial version of the
EO Component Specification based on information available at M12 of the project. The
current document refines and consolidates that initial specification based on
experimentations and latest information received from the pilots until M17.
The Chapter 2 has presented how WP5 components are used into pilots through different
ArchiMate views. Location views show where the W5 components are geographically
deployed. Pipeline views illustrate the component interactions and their connections to
external interface. Life-cycle view show where the WP5 components are used during the lifecycle steps from the data preparation until the data visualization. Chapter 2 also identified
the EO data used in the pilots. The external interfaces consumed by the WP5 components are
also identified at the end this Chapter 2.
While Chapter 2 put the focus on the WP5 components integration and their use in the pilots,
Chapter 3 put the focus on the description of each WP5 component with its provided and
consumed interfaces.
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[REF-803]

DataBio D2.1: Forestry Pilot Definition, v1.0, 2017-06-30.

[REF-804]

DataBio D3.1: Fishery Pilot Definition, v1.0, 2017-10-20.

[REF-805]

DataBio D4.1: Platform and Interfaces, v1.0, to be published.

[REF-806]

DataBio D5.1: EO Component Specification, v1.0, 2017-12-29.

[REF-807]

DataBio D4.2: Services for Tests, v1.0, 31/05/2018.

Dissemination level: PU - Public
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